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OPERATOR'S MANUAL

~ Ni-Cd
· (English)

CONTAINS NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERY.
MUST BE RECYCLED OR DISPOSED OF PROPERLY.

· (Deutsch)

MIT NiCd AKKU. EFORDERT RECYCLING ODER

FACHGERECHTE ENTSORGUNG.
· (Français)

· (Italiano)

NICKEL.
DOlT ÊTRE RECYCLÉE OU DONNÉE A UN ORGANISME
DE RETRAITEMENT.

CONTIENT UNE BATTERIE AU CADMIUM

CONTIENE NiCd BATTERIA. DEVE aUINDI ESSERE
RICICLATA 0 ELIMINATA IN MODO APPROPRIATO.

· (Nederlands)

BEVAT EEN NiCd BATTERIJ. DIENT GERECYCLEERD TE
WORDEN OF OP EEN CORRECTE MANIER VERNIETIGD
TE WORDEN.

· (Español)

CONTIENE UNA NiCd BATERíA. DEBE RECICLARSE 0
ELIMINARSE ADECUADAMENTE.

· (Português)

CONTEM BATERIA DE NíaUELCÁDMIO. DEVERÁ SER
RECICLADA OU DECART ADA CONVENIENTEMENTE.

· (Svensk)

INNEHÁLLER NiCd BATTER

· (Suomi)

SISÄLTAÃ NIKKELI-KADMIUM AKUN.

· (Norsk)

NiCd BATTERIER MÁ RESIRKULERES ELLER KASTES PÁ
EN FORSVARLIG MÁTE.

· (Dansk)

INDEHOLDER NiCd BATTER!. SKAL GENVINDES ELLER
KASSERES PÁ FORSVARLIG MÀDE.

· (ETlviiccx)

nEPIEEI MI TAPIA NlKEOY -KAIOY.

i. BÖR ÁTERVINNAS ELLER
FÖRSTÖRAS PÁ ET SÃKERT SÃTT.
HÃ VITETAESSÄ KÃSITEL TÄV Ã ONGELMAJÃTTEENÃ.

npEnEI NA ANAKYNETAI H NA KATA~TPE(lETAI ME
TON KA TAAAHAO TPno.

-

For U.S.A. ATTENTION:
The product that you have purchased contains a rechargeable battery.
The battery is recyclable. At the end of it's useful
life, under various state and
local
laws, it may be ilegal to dispose of this battery into the municipal waste
stream. Check with your local solid waste officials for details in your area for
recycling options or proper disposaL. Use the standard battery charger.

Die Schweiz: Nach Gebrauch der Verkaufsstelle zurückgeben.
La Suisse: Après usage à rap

porter au point de vente.

Swizzera: Ritomare la pila usate al negozio.

SET2100
SET3100
SET3100S
S.ET4100

SET4100S
Electronic Total Station

OPERATOR1S MANUAL

· Thank you for selectng the SET2100, SET31oo, SET3100S, SET4100, or SET410os;

· Please read this manual carefully before starting to use the instrument. Keep this manual near
the instrument for easy reference.

· Verify that all equipment is included by referrng to "28. Standard Equipmenl.

· Sokka is continuously conducting research and development in order to make its products
easier to use and enhance their precision. The specifcations and general appearance of the
instrument may be alered without prior notifcation.

· Sokkia bears absolutely no responsibilty for any profi or losses created through the use of
this system.
· Some of the diagrams and screen displays shown in this manual are simplified for easier
understanding. .
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Always Follow Precautions for Safe Operation
· For the safe use of the product and prevention of injury to operators and other persons as
well as prevention of propert damage, items which should be observed are indicated by
an exclamation point within a triangle used with WARNING and CAUTION statements in
this operatots manuaL.
The definitions of the indications are listed below.
Be sure you understand them before reading the manual's main text.

& WARNING

Ignoring this indication and making an operation error could
possibly result in death or serious injury to the operator.

& CAUTION

Ignoring this indication and making an operation error could
possibly result in personal injury or propert damage.

it WARNING
not use the unit in areas exposed to high amounts of dust or ash, in areas where there
is inadequate ventilation, or near combustible materials. An explosion could occur.

· Do

· Do not perform disassembly or rebuilding. Fire, electric shock or bums could result.
· Never look at the sun through the telescope. Loss of eyesight could result.

· Do not look at reflected sunlight from a prism or other reflecting object through the telescope. Loss of eyesight could result.

· Dir~ct viewing of the sun during sun observation wil cause loss of eyesight. Use solar
filter (option) for sun observation.

~ CAUTION
· Secure handle to main unit with locking screws. Failure to properly

secure the handle

could result in the unit falling off while being carred, causing injury.

· lighten the adjustment tribrach clamp securely. Failure to properly secure the clamp could
result in the tribrach fallng off while being carried, causing injury.

· Do not use the carring case as a footstool. The case is slippery and unstable so a person
could slip and falloff it.

ri

. Do not place the instrument in a case with a damaged catch, belt or handle. The case or
instrument could be dropped and cause injury.

. Do not wield or throw the plumb bob. A person could be injured if struck.

Lt CAUTION
. When mounting the instment to the tripod, tighten the centenng screw securely. Failure to
tighten the screw properl could

result in the instrment falling off the tr~od, causing injury.

. Tighten securely the leg fixing screws of the tripod on which the instrument is mounted.
Failure to tighten the screws could result in the trpod collapsing, causing injury.
. Do not carry the trpod with the tripod shoes pointed at other persons. A person could be
injured if struck by the tnpod shoes.

. Keep hands and feet away from the tripod shoes when fixing the tripod in the ground. A
hand or foot sta wound could result.

. Tighten the leg fixing screws securely before carring the tripod. Failure to tighten the
screws could lead to the tripod legs extending, causing injury.

Lt WARNING
. Do not use voltage other than the specified power supply voltage. Fire or electric shock

could result.

. Use only the specified battery charger to recharge batteries. Oter chargers may be of
different voltage rating or polarity, causing sparking which could lead to fire or bums;

. Do not place artcles such as clothing on .thè battery charger while charging batteries.
Sparks could be induced leading to fire.

. Do not use damaged power cords, plugs or loose outlets. Fire or electric shock could
result.
. Do not use batteries or the battery charger if wet. Resultant shortng could lead to fire or

bums.
. Do not use power cords other than those designated. Fire could result.

.. To prevent shorting of the battery in storage, apply insulating tape or equivalent to the
terminals. Oterwise shortng could occur, resultng in fire or bums.
. Do not heat or throw battenes into fire. An explosion could occur, resulting in injury.
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& CAUTION
· Do not touch liquid leaking from batteries. Harmful chemicals could cause bums or blis-

ters.
· Do not connect or disconnect power supply plugs with wet hands. Electric shock could
result.
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Before Using the Instrument
. The Uthium Battery

The lithium battery, a backup battery which retains data in the intemal memory of the SET,
can back up data for approximately 5 years of normal use, but its lifetime may be shorter

depending on circumstances. Therefore be sure to reolace the lithium battery after the
instrument has been used for 4 years. Ask your Sokkia service center to replace the battery for you. When the lithium battery is replaced all stored data is cleared. If the voltage
supplied by the lithium battery either declines or is completely discharged, the message
"Exchange sub bat." is displayed. If the lithium battery completely fails. the data is entirely
cleared. We recommend that you store data you must retain to your computer.
. Battery

The battery (nickel hydrogen storage battery) is not charged when the ,instrument is shipped.
Before using it, read the battery and charger operating manual and be sure to fully charge
the battery.

· Loosening the Locking Screw on the Tribrach Shifting Clamp
When the instrument is shipped, the trbrach
Screw Holding the Tribrach
shifting clamp is held firmly in place with a lockShiftng Clamp in Place
ing screw to prevent the instrument from shifting on the levelling base. Before using the instrument the first time, loosen this screw with

a screw-driver. And before transporting it,
tighten the locking screw to fasten the tribrach
shifting clamp in place so that it will not shift on

the levellng base.
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How to Read the Manual
. This operating manual

contains all information conceming your SET.

Read it in the following sequence when you use the instrument the first

STEP 1
STEP 2

STEP 3
STEP 4

time.

Read "Introduction" and "Measurement Preparation."
Read "Basic Measurements" as you actually operate the instrument to become accustomed to the operating method.
Before performing measurements, try to perform the series of operations:
extemal observation, data recording, etc.
Read "Applied Measurements" as necessary.

. Using this instrument, it is possible to freely assign the functions using the soft key in
MEAS Mode. It is, therefore, not possible

to specif which function is displayed at which

location on which page of the screen. The operations explained in this manual are basically the settngs at the time the instrument leaves the factory.
. Functions corresponding to softkeys _::_ to _:æ_ are enclosed by brackets ( )

in this manuaL.
. See "Input

Range of Data Categories" for the input range of various data categories.

Special Features
. Your SET instrument displays easily understood measurement data, operating messages,
and error indicators using numerals and letters of the alphabet.

. The intemal memory ca store 3,000 data items.
. The data stored in the intemal memory can be transmitted toa computer.

· ,In addition to a reflective prism, it is possible to also use a reflectve sheet as the target
during measurements.
. Because the telescope is extremely compact, it is possible to easily collmate the target.
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INTRODUCTION
. This section of the manual explains precautions and the names of the parts of your SET.
Please read this carefully before using the instrument.

1. Precautions ........................................................................ 3
2. Parts of the Instrument ....................................................... 4
3. Key Functions .................................................................... 5
4. Character Entr ................................................................. 7
5. Display'Symbols ............................................................... 8
6. Mode Configuration ...............,........................................... 9
6.1 Mode Diagram ...............................................,.......... 9
6.2 Menu Table ............................................................. 10
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1. PRECAUTIONS

I PRECAUTIONS

I

. Never place the SET directly on the ground.
Sand or dust may cause damage to the screw holes or the centering screw on the base

plate.
. Do not aim the telescope at the sun.

Doing so may damage the interior of the instrument.

. Protect the SET from direct sunlight, rain, or mist with an umbrella.

Exposure could affect the precision of the instrument or cause corrosion and other
damage.
. Never carry the SET on the tripod to another site.

. The SET is a precision instrument; it must be handled carefully. Protect it from heavy
shocks or vibration.

. When the adaptor leaves the SET, the vinyl cover should be placed on the instrument.
Dust or rain might cause an instrument malfunction.

. Tum the power off before removing the battery.
If you do not, the internal circuits of the SET could be damaged.

. When placing the SET in its case, first remove its battery and place it in the case in accordance with the layout plan.

If it is stored with its battery stil in place, the power could come on, causing improper
operation and completely discharging the battery.

. Before closing the cover on the case, make sure that the interior of the case and the SET
are both completely dry.

If any moisture remains inside the case, the instrument could rust.
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2. PARTS OF THE INSTRUMENT

~ 0

THE INSTRUMENT I

EI PARTS OF

o Handle

~

f) Handle securing screw

e Instrument height mark

Ð Battery

o Keyboard
(1 Tribrach shifting clamp

(SET410os/3100S: Shifting clamp)

G Base Plate

æ

ø

Q Levellng foot screw,
Ð Circular level adjusting screws

Ð

æ Circular level
~ Display
~ Objective lens

Q

o

o

(1

~

æ

~

æ

~
æ
Q;

~

æ

0

ei
4

4D

Tubular compass slot
Optical plummet focussing ring
Optical plummet reticle cover
Optical plummet eyepiece

lf

Horizontal clamp

CD

~
W

ei

~

æ
æ
æ
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Gi

~

0

Horizontal fine motion screw
Data output connector
Extemal power source connector
Plate level
Plate level adjusting screw

~
~

Vertical clamp
Vertical fine motion screw

Q;

Telescope eyepiece

~
~
~

Telescope focussing ring
Peep sight

Instrument center mark

3. KEY FUNCTIONS

II KEY FUNCTIONS

I

· The SET has a 28-key keyboard. The keys are a power switch key, an ilumination key, 4

softkeys, 10 operating keys, and 12 alphanumeric keys.
Illumination key
Power switch key

~=~
(m CI)

D

C (i aD aD QD)

Softkeys

Soft

Power switch key

07';0' k."

To switch the power on, press _'l~_ .

To switch the power off, press" while
pressing _'l~_ .

~
EJWJ

SOIQ

CD Q)
(iB ø ""

~
m
t=

AB OEF GH

JK

CD

Ilumination key

POR

(5 (§

ST vw yz
CD CD

~
(I 0 ~

To switch the display and the telescope reticle
image ilumination on/off, press ...

Alphanumeric keys

keys
Use
the keys _=-_ to _2_ at the bottom left of the' keyboard to select the correspond-

The bottom line of the SET display lists softkeys which vary depending on the screen.

ing softkey on the display. To view softkeys displayed on pages 2 and 3, press _ .

As an example, the following shows the settings of the softkeys displayed in MEAS Mode
when the instrument is shipped from the factory.
Page 1

(SDIST)
(~SHVJ
(H.ANG)
(EDM)

Start distance measurement
Change distance measurement category

Set the horizontal circle to a required value
Set the EDM

Page 2

(5-0)

Set horizontal angle to 0
Find coordinate values of the target
Start setting-out measurement

(REC)

Record observed data

(OSEl)
(COORD)
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3. KEY FUNCTIONS

Page 3

(MLM)

(RESEC)
(MENU)
(HT)

-m

Start missing line measurement
Start resection measurement
, Display measurement menu

Set the height of instrument station and the target

Operating keys

ma

li
II

"A
l-

., i

4

Cancel previous operation and transfer from MEAS Mode to status screen
Change softkey display page

Turn shift mode on or off
Delete character/left
Input a space
Move cursor/selected option up
Move cursor/selected option down
Move cursor to the leftselect other options
Move cursor to the right/select other options
Confirm èntry or store data on that line and move the cursor to the next
line

Alphanumerical keys with shift mode off
o to Ð Numerical input/selection of menu item

_ Input decimal point

II Change symbol
Alphanumeric keys with shift mode on

STU to ~ Alphabet input (a letter above each key is input when that key is

.. -- pressed.)
c: Start up the circular level display function (See "9.9 Explanations:

_ Levellng Using the Tilt Angle Display")
~ Start up the retumsignal check function (See "11.2 HetumedSignal

-- checking")
Read the fallowing section for detailed alphanumeric input instructions.
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4. CHARACTER ENTRY

a CHARACTER ENTRY

I

· Job names, data numbers, codes, etc. are entered to the SET using letters of the alphabet
and numerals.

· Change between alphabetic and numerical entry by pressing mi .

An § is displayed on the right side of the screen when the SET is in alphabet entry mode.

Alphabet entry mode r mi -7 Numeral entry mode

Entry in alphabet and numeral mode is performed as follows.

~ PROCEDURE

.

Mem . / JOB
JOBM1
JOB

§

Three letters are assigned to each key.
Each time a key is pressed, one of the three
letters is displayed successively at the cursor
position.

. When the letter which must be entered is displayed, press 4 to move the cursor to the position where the next letter wil be entered.

· Press mi to switch to numeral entry mode.
. When the entry is completed, press -

The original screen is restored.
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5. DISPLAY SYMBOLS

..1 DISPLAY SYMBOLS
. A number of symbols are used in MEAS Mode.
Their meanings are presented below.

PC Prism constant
ppm Atmospheric correction

S Slope distance

H Honzontal distàce
V Height difference
ZA Zenith angle (zenith 0°)
'angle (Honzontal 0° ¡Horizontal 0° J: 90°)

VA Vertical

V/% Slope in %
HAR Horizontal angle nght
HAL Horizonta angle left
HAh Horizonta angle hold
-i Tilt angle compensation on

Remaining battery power (BDC35, Temp. = 25°C, EDM on)
*3 90

to

*2 50

to

100%
90%

*1 10t050%'
* 0 0 to 10%
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6. MODE CONFIGURATION

D MODE CONFIGURATION

,

. The SET operates in a number of modes depending on your measurement needs. This
secton explains the relationship between the various SET modes and presents tables of
the menus for each mode.

.. Mode Diagram
REC Mode

MEAS Mode

RE C 1 2 3 r e c

Meas.

l.Dist data

2.Angle data
3.Coorddata

8

4.8tn data

ZA
HAR

5. No t e

6. Vi ew

Menu Mode
Menu
1 Coordinate

2.8-0
3.0ffset
4.Repetition

5.MLM '

Status Screen

6. REM

Apr-17~97 13:55:44
8ET2100
NO.123456
Ver .139-00-00

139-00-00

~ - EIim

7.Resection
~ Instrument name
~ Instrument number
J- Application softar version

-+ Job name

1m
'
(MEM) ( ,.n'
Job. JOBO 1

,§j~_.

~-;,t?t:f~_~f.

~tN~In.~W~k¿.æ4i~~~~s2it~lt~9£t~~f.~¥~š!~v~\t~~~

Memory Mode

M::iir (i

n

2.Known data
3. Code

C~

Setting Mode

. . ii.....n.....i

2.lnstr.const.
3. Da t e& time

4.Comms setup
5. Un it

6.Key function
9

6.2 Menu Table

,_ Menu Table
. Status Screen
(MEAS) To MEAS Mode

(MEM) To Memory Mode
(CNFG) To Settng Mode
. MEAS Mode

LDIST)

Distnce measurement

( ~ SHV)

Select distance mode (S=Slope distance/H=Horizontal distanceN=Height
difference)

(OSET)
(H.ANG)

(RI)

Set horizontal angle to 0
Set required horizontal angle
Select horizontal angle right/left

(REP)

Repetiion measurement

(HOLD)
(ZA/%)
(HT)
(REC)
(REM)

(RCL)

Hold horizontal angle/release horizontal angle
Switch between zenith angle/slope in %
Set the instrument station height and target height
Data recording
REM measurement
Missing line measurement
Display final measurement data

(VIEW)
(EDM)

Display observation data for the selecd JOB
Settng EDM (atmospheric correction and taget, distance measurement

(COORD)

method setting)
Coordinates measurement

, (MLM)

(OFFSET

Settng-out measurement
Ofset measurement

(MENU)

To Menu Mode

(RESEC)

Resection measurement
Switch between meters/feet
Output measurement results to extemal instrument

(5-0)

(F/M
(DOUT

· Memory Mode
1. JOB ............................ To "JOB Management Screen"
2. Known data ................. To "Known Point Menu Screen"
3. Code ..,...................... To "Code Setting Screen"

. Settng Mode
1. Obs. condition ............. Observation condition settng
2. Inst. const. ................ Instrument constant setting
3. Date & time ................. Date & time settng
4. Comms setup.............. Communication conditions setting
5. Unit ..................:......... Unit settng
6. Key function ................ Key settng
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6.2 Menu Table

.:REC Mode;:
1. Dist data...................... Distance measurement data recording
2. Angle data .................. Angle measurement data recording
3. Coord data ................. Coordinates

data recording

4. Stn data ...................... Instrument station data recording
5. Note ............................ Note data recording
6. View............................ Review

.:Menu Mode;:
1. Coordinate ................. Coordinates measurement
2. s- ............................. Setting-out measurement
3. Offset .......................... Offset measurement

4. Repetition ................... Repetition measurement
5. MLM ........................... Missing line measurement
6. REM ............................ REM measurement
7. Resecton .................... Resection measurement
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7. MOUNTING THE BATTERY

II MOUNTING THE BATTERY

I

. Fully charge the battery before measurement. See the battery operating manual and "24.
Power Supplies" for details concerning the battery.

NOTE: Switch off power to the SET before removing the battery.

~ PROCEDURE MountingthebatterY:X"."
1. Insert the battery by aligning the battery guide

with the guide hole in the instrument.

2. Press the top of the battery until you hear a click.

~ PROCEDURERel1Qvi..gtl'etb~ttery"
1. While pressing the round button CD, press the

release button (g downward.

2. Remove the battery by pullng it towards yourself.

· To turn on the power immediately after this step, see "9. Power On and Preparation for

Measurement'.
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8.1 centering

SETTING UP THE INSTRUMENT
· If the battery is mounted after the instrument is set up, the instrument will tilt. First mount
the battery, then do this operation.

__ Centering
."., ".-.:'.,-., "..,.' -...,..... - --,'".,"-0.

~ PROCEDU RESettihgup,tl1~.tl'ippcJ
Level ~

¡..
",
.-:",-,c_:; ~- ::.x:-, ;~; :.:~/,..:_:.\,~,., ..,." ;:' ::.-:.:.:¡:;',::".
..;:.;(::'/,..,-._.0;;-,,,....

1. Make sure the legs are spaced at equal intervals and the head is approximately leveL.

2.

Set the tripod so the center of the head is directly over the surveying point.

spacing 3.

Step on the tripod shoes to make sure the tripod is firmly fixed in the ground.

Equal

ln

Ô~.;tlí~...i~~jf;qm,~nl.,.(J~.4."
4. Place the instrument on the tripod head.

5. Supporting the instrument with one hand,

tighten the centering screw to fix it to the female screw on the base plate of the instrument.

6. Looking through the optical plummet, turn the

optical plummet eyepiece to focus on the concentric rings on the reticle.
7. Turn the optical plummet focussing ring to fo-

cus on the surveying point.
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8. SETTING UP THE INSTRUMENT

__ Levellng
· If you require higher precision levelling after completing the following procedure, please
refer to "9.9 Explanations: Leveling using the tilt angle display".

~ PROCEDURE

~
~
I

1. Adjust the levellng foot screws to center the

surveying point in the optical plummet reticle.

(§ 2.
l

f(
V: 3.

Center the bubble in the circular level by either
shortening the tripod leg closest to the off cen-

ter direction of the bubble or by lengthening
the tripod leg farthest from the off center direc-

tion of the bubble.
Adjust one more tripod leg to center the bubble.

4. Loosen the horizontal clamp to turn the upper

part of the instrument until the plate level is
parallel to a line between levellng foot screws
A and B.
5. Use levellng foot screws A and B to center the

A B

\. 001l~1100))

,.
c

bubble.
NOTE: The bubble moves towards a clockwise rotated levellng
foot screw.

6. Turn the upper part of the instrument through

90°.
The plate level is now perpendicular to a line
between levellng foot screws A and B.
B

7. Use levelling foot screw C to center the bubble.

17

8.2 Levellng

/"~H~~'f!~~J!!!l'¡';'"
C 8. Tum the upper part of the instrument a further

~ 90° and check to see if the bubble is still in the
center of the plate leveL.

If the bubble is off-center, perform the following:
a. Tum levellng foot screws A and B equally in

opposite directions to remove half of the
bubble displacement.

b. Tum the upper part a further 90°, and use
levellng foot screw C to remove half of the
displacement in this direction.
Or perform the plate level adjustment described
in "21.1 Plate Level".

9. Turn the instrument and check to see if the

bubble is in the same position in all directions.
If it is not, repeat the levellng procedure.

10. Loosen the centering screw slightly.
11. Looking through the optical plummet eyepiece,

slide the instrument over the tripod head until
the surveying point is exactly centered in the
reticle.
12. Retighten the centering screw securely.

13. Confirm that the bubble in the plate level is centered. If not, repeat the procedures starting from
step 4.

""ï~t§~b¡~~~::,~:~;~
,/..,.:.." "

10. Loosen the shiftng clamp.

The instrument moves honzontally up to:t 8 mm.

11. Looking at the surveying point through the optical plummet eyepiece, move the instrument to
center the surveying point on the reticle.
12. Gently tighten the shifting clamp.
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9. POWER ON AND PREPARATION FOR MEASUREMENT

POWER ON AND PREPARATION
FOR MEASUREMENT
· This section explains preparations which must be performed after the power is turned on
and before measurement begins.
9.1 Power on/off
9.2 Indexing the Horizontal and Vertical Circles

9.3 Focussing and Target Sighting
9.4 Display and

Reticle Ilumination

9.5 Setting the Instrument Options

9.6 Setting Date and Time

9.7 Restoring Set Items to Initial Settngs
9.8 Initializing the Data
9.9
Explanations

. Power on/off
~ PROCEDURE

Press _.i~_

.

Press _.i~_.

When the power is turned on, the display on

the left appears and the self-check is performed.

Checking

If the instrument is operating normally, it is
ready for horizontal circle and vertical circle indexing.
When the measurement condition parameter
"Horizontal circle indexing" is set to "Manual
(0° at power on), the horizontal angle is dis-

OSET

ZA
HAR

o se t
o se t

played in (HARJ.

.

Meas.

ZA V1

HAR 0°00'00"
Take F1

..

When the measurement condition parameter
"Vertical circle indexing" is set to Manual (by
sighting both faces), the screen on the leftap-

pears.
For the indexing method, refer to "26. Manually Indexing the Vertical Circle".
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9.1 PC'vW'8í Gîi/Gfi

(,:¡ir"Köri:zÖhfà'r'ärlgrš':'otO""wherf"powèt'iS'örr"..":""~~_~'~"""_'""':~~"','e"',.="'''""'''':",,,,,,,,,,_,,.="--~..~-:~_~";

~ . It is possible to switch the horizontal circle indexing method from "indexing by rotating 1

,. the top of the instrumenl to "0° when power is on." ,
~:~~;""""'""~""~""~,~~~"'H';,~~"'""""~~~,__~",," ". ~R i .1;'o~'t.~'_¡~~'~"':o""''-l''"''''''''~'''1'''~''''~~':

;.'tndexirrgcthevertcarcircle'based"orrface"teitace'rightmeasorement"""".~,~.,"."".=v,.:;_:,~": "";

It is possible to switch the vertical circle indexing method from "indexing by rotating
the telescope" to "indexing based on face leftace right measurement." For the indexing method based on face leftface right measurement, refer to "26. Manually Indexing
the Vertcal Circle".
.~"" ..,;,~:;;'.,. '~,~",Cii~*,~,."".....~~.",~-i!:"""X;"',~,,::.. .' ... .. .-.;,..:.s":;:.;;,....vr.=~O;,__.~.::~¡;~"';::.'~': ~"'~ '''''" ..,:~:.;;""~~.~.-.~,~.,r.~=~~,...i_..;-;,,;;.:~-:..~;~:'""'~ ':":"_,:'\l;"":'.::':."";: ""'":~"~'_""

~ PROCEDURE

-

While pressing ..\~.' press

While pressing &I, press _.

NOTE: If the battery has reached the level where it

El
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.

should be replaced, the symbol shown on
the left is displayed every 3 seconds.
When it
appears. stop all work as quickly as
. possible, shut off the power, and charge the
battery .

9. POWER ON AND PREPARATION FOR MEASUREMENT

Indexing the Horizontal and Vertical Circles
. Either the horizontal circle indexing or the vertical circle indexing may be performed first.

.. PROCEDURE
. Loosen the horizontal clamp and rotate the

upper part of the instrument until the SET,
beeps.
The horizontal circle is indexed.

.. PROCEDURE
. Loosen the vertical clamp and transit the tele-

scope.
When the objective lens crosses the horizontal plane in face left, the SET emits a beeping
sound, and the vertical circle is indexed.

Mea s.

When the horizontal circle and vertical circle
have' been
indexed, the screen on the left is

PC -30

ppm 0

displayed.

.3
.r

ZA 78 0 45 i 59 "
HAR 120 031 ' 31 "

~Dmmm13li
Meas. PC -30
ppm 0
.3

, 'li

ZA Out 0 f ran 9 e
HAR

.r

.

If the

error message on the left is displayed,

the instrument tit has exceeded the tilt angle
compensation range. Level the instrument
again, then display the horizontal and vertical
angles again.

lllieDEI
NOTE: Be sure to index the horizontal and vertical circles every time the instrument power
is tumed on.
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9.2 Indexing HOrizonta and Vertca Circles

l tioo: . "

!,-No' aLttamatiC'-tilt''aI8''Cornpensatienfonl,/'Vertical.angle-compensatiorF-,~,-g,,,..,-"~~,;
is unstable because of vibration or strong wind, setting parameter can ~
L When the display
) switch to either "no automatic tilt angle compensation" or "only vertical angle compensa- ~
ii~.~~7.'t~..=' .l..i.. '~lc.r~~¡.~~_,.~..~;r~l';.~t.,~~t.~"'.-!:~_,...,."".,.-""~'"~~..':),:t.""':';"W;'.;~';i"',...J:,'1_";'
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9. POWER ON AND PREPARATION

FOR MEASUREMENT

.. Focussing and Target Sighting I

"PROCEDURE
1. Direct the telescope at a bright and feature-

less background.
2. Looking through the telescope eyepiece, turn

the eyepiece completely to the right, then
gradually to the left until just before the reticle
image becomes focussed.
This procedurè reduces the load on your eyes

and eliminates the need for frequent
refocussing.

3. Loosen the vertical clamp and the horizontal
clamp, look through the peep sight to bring the
target into your field of vision, then tighten both

clamps.

4. Tum the fQcussing ring to focus on the target.

~~
Target Plate

5. Turn the vertical fine motion screw and the

horizontal fine motion screw to accurately align
the reticle image and the center of the target.
Perform the levellng with both fine motion

Reflective Prism

screws so that in both cases the last turn is to
the right.

6. Use the focussing ring to readjust the focus until

there is no parallax between the target and the

reticle image.

NOTE: Observe to the same point of the reticle
when the telescope face is changed.
. . - .. - .. . .., ... : ,-' - ' _:- " .... :. - . - . -. - u:. .- ,; : .. : :..' ,':: ~. . .::. ,. " . ~': .'::':' " '~:' ",:--;;,::"., ".: _'.: ..
',-Eliminating

parallax ',~ ~9.9~lanatioris:,Eliniinatngdf parallåx,;,:/

. . ,. .~.: . ,'." -... - r, :.' .. .
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9.4 Display and Reticle Ilumination

Display and Reticle Ilumination
possible to iluminate the display and the telescope's reticle image so
that they are easy to see.

. In dark places, it is

~ PROCEDURE.

Press _

1. Press _to turn the display and telescope reticle image illumination on.
2. Press _ again to tum the ilumination
off.

. '
'.Changing -the 'reticle

image 'iltlmination-brigntness,,".,---' ,,,,,,,,,, ." ,. ,."..', .",.,

~ · The brightness of the reticle image ilumination can be changed

from bright to dark by

settng parameter.
~,,,,,.._,,;;:~;.-;._~'.),~.~.:-*,,,,,W'_..-,;.""~r'~~"":"£4==~~:~="''''''-=~?'~'':l,~t:.;'f;!Y~';'''~~'~'''_V~'''''''"''_'~Y!~~'~l:''_~''~'
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9. POWER ON AND PREPARATION FOR MEASUREMENT

. Setting the Instrument Options I
. In Setting Mode, make sure that the parameters conceming measurement are set in accordance with measurement conditions.

. To confirm or change the parameter options, see "22. Changing Instrument Parameters".

Parameter

Screen Setting
OBSERVATION

Options (* : Factory Setting)

Atmospheric correction

Temperature, air pressure *

Earth curvature and refraction

Temperature, air pressure, humidity
.
None *

correction

K=0.142

Vertcal angle format

Zenit 0° *

CONDITION

K = 0.20

Horizontal 0°

Horiontal 0° :t90°

Yes (horizontal and vertical angles) *

Tilt correction

Yes (vertical angle only)
No
Collmation correcton

Yes

*

No

Reticle ilumination

Bright *

Dim

Auto: Transit telescope *

Vertcal circle indexing

Manual: By sighting both faces

Auto: Rotate upper part *

Horiontal circle indexing

Manual: 0° at power on

Auto power cut off after 30 minutes *

Automatic power cut off

Switch on/off by key
Angle resoluton

SET21

00

1u*

,

0.5"
SET31001S

1n*

5"

SET4100l

1" *

S"
Coordinates format

N-E-Z *
E-N-Z

Distance mode initial display

Slope distance (Sdist) *
Horizontal distance (Hdist)

Height difference (Vdist)
Minimum distance display

1 mm *

(only the SET21oo)

0.1 mm

Read-in JOB

Enter the read-in JOB
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9.5 Settng the Instrument Options

Parameter

Screen Setting
COMMS SETUP

Communication speed (baud rate)

Options (* : Factory Setting)
1 ,200 bps *

2,400 bps
4,800 bps
9,600 bps
19,200 bps
38,400 bps
Data length

B bits *

7 bits

Pari

Not set *

Even
Odd
Stop bit

1 bit *
2 bits

Check sum

No *

Yes

Xon/off

Yes

*

No
UNIT

Temperature

°C *
OF

Air pressure

hPa *

mmHg
inchHg

Angle

degree *

gon
mil

Distance

metres *

feet
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9. POWER ON AND PREPARATION FOR MEASUREMENT

__ Setting Date and Time
. It is possible to set or revise the date and time displayed in the .Status Screen".

~ PROCEDURE,
Press (CNFG)
Settng Mode Screen

1. Press (CNFG) in the "Status Screen".

The "Setting Mode Screen" is displayed.

Config.

Ii..i........ii..n...iii
2.lnst r.const.

3 . Da t e & time

4.Comms setup
5. Un it

G.Key function
2. Select "3. Date & Time" and press _ . .

Select "3. Date & Time",

press _ .
Date & Time Settng Screen

The "Date & Time Settng Screen" is displayed.
It is possible to move the entry point between

date and time by pressing" and A .

Da t e& time

Date :Jul-20-97
Time :143517

II
Entering date and time

3. Enter the date and time using the numerical

keys.
The year, month, day, hour, minute, and second are all two digit numbers.

Entry example: July 20, 1997 -- 072097

2:35:17 p.m. --143517
Press (OK)

Setting Mode Screen

4. When setting is completed, press (OK).
The date and time are checked and the "Set-

ting Mode Screen" is restored.
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9.7 Rc.stcrir.g Set lt~;T~:: iG l,Î¡UeJ Sc:uings

Restoring Set Items to Initial Settings
· Restore the following items to the initial settngs when the SET was shipped.

Observation Conditions:
Atmospheric correction factor settng, eart curvature and refraction correction, vertical
angle format, tilt correction, collmation correction, reticle ilumination, vertical circle indexing, horizontal circle indexing, automatic power cut off, distance mode initial display, angle
resolution, coordinate format, minimum distance display (SET210o only).

Communication Settings:
Transmission speed, data length, parity, stop bit, check sum, flow control (XonIoff.

Units:
Temperature, air pressure, angle. distance

EDM Settings:
Temperature, air pressure, humidity, atmospheric correcton factor, target, prism constant
correction value, distance measurement method, average measurement frequency.
Key Arry:

Key array when the SET was shipped

~ PROCEDURE ·
While pressing .' press and hold

_.i~_

.

While pressing.. press and hold _.i~_
with the power tumed off.
When the SET is tumed on and is in normal

vertical circle and horizontal circle indexing

stand-by status, release the _.î~. and
. buttons.

__ Initializing of the Data
· Initialize the data. The following data is initialized.
· Data within all jobs.
· Coordinate data within memory
· Code data within memory
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9. POWER ON AND PREPARATION FOR MEASUREMENT

~ PROCEDURE
While pressing II, .. and

.

With the power shut off, continuously press

_2_, press and hold_

_ while pressing II, U and
_2_. Turn the power on, and when the

instrument is in stand by for normal vertical
circle and horizontal circle indexing, lift your
fingers from the keys.

.. Explanations
~ EXPLATION
. When measurement observation parameter "Hoiizontal circle indexing" is set to default,
the position of the horizontal angle of 0° set just before the power was turned off and the
horizontal right and left is stored in the internal memory until the backup lithium battery
runs down. If horizontal circle indexing is performed after power on, the angle from the
position of the stored 0° is displayed.

This function is a useful way to reproduce the original display when the battery must be
replaced during measurement or after the automatic power off function has activated.

~ EXLATION'
. When the! symbol

is shown on the display, the vertical and hoiizontal angles are auto-

matically compensated for small tilt errors using the2-axis tilt sensor.

Meas.

PC

ppm

-30
, DO

.3

.

Read the automatically compensated angles
when

the display has

stabilzed.

(0

The horizontal angle èrror (vertical axis error)

R§mmllEmfi

when the instrument is not completely levelled,
changing the vertical anglè by rotating the telescope wil cause the displayed horizontal angle
value
to change. The displayed hoiizontal angle

ZA

HAR

89°59'54"
117°32'21"

fluctuates according to the vertical axis, so

value wil not change during telescope rotation
when the instrument is correctly levelled.

Compensated hoiizontal angle = Measured hoiizontal angle +

Tilt in angle Y
tan (Vertical angle)

· When the telescope is directed close to the zenith or nadir angle, tilt compensation is not
applied to the horizontal angle.
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9.9 Explanations

~ EXLATION
with respect to the reticle when
the observets head is moved slightly up ant! down or to the sides while looking through

· Parallax is the relative displacement of the target image

the telescope. Parallax wil introduce reading errors and must be eliminated before observations are taken. Parallax can be removed by refocussin9 the reticle.

~ EXPLATION
· To save power, power to the SET is automatically cut off if it is not operated for 30 minutes.
It is possible to turn the automatic power cut-off function on or off using the observation

condition setting screen. For the settng method, see "2. Changing Instrument Parameters" .

~EXPLANATION
corrects horizontal angle

· The SET has a collmation correction functon which automatically

errors caused by horizontal axis and levellng axis errors. The collmation of the angles
displayed are automatically corrected.

~ EXPLATION
· It is possible to display the stte of tilt of the instrument graphically or numerically and level
the instrument.The tilt angle correcton range is :13'.

~ PROCEDURE
,J~~i'~~tT:,i~~:'~!f,:¡~;~1¡i~~~¡J:;

Press &!, then press _

1.. After pressing mi wit any screen displayed
to set shift mode, press _ .
The circular level

T ¡It

(Q
I!

30

is graphically displayed.

. . " represents the bubble in the circular leveL.

The range of the inside circle is :13' and the
range of the outide circle is :14'.
(§
2. 'Move the . . "to the center as instructed in

"8.2 Levellng".

9. POWER ON AND PREPARATION FOR MEASUREMENT

3. Turn the instrument until the telescope is par-

allel to a line between levellng foot screws A
and B, then tighten the horizontal clamp.

4. Press (DIGIT).

Press (DIGIT)

The X (horizontal) direction and the Y (vertT ¡It

x
y

cal) direction tilt angles are displayed.

-0°00'12"
0°00'43"

E3

mm
Setting the tilt angle to 0° with level- 5.

Set the tilt angle to 0° using levellng foot screws

ling screws.

A and B for the X (horizontal) direction and lev-

ellng screw C for the Y (vertcal) direction.
Press (GRAPH)

Press 1m

Press (GRAPH) to retum to graphic display.

6. Press 1m .
The original screen is restored.
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, 32

BASIC MEASUREMENTS
. This section of the manual explains the angle measurement, distance measurement, and
coordinate measurement: three measurements which can be performed in MEAS Mode.
-

. Measurement data can be recorded in the instrumenfs internal memory.
For the recording method, see "19. Recording in Record Mode".

.

MEAS Mode Screen

Meas.

-30

PC

ppm
S
ZA
HAR

1234.567m
78°45'59"

0

When the preparations for measurement 7 to
9 are completed, the instrument ¡sin MEAS
mode.

*3

t

1 20° 31 i 31 "

(fmilælEli
10. Angle Measurement .........................................................35
10.1 Measuring the Horizontal Angle Between Two Points
(Horizontal Angle 0) ................................................ 35
10.2 Setting the Horizontal Circle to a Required value

(Horizontal Angle Hold) ........................................37
, 10.3 Horizontal Angle Display Selecion .:Right/Lefb ..... 39

10.4 Horizonta Angle Repetition ..~.................................. 40
10.5 Slope in % ............................................................. 43

11. Distance Measurement ...................................................44
11.1 Settings ForDistance Measurements .................... 44
11.2 Retumed Signal Checking .....................................48
11.3 Distance and Angle Measurement ......................... 49
11.4 Review of Measured Data ....................................... 51
11.5 Measuring Distance and Outputting the Data to a
Computer ............................................................... 52
12. Coordinate Measurement ................................................. 53
12.1 Entering Instrument Station Data .......................... 54
12.2 Azimuth Angle Settng ............................................ 57
12.3 3-D Coordinate Measurement ................................. 59
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10. ANGLE MEASUREMENT

ANGLE MEASUREMENT
the following procedures.
10.1 Measuring the Horizontal Angle Between Two Points (Horizontal Angle 0)
10.2 Settng the Horizont Circle to a Required value (Horizontl Angle Hold)

· This section on angle measurement explains

10.3 Horiontal Angle Display Selection .cRight/Lett
10.4 Horizontal Angle Repetition

10.5 Slope in %

· When recording the measurement data, refer to "19.2 Recording Angle Measurement
Data" .

1. The instrument is precisely above the survey point.
2. The battery is sufciently charged:
3. The horizontal circle and vertcal circle indexing have been completed.
4. The parameters are set in conformity with measurement conditions.

Measuring the Horizontal Angle Between Two Points
(Horizontal Angle 0)
· To measure the included angle,between two points, the horiontal angle can be set to 0 at
any direction.

~ PROCEDURE ,l~~itrtg~;ll;~~.

Press Im

1. Press mr on the first page of the "MEAS

MEAS Mode Screen (Page 2)

Mode Screen".

Me as. PC -30
ppm 0

Softkey Page 2 is displayed.

*3

t

2. Press (OSET

,

(OSEl flashes on and off.

ZA 8 9 ° 59 ' 54 ·
HAR 0 ° 0 0 ' 00 .

IiRmIDIi(¡

3. Press (OSET again.

The horizontal angle of the collimation direction is 0°.
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10.1 Measuring the Horizontal Angle Between Two Points (Horizontal Angle 0)

~ EXAMPLE

o~

'horizontal
fine motion screw, sight the first target. '

1. Using the horizontal clamp and the

1 st target

Instrment Station

Press (OSET) (OSET

Mea s.

2.

PC

ppm
ZA
HAR

89°59'54"
0°00'00"

-30

In the second page of the "MEAS Mode
screen," press rOSET)o

o

.3

r

(OSET wil flash, so press (OSET again.
The horizontal angle at the first target is 0°.

lIæmleliIi

o"'~

2nd Target

Meas.

PC -30

ppm 0
.3
r

ZA 8 9 ° 59 ' 54 "
HAR 117°32'21"

~æmleliIi
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3. Sight the 2nd target.

The displayed horizonta angle (HAR) is the included angle between the two points.

10. ANGLE MEASUREMENT

Setting the Horizontal Circle to a Required value
(Horizontal Angle Hold)
· You can set the horizontal angle in the sighted direction to any required value.

~ PROCEDURE
Press (H.ANG)
Required Angle Settng Screen

1. In the first page of the "MEAS Mode Screen,'

Set~

press (H.ANG).

HAR :__

The "Required Angle Settng Screen' appears.

When tuming the horizontal angle to the nght,

(HARI is displayed, when tuming it to the left,
(HAL) is displayed.

-E
Enter the Angle, press ~

2. Enter the angle you wish to set from the key-

MEAS Mode Screen (First Page)

Meas.

PC

ppm

-30
o

*3
.t

board, then press ~ .
The "MEAS Mode Screen' is restored

and

the

value which is set as the honzontl angle is
displayed.

. .. .. .-. .. . ~ ... ..,_--...

~ EntRules " ,',' , .'"...,'. ,,",:'¡¡f;~¡;i:;;': :;''-/~)':
. WtíényouWishto enter90030'20~,inpût'"9Õ:302Ö.'' , .
, '"Correcf~,letterlnúmeralof the entered

value : m (erases the letterlnumeral to

:~,';+::¿;t;/;j" ,- ~,\, :. "'.': the left of the cursr.)' ,

· Eraette entered value,,;

,; ,',. ~tcip:tl.~:. eint in progress
.' b;~;ci~n~~gj~5ålê~l~i;on: (8S) (See

:ID' ,','.,',"
: ,ID 1m l3

"t22 Azmut Angle Settng"
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10.2 Settng the Honzontal Circle to a Required value (Honzontal Angle Hold)

., REFERENCE
· It is possible to use the horizonal angle hold function to set the horizontal angle of the

sighting direction to a required angle.
· In advance allocate the functon keys to display (HOLD). For the allocation method, see
"23. Key Functon Allocation".

., PROCEDURE
Measurement Mode Screen

Display the desired angle of the
horizontal angle.
Mea s.

PC -30

1. In MEAS Mode, display the screen which in
(HOLD) is registered.
2. Use the horizontal clamp and the fine motion

screw to display the desired angle of the hori-

ppm 0

zontal angle.

*3

ZA 89 0 59 ' 54 "

t

HAR 9 a ° 00 ' 00 "

mimaimDmii
Press (HOLD) (HOLD)

3. Press (HOLD) twice.

Meas. PC -30

ppm 0

The horizontal angle is in the hold status.

*3

ZA 8 9 ° 59 ' 54 "

t

The horizontal angle display is (HAhl.

HAh 90°00'00"

mimnimDmii
4.

After sight the target
Press (HOLD)

Me as. PC
ppm

-30
o

*3

ZA 89°59'54"

HAR 90 ° 00 ' 00 "

t

lImnCI1Eii
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Sight the target and press (HOLD) once.

Horizontal angle (HOLDj is canceled and the
desired angle is set for the target.

10. ANGLE MEASUREMENT

Horizontal Angle Display Selection c:RightlLeft::
· It is possible to switch between horizontal angle clockwise display and horizontal angle
counterclockwise display.

· In advance allocate the functons keys to display (RI). For the aiiocation method, see "23.
Key Function Allocation".

~ PROCEDURE
1.

MEAS Mode Screen

Meas. PC
ppm

-30
o

*3

!

Press (RI)

Meas.

In MEAS Mode, display the

screen in which

(RI) is registered~

Horizontal angle display becomes clockwise
(HAR).

2. 'Press (RI).

PC -30

ppm 0

*3

ZA 89 0 5 9 ' 54 .
HAR 242 0 28 ' 39 ·

Horizontal angle display switches from clockwise (HAR) to counterclockwise (HAL).

!

DmmIcrDmli

HAL = 3600 - HAR
Press (RI) once more to retum to clockwise.
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10.4 Horizonta Angle Repetition

,_ Horizontal Angle Repetition I
. To find the horizontal angle with greater precision, perform repetition measurement.
. In advance allocate the function key to display (REP). For the allocation method, see "23.
Key Function Allocation".

.It is also possible to perform repetition measurement when (MENU) on page 3 of the
MEAS Mode Screen is pressed to enter Menu Mode, then "4. Repetition" is selected without allocating the function keys.

1st Target (8S)

2nd Target (FS)

,0

o

3rd meas. end (average of three measurements is displayed)
2nd meas. end (average of two measurements is displayed)
1 st meas. end (the angle between 2 points is displayed)

Station

~ PROCEDURE
Press (REP)

Repetition BS Sighting Screen
(First Time)

Repetition

HA h 0 ° 00 ' 00 .

1. In MEAS Mode, press (REP).

, Repetition BS Sighting Screen is displayed.
The horizontal angle is 0°.

Re p 5 . 0

Ave. 0°00'00'

ZA 89° 59' 54"

HAh 0°00'00'

l- I!
Take BS

Sighting First Target, press (OK)

Repetition FS Sighang Screen is
displayed (First Time)

Repetition

HAR p 0 ° 00 ' 00 ·
Re p S . 0

Ave. 0°00'00'

ZA 8 9 ° 59 '5 4 .

HAR 0°00'00'

l- I!
Take FS

40

" . .~ .

2. Sighting 1st target, press (OK).

The repetition FS Sighting Screen is displayed~

10., ANGLE MEASUREMENT

Sighting 2nd Target, press (OK) . 3.

Sighting 2nd target, press (OK).

Repetition BS Sighting Screen '
Second Time)

The Repetion BS Sightng Screen is displayed
a second time.

Repetition
HAh 40°00'00"
Reps. 1
Ave. 40°00'00"

ZA 91 ° 59 ' 5 4 "

HA h 40 ° 00 ' 00 "

i- I!
Tak e BS

,,.,Refurn: tottie, measurement cl, 1 st

targeltihe

firs

time

anredb'it:(CE)

(!3êc~wheittdisplaYsh~Vis~akeBS1' ',., " ,

Sighting 1st Target, press (OK)
Repetition FS Sighting Screen
Second Time)

Repetition
HAR p 40 ° 00 ' 00 "
He p s . 1 '

4. Sighting 1 st target the second time, press (OK).

The Repetition FS Sighting Screen is displayed
a second time.

Ave. 40°00'00"

ZA 89°59'54"

mg I!
HAR 0 ° 00' 00"
Take FS

Sighting 2nd Target, press (OK)
Repetition BS Sighting Screen
hird Time

Repetition

HAh 80 ° 00 ' 00 "
Rep s . 2

40°00'00"

Øa I!
Ave.

ZA 91°59'54"

HAh 40° 00 ' 00"
Take BS

5. Sighting 2nd target, press (OK).

The Repetition BS Sighting Screen is displayed
a third time.

angle is
displayed on the second line (HAh), and the
average value of the horizontal angle is displayed on the fourth line (Ave.).

The cumulative value of the horizontal

6. When continuing the repetition measurement,
repeat procedures 4 to 5.

Repetition measurement com-

pleted, press g

7. When the repetition measurement is com-

pleted, press 1m .
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10.4 Honzontal Angle Repetiion

'(;",:~:~~~::~~~:~~~~::1:~;i~:~utO:~~;Æ'\:j~sPe~sa0n.',()r~'.Is, se~

~..~~t;~'~~i~;;:~-..___.
,'" ", ."SET4100 ,:i9P59"5S" .'" '"

_;¡A"

U
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10. ANGLE MEASUREMENT

. Slope in 0/0
I

. It is possible to display the gradient as a %.

. In advance allocate the function key to display (Zk). For the allocation method, see u23.
Key Function Allocation".

0%

0%

~ PROCEDURE
1.

MEAS Mode Screen

Me as. PC

ppm

-so

In MEAS Mode, display the screen in which
registered.
(Z/o) is

o

13
.r

ZA 8 9 ° 5 9 i 5 4 "

HAR 117°32?2t"

mammcm~ii
2. Press (ZA/%J.

Press (ZA/%)

Meas.

PC -S 0

ppm 0

a3

V% -0.402%

.r

HAR 11 ¡oS 2' 2 t "

ii
mlmmcmmm
. When parameter

"Vertical

The vertical angle(ZA) is displayed as a gradient (V%).

Press (ZA/"I) again to return to the original
vertical angle display.

angle format"Is set to (horizontal DOlor to (honzontal.:l00),

(VAlis
dis.playe"dins",te,~d,',of(Z,
J '
. . .......
.....

--
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11. DISTANCE MEASUREMENT

DISTANCE MEASUREMENT
· This section explains the following distance measurement items.

First complete the preparations in 11.1 to 11.2 in order to perform distance measurements.
11.1 Settngs for Distance Measurements
11.2 Retumed Signal Checking
11.3 Distance and Angle Measurement
11.4 Review of Measured Data

11.5 Measuring Distance and Oututng the Data to a Computer

I~ Settings for Distance Measurements I
· Perform the following four settngs as preparation for distance measurements.
· Atmospheric correction factor
· Targettype
· Prism constant correcton value
· Distance measurement mode

~ EXPLANATION
· The atmospheric correction is necessary for accurate distance measurement because the
velocit of light in air is affeced by the temperature and air pressure.

NOTE: To obtan the average refractive index of the air throughout the measured light
path, you should use the average atmospheric pressure and temperature. Take
care when calculating the correction factor in mountainous terrain. See "27. Atmospheric Correcon for High Precision Distance Measurements".

· The SET is designed so that the correction factor is 0 ppm at an air pressure of 1,013 hPa
and a temperature of 15°C.

· By inputtng the temperature and air pressure values, the correction value is caluculated
and setinto the memory.
Calculate the atmospheric correction factor as shown in the following formula.

ppm = 278.96 _ 0.2904 x air pressure (hPa)

1 + 0.003661 x air temperature (0C)

If the atomospheric correction is not required, set the ppm value to O.
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11. DISTANCE MEASUREMENT

· It is also possible to enter the atmospheric correction factor by directy entering the ppm
value. To input ppm value, read the correcion factor from the "Atmospheric Correction

Charl.
· For more precise measurements, account for atmospheric corrections related to humidity.
See "27 Atmospheric Correction for High Precision Distance Measurements".
When
a SET is shipped from the factory, it is set so that only the corrections to temperature and to air pressure are performed. When you wish to set humidity, first change the
atmospheric correction factor setting of parameter No.1 to (+humidity, then set the atmo-

spheric correction factor. For details, see "9.5 Setting Measurement Conditions Parameters".

~ EXAMPLE

Temperature (0C)

it ~

~ ~

ppm

.

The atmospheric correction factor from the
table on the left is 13 ppm.

25°C

~EXPLANATION
· Reflective prisms each have their prism constant.
Set the prism constant correction value of the reflective prism you are using.
· The prism constant correction values of reflective prisms from Sokkia are as shown below.
AP01S+APOl (Constant = 30 mm)

(l~ (6
Correction Value = -30

AP01 (Constant = 40 mm)

CP01 (Constant = 0 mm)

(6
Correction Value = -40

Correction Value = 0
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11.1 Settings for Distance Measurements

~ EXPLANATION ':;· The following are the measurement times and measurement methods and the smallest
distance displayed for each measurement method when a reflective prism is used.

Fine Measurement
Accuracy: :t (2+2 ppm x D) mm (D is the measurement distance, the unit is mm)
Measuring time: First time 4.2 sec., with measurements every 2.0 seconds afterwards.

Minimum display: 1 mm (SET210o: 0.1 mni) , ,
Rapid Measurement
Accuracy: :t (5+5 ppm x D) mm (D is the measurement distance, the unit is mm)

,Measuring time: First time 2.9 sec., with measurements every 0.7 seconds afterwards.
Minimum display: 1 mm
Tracking measurement
Measuring time: First time 2.9 sec., with measurements every 0.5 seconds afterwards.
Minimum display: 10 mm

~ PROCEDURE
Press (EDM)
EDM Setting Screen (Page 1)

1. Press (EDMl in Page 1 of MEAS Mode.

The "EDM Setting Screen" is displayed.

EDM

Temp :1R0 C
Press :1013hPa
Hum ¡d. 0%

ppm : 0

1

2

4

PC : -30
mi

2.

Set the following items

3

Ref lee tor: P r i sm

l ~

1 Temperature
2 Air pressure

3 Humidity

4 Atmospheric correction factor
5 Target type
6 Prism constant correction value

(Page 2)

Mode

:Fine"r"

7 Distance measurement method

17
After setting these, press ~ .

· Setting methodan~content ,',. ;,,;:' .,
1 t04:Temp..PresS,H~id.,ppm:. ., ,,'
It. is possible to set the atospheric correcoiifactor in the following two

ways.
Humid)
After they are
entered, the atmospheric correction factor is automatically caculated, and (ppmj in4is displayed.Whenparmeter "Atmospheric Correctiori~js set

CD Entering the

air temperature, pressure, and humidify(TeITP~ Press.,

to "temperature and air pressure; item (3) humidit can not be displayed.
~ Directly entering the atmospheric eorrectionfactor (ppm).
Aftr entry, the values for (Temp.), (Press.) and

46

(Humid:j are erased

11. DISTANCE MEASUREMENT

~=:ær:1r:~:t:iË;;:;~jSffl,

";C\:.(~,~l~c.°~;:fi!l~rndr~j;,A~~~~~,Fine7~~'~t~I;ß~:;!;.~I~\~,g),.,.
'.,..,.,~etöng.the 'atmospheriC col1econ.tactorto'O.ppm: IOppml :

After setting complete, on mode line 3.

After all setting is completed, press ~

press _ i

on the Mode line.

Measurement Mode Screen
"MEAS Mode Screen" is restored.
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11.2 Returned Signal Checking

__ Returned Signal Checking I
· Check to make sure that sufficient reflected light is retumed by the reflecive prism sighted
by the telescope. Checking the returned signal is partcularly useful when performing long

distance measurements.
· The instrument can be switched to returned signal checking at any time except the following times:
· During distance measurement
· During resection calculation
· During circular level display

~ PROCEDURE.
Sight Target, press

mD and II

1. Accurately sight the reflecting target, and press

mi and II in any screen.

Retumed Signal Check Screen
The "Retmed Signal Chec Screen" is displayed.

Aim i ng

The intensity of the light of the retumed signal
S i 9 na I

_.;jii:*§

13~

is displayed by a gauge.
I i ! ! I i ¡ I ï ! : No light
! ; ! ¡ ¡ ¡ i ! '. : Too much light

. i ' i ; : i ~ ! : Distance measurement possible
.... ~ i L : Distance measurement pos-

sible
_.....:n : Distance measurement pos-

sible
· The more r .1 displayed, the greater the quanttt of retreced light
measurement is retumed.
· It is possible to make a buzzer sound at the same time the (*) appears when distnce

· If (*) is displayed, only enough light for the

measurement is possible by pressing (BEEP). Pres (OFF) to

Press 1m : Check completed

shut off the buzzer.

2. Press 1m to end the check and retum to the
original screen.

And if no key operations are performed for 2
minutes, the display automatically retums to

"MEAS Mode Screen."
Press (SDIST)

Press (SDIST) to start distance measurement

· When !* is not displayed, either resight the target, or in the cae of long distance
measurement, increase the number of reflective prisms.
· When I ¡ I.! I i I I. is displayed persistently,

contact our servce center.

NOTE: When the light intensity is sufficient even though the center of the reflective prism
and the reticle are slightly misaligned (short distance etc.), (*1 wil be displayed in
some cases, but in fact, accurate measurement is impossible. Therefore make
sure that the target center is sighted correctly.
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11. DISTANCE MEASUREMENT
~

.. Distance and Angle Measurement \
. An angle ca be measured at the same time as the distance.
. When recording measurement data, see "19.1 Recording Distance Measurement Data".

1. The SET is set up correctly over the surveying point.

2. The battery is sufciently charged.
3. The horizontal circle and vertical circle indexing have been completed.
4. The parameters are set in conformity with measurement conditions.
5. The atmospheric correction factor has been set, the target type has been selected,
the prism constant correcion value, has been set, and the distance measurement
method has been selected.
6. The center of the target is correctly sighted and the light intensity of the retumed
signal is sufficiently high.

~ PROCEDURE
Press ( Á SHV) : MEAS Mode

1. In the firs page of MEAS Mode, press (Á SHV)

to select the desired distance mode.

Selection
MEAS Mode Screen (Page 1)

Meas. PC -30
ppm 0

Each time ( Á SHV) is pressed, the distance
measurement mode changes.

l3

ZA 89 0 59 i 54 "

!

HAR 11 7 0 32 ' 21 "

lSmfcel3ii
Press (SDIST)

(SDIST) : Slope distance
(HDIST) : Horizontal distance
(VDIST) : Height difference

2. ' Press (SDIST)

Distance Measurement Start
When measurement starts, EDM information

Screen
D is t

(distance mode, prism constant correction
factor, distance
measurement method) is represented by a

value, atmospheric correction

Dist PC =-30
ppm = 0

flashing display.

Fine"r"

I§
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11 .3 Distance and Angle Measurement
Distance Measurement in Progress

When distance measurement is completed, a

Screen

short beep sounds, and the measured distace

(During Repeat Measurement)

data (s), vertical angle (ZA), and horizontal

oi5t

PC

ppm
S
ZA
HAR

1234.567m

angle (HAR) are displayed.

-30
0
113

.t

78°45'59"
120°31'31"

mm
Distace Measurement in Progress
Screen

During average measurement, the distance
data is displayed as S-1, S-2,.... to S- 9.

(During Average Measurement)
Di5t

PC

-30

ppm
S
ZA
HAR

I§

1234.567m
78°45'59"
120°31'31"

0
113

.t

Distance Measurement Results

3. When repeat measurement is performed, press

Screen

(STOP) after displaying the measurement val-

(During Average Measurement)

ues to conclude distance measurement and

oi5t

PC

ppm

S-A
ZA
HAR

1234.5678m
78°45'59"
120°31'31"

-30
o
113

.t

li
mmmmcmm.

display the final results of the measurement.
During average measurement, the average

value of the distance is displayed when the
designated number of measurements has been

completed.
S-A: Average value of the slope distance measurements. (AVERAGE)

...Tledi~~a~gI~,~iChaÆmoS¡'åce.ntmeasured remain storedinthe memory
",~?I_lltil' th~~~er'~'~~,'Off:ltiS posiblet~'display the, measured vaJuës.convërted., ;
, 'iniotheÏïoßz~Æi~ripe;~~igbtdiference, and t1es1ope distce

by pressing
( Á: '.'
'dSH\'Andbecc~tn~'dIstaïcemeaSrerrentvalue, vertcahingle,horizontal
angle,

",andthe, xYcardiÌiates,cänbEldipl~yed,itispOssbletodisPlaythe,distce mea~
surementvàluesconvërt~into thenorizontaldistance; elevation diference, and the

slopediS.. ,", ", ".,' H '/::
Forthe dispiaymetp0d, see "tt.41l~vie~ of

." 'If
the,

single meàs~~m'entmode'is selkCed,' measurementaiJtomaticaly'stops after a

,,', single,measiJre"'ent
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Measured Data".

11. DISTANCE MEASUREMENT

of Measured Data I

. Review

. The distance and angle measured most recently are stored in the memory until the power
is switched off.

And because the distance measurement value, vertical angle, horizontal angle, and the
XYZ coordinates can be displayed, it is possible to display the distance measurement
values converted into the horiontal distance, elevation difference, and the slope distance.
. In advance, allocate the function key to display (RCL). For the allocation method, see "23.
Key Function Allocation".

. PROCEDURE
Press (RCL)
Recall Mode Screen
RCL
S
ZA
HAR
N

E
Z

Dm

1. In MEAS Mode, display the screen in which

(RCL) is registered, and press (RCL).

The stored data which is most recently mea-

1234.567m
30°58'59"
126°31 '17"

sured is displayed.

-1234567.789
34567.123
1234567.123
,

distance, horizontal distance; height

To alternately display the horizontal distance,
height diference, and the slope distance, press

difference.

( .. SHV).

( .. SHV) : Switches between slope 2.

Each time ( .. SHV) is pressed, S, H, and V
are displayed altemately.
S : Slope distance
H : Horizontal distance

V : Height difference
Press ID : To measurement

3. Press 1m to return to measurement mode.

modé
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11 .5 Measuring Distance and Outputtng the Data to a Computer

Measuring Distance and Oututting the Data to a Computer
· Distance measurement ca be performed and the data is quickly output to a computer.
· In advance allocate the function key to display (D-OUT). For the allocation method, see
"23. Key Function Allocation".

~ PROCEDURE
1. In MEAS Mode, display the screen in which
(D-OUT) is registered. '

Press (O-OUT)

2. Press (D-OUT)

Measurement Selection Screen

"Measurement Selection Screen" is displayed.

D-QUT
1.0ist data

2.Angle data

Selec "1. Dist dan, press - i

Distce Measurement Strt Scren

3. Select "1. Dist data", and press - i .

When measurement starts, EDM information

(distance mode, prism constant correction,

D is t

value, atmospheric correction factor, distance

Di s t PC = - 3 0
ppm = 0
Fine"r"

measurement method) is represented by a
flashing display.

I§
Distce Measurement in Prore
Screen
(During Repeat Meaurement)
D is t

PC

ppm
S
ZA
HAR

I§

1 23 4 . 56 7m

78°45'59"
120°31'31"

-30

When distance measurement is completed, a
short beep sounds, and the measured distance
data(s), vertical angle (2A), and horizontal
angle (HAR) are displayed.

0

j3
.t

Then the measured data bigins being output.
When repeat measurement is performed, press
(STOP) to stop the output.
When "2. Angle data" is selected in step 2, the

angle data which is displayed on the screen
can be output. (Be sure that angle measurement can not be performed.) Tum the instru-

ment until the required angle is displayed and
select "2. Angle data" to output the data.
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12. COORDINATE MEASUREMENT

i-

COORDINATE MEASUREMENT
· By performing coordinate measurements it is possible to find the 3-dimensional coordi-

nates for the target based on station point coordinates, instrument height, and target height
which are entered in advance.

Taret Height

E

· It is possible to set the azimuth angle of a backsight station by entering the coordinates of
the instrument station and a known point (backsight sttion) and then sighting the backsight
station to be measured.

· The following preparations are required for coordinate measurement.
· Station point coordinates settng
· Azimuth angle settng
· For the coordinate measurement method, follow the method described in "9.5 Setting the

Instrument Options..
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12.1 Entering Instrment Station Data

. Entering Instrument Station Data I
. Before coordinate measurement, enter instment sttion coordinates, the instment height,

and target height.
. First measure the instrment height and target height with a tape measure,etc.

.It is possible to set coordinate data registered in advance.

data in the JOB which has been selected.
For the JOB selecton method, see "18.1 JOB Selection".

. It is possible to record the set instrument station

. It is also possible to perform coordinate measurement when (MENU) on the third page of

the MEAS Mode is pressed to enter Menu Mode, then "1. Coordinate" is selected.

~ PROCEDURE
1. Press (COORD) in the second page of the
Press (COORD)
Coordinate Measurement

"MEAS Mode Screen."

Menu Screen

The Coordinate Measurement Menu Screen is

displayed.

Coord.

1,Observat ion

2 . S t n data
3 . Set h a n 91 e

.- .

Select "2. Stn Data" and press

2.

The Instrument Station Data Setting Screen is
displayed.

Instment Sttion Data Settng Scren

Coord./Stn
NO:

EO:
20 :

Inst.h.:

0.000 1
o .000 2
0.000 3
o . 0 0 Om 4
o . 00 Om 5

Ii ~ -l
Tgt.h. :

3.

Set the following items.
1 to 3 : Instrument station coordinates

4 : Instrument height

5 : Target height
Each time you set an item, press .l .
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12. COORDINATE MEASUREMENT

4. Press (REei to record instrument station data.

The "Instrument Station Data Reco rding

Screen" is displayed.
For the method of setting each item, see "19.4
Recording Instrument Station Data".

Then press (OK) to record in JOB and restore
the "Instrument Station Data Setting Screen."

Press (OK) : Settng Complete
Coordinate Measurement
Menu Screen

5. Press (OK) to end the instrument station data

setting.
The "Coordinate Measurement Menu Screen"

is restored.

~_~.di~~.~~;~~..
'..." SavinglnstheÌ1tStatióiiDat(REciSèe'.t9i~Reíi-¡n!1lnStireii StatiOIT Dat:
,'.... .'~-".
"",.-,,'.
. ... .:" .
~,~.. -,.~ .:.

~ REFERENCE
· When you wish to read in and set coordinate data from memory, press (READ) in the

"Instrument Station Settng Screen." It is possible to search for the registered data.
· Both coordinate data saved in the memory and that saved in the JOB which has been

selected.
Press (READ)
Coordinate Data Point Number
Display Screen

Coord./Stn

P rd.
t. 12
C
Crd_ 12345678

Pt. 1:11.1"11'''11~i1~i1~i''., Î

Stn 12345679

Stn 1234l
cr~H!~

1. Press (READ) in the "Instrument Station Setting Screen."
The "Coordinate Data Point Number Display
Screen" is displayed.

Known : Coordinate data saved in the
memory .

CrdJStn : Coordinate data saved in the
JOB which has been selected.
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12.1 Entering Station Point Data

Press" or A : Aligning the cursor
or

2. Align the cursor with the required point num-

berwhich was read in using" or A .

with the required point number

press (SRCH)

Coordinate Data Search Screen

To use the point number to search for coordinate data, press (SRCH).

Coord./Stn
P t : 1;i.I.~I...IIIII.IiI1III..

The "Coordinate Data Search Screen" is displayed.
Enter the point number to the (Pt.:) line.

Note: Numerical characters of the point number are the object of t!e search. Key entry ca not be accepted in Shift Mode

On status.

~~1;t~~~4!~r~~;
Press _ . to display data
Instment Sttin Da Seng Sc

Coord.IStn
NO: -1234567.789
EO: ' 56.789
20: 0.123
Ins t . h . : 1 . 234m
Tgt.h.: 2.123m

Ii ~ II
Press (OK)

3.
The "Instrument Station Data Settng Screen"

is restored.
The coordinates which have been found are

displayed.

4. Check the data and press (OK).

Coordinate Measurement Menu

Screen

The "Coordinate Measurement Menu Screen"

is restored.
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12. COORDINATE MEASUREIvENT

. Azimuth Angle Setting
· After the instrument station coordinate data has been completely set, calculate and set the
are already known.

azimuth angles of the backsight station whose coordinates

· Based on the instrument station coordinates and backsight station coordinates which have
already been set, sight the backight station and perform a key operation to automatically
set the azimuth angle of the backsight station.

N Backsight Station ~.

~
. L .~
,___-.
~:th
E
~ PROCEDURE

d-.

Select "3. Set h angle" and Press

1. Select "3. Set h angle" in "Coordinate Measure-

ment Menu Screen," and press _ . .

Required Angle Setting Screen

Coord/Ang.
HAR:

The "Required Angle Setting Screen" is displayed.

~
Press (BSl
Azimuth Angle Settng Screen

2. Press (BS).

"Azimuth Angle Setting Screen" is displayed.
~ ~ 0 ~ ~A:Jri..'1.....:l!i 1

EO : 56.789 2

zn -: 1 . 234 3

ml ..

NBS:
56.789 ,4
EBS: -1234567.789 5

ZBS: 1 .234 6

For 1 to 3, the coordinate values set in "12.1

Entering Instrument Station Data" are displayed.
3. Set the following items.

4 to 6 Backsight station coordinates
When settng each item, press ~ .

It is possible to reset 1 to 3.
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12.2 Azimuth Angle Settng

~~~1~~1!EfJ~~~;~~¡;'~~;~!(t)'š~t~redt.."

Press 10K)
aacksight Station Sighting Screen

4. Press (OK).

The "Backsight Station Sighting Screen" is dis-

Coord/Ang.

played.

Ta ke BS

ZA 8 9 0 52 i 54 ·
HAR 1 500 1 6 ' 1 5 ·

EmID
Sight the Backsight Station, Press

5. Sight the backsight station then press (YES).

(YES)

Azmuth Angle Setting Screen

Coord/Ang.
H A R : 1....~i11)

~
Press~ :
To the
Coordinate Menu Screen
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The "Azimut Angle Setng Scren" is restored,
and the azmuth angle of the backsight station
is displayed.
At this time, if the diference between the values of Nand E of the instrment station coordinates and the backsight station coordinates
is greater than 2,000,000, the azimuth angle
canot be set, so repeat the procedure from 2.

6. Press ~ . The .Coordinate Menu
Screen" is restored.

12.

COORDINATE MEASUREMENT

.3-0 Coordi~ate Measurement I
· The coordinate values of the target can be found by measuring the distance and angle to
the target based on the settings in 12.1 and 12.2.

The coordinate values of the target are calculated and displayed using the following for-

mulae.

,li.lE~~~
.;.~~::"w~'~

z

! Taret Height

N

E

. Measurement data can be recorded in the JOB which has been selected.
For the JOB selecon method, see "18.1 JOB Selecon".

1. The SET is set up correctly over the surveying point.

2. The battery is sufciently charged.
3. The horizontal circle and vertca circle indexihg have been completed.
4. The parameters are set in cpnformit with measurement conditions.
5. The atmospheric corrcton factor has been set, the
target type has been selected,
the prism constant correction value has been set, and the distance measurement
method has been selected.
6. The center of the target is correctly sighted and the
light intensity of the retumed
signal is suffciently high.

7. The coordinate measurement preparations in 12.1 and 12.2 are completed.
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12.33-0 Coordinate Measurement

~ PROCEDURE
Sight the target at the target point

1. Sight the target at the target point.

Select "1. Observation",press

2. Selec "1. Observation" in the "Coordinate Mea-

~

surement Menu Screen" then press ~ .

Coordinate Measurement Start
Screen

The "Coordinate Measurement Start Screen"
is displayed.

Coo rd.

Coo rd PC = -30

P pm = 25

I:

Fine"r"

When measurement is completed, the coordi-

Coo rd.
N

E
Z

S
ZA

I§
HAR

nate value and the distance of the target, the

34567.123
-1234567.789
12.789

vertical angle, and the horizontal angle are dis-

played.

1 23 4 . 56 7m

37°51'50"
120°37'52"

Co 0 rd.

N
'34567.123
E -1234567.789

3.

During repeat measurement, press (STOP) after the measured values are displayed to conclude measurement and display the final measurement results.

4.

To record the coordinate data in the JOB, press

Z
12.789
S 1234.567m
ZA 3 7 ° 5 1 ' 5 0 "

HAR 120°37'52"
IiIC
K!
Press (RECl: Recording Observa-

tion Values
Coordinate Data Recording Screen

Coord.
t23rec
N : -1234567.789
E 56.789
Z. 1.234

Pt. : i:i.i.~i...,i,i,iiiii,i,.., 1

II

Cod ~: AAO 123 48CDEFGH 2
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(REC).
The "Coordinate .Data Recording Screen" is dis-

played.
5.

Set the following items.

1. Point number
2. Code (memo etc.)

Press ~ after setting each item.

12. COORDINATE MEASUREMENT

By pressing r i ) or ( l 1 ¡tis possible to suc-

Coord. 123rec

cèssively display the codes registered in the
memory and select codes from among them.

N :-1234567.789

E 56.789
Z. 1.234

Pt. :POI NT200000005

Code:

H3__

AAO 1234BCDEFGH

size: 14 alphanumeric,
16 characters (alphabetc or numerical)

. Maximum point

number,

. Maxmum code

size:

. For the method

of registeriiig the cocles in the memory;

Press (OK) : Recording

see

"18.6 111Puttngcodei: ,..

6. Press (OK) to store the data and restore the

"Coordinate Measurement Screen".
7. Sight the next target and press rOBS).

The next coordinate measurement begins.
(l:)Jie"In!;trument Staton

, ," ",

Settng Screen" is displayed,and .theinstrnentsttipn: .'
,,', ,', H ',,'

::dacabereset:: ,,',',", .

ThesetVälùesarereflectedfromthe.following obSerV¡:tiol1S." ' ,'.. ,'. '" . .,"',"" '"
,.~hertthe ta':i:t height oftte next

target

is different;'reentrthe taet height,

'dbefore~ginningtheobsEilVtion" ' , " , .
Press 1m: To the Coordinate
Measurement Menu Screen

8. When coordinate measurement is completed,

press 1m on the "Coordinate Measurement

Screen."
The "Coordinate Measurement Menu Screen"
is restored.
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ADVANCED MEASUREMENT
· This section explains resectons, setting-out measurements, offset measurements, miss- '
ing line measurements, REM measurements and others which can be performed in MEAS
Mode.
MEAS Mode Screen

Meas.

-30

PC

ppm
S
ZA
HAR

1234.567m
78°45'59"
120°31'31"

a

a3

!

li
~DIlæ1B
13.

Resecton Measurement .................................................. 65

14 Settng-out Measurement ................................................72
14.1 Distace Settng-out Measurement ........................ 72
14.2 REM Settng-out Measurement .............................76

14.3 Coordinates Settng-out Measurement ...................79
15. Offset Measurement ........................................................ 83

15.1 Single-distance Ofset Measurement ..................... 84
15.2 Angle Offset Measurement ...................................87
15.3 Two-distance Offset Measurement ......................... 89
16. Missing Line Measurement ..................................;......... 92
16.1 Measuring the Distance Between Multiple Targets. 93
16.2 Changing the Startng Position ............................... 95

17. ' REM Measurement ......................................................... 97
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13. RESECTION MEASUREMENT

II RESECTION MEASUREMENT ~
. Resection is used to determine the coordinates of a instrument station by performing mul-

tiple measurements of points whose coordinate values are known.

Entry
Coordihates of known point. : (Ni, Ei, Zi)

Output
Station point coordinates : (NO, EO, 20)

Observed horizontal angle : Hi
Observed vertca angle ': Vi

Observed distance : Di
P1

P2

P4

. SET can caluculate the instrument station coordinates by observing 2 to 10 known points.

CD When the distance can be measured,at least 2 points. '

(yWhenthere is even one point which can not be measured, at least 3 points.
Butthe more known points there are and the more points there are whose distance can be
measured, the higher the precision of the coordinate value calculation.
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13. RESECTION MEASUREMENT

· SET calculation process
The NE coordinates are found using angle and distance observation equations, and the

instrumentstation coordinates are found using the method of least squares.
The Z coordinate is found by treating the average value as the instrument station coordi-

nate.
Calculation begins.

.. '

Hypothetical coordinates are found.

..
The observation equation for the angle is prepared.

..
The observation equation for the distance is prepared.

..

Repeated

The normal equation is prepared

three times

..
..

Instrment station coordinates are calculated.
Difference from the hypothetical coordinates less than 0.5 mm

No

.. Yes

Calculation of the Z coordinate

..

Calculation ends.
· It is also possible to perform resecton measurement when (MENU) on the third page of
the MEAS Mode is pressed to enter Menu Mode, then 7. Resection is selected.

· It is possible to read in a coordinate data registered in advance.
· It is possible to record set known point coordinate data or calculated instrument station
data in the JOB which has been selected. For the JOB selecton method, see "18.1 JOB
Selection".
· The target height set here retums to its previously set value after the resection process is

completed.

~ PROCEDURE

1. Press (RESEC) in the third page of MEAS

Press (RESEC)
Known Point Setting Screen

Resect ion
Pt . 1
E

234,000
10.000

Z

1 .500

N

66

~1I'"

Mode.
Resection Mode begins and the "Known Point
Settng Screen" is displayed.

13. RESECTION MEASUREMENT

2. Enter coordinate values for

the 1 st known point

After settng the coordinates, press ~.
....:..,.......-'..
"::.,,~,,',
;;.~ .,.':

.~. . ," ~;.

, : ... "~:'.
.I~ _,,;:.~~".', :;~.::~:::-;-:;...:; .~. '.

,~¡:::;:lt\R:IIl~~l,iR ~.
3. When coordinate entry for the 1 st point has

Press (OK)

been completed, press (OK).

The "2nd Point Settng Screen" is displayed.

4.
Res ect ion
Pt. 2
N

234.000

E

10 . 000

Z

1 .500

Repeat operations 2 to 3 and set the coordinates for the required number of points.

~ti~1D
Press (MEAS)
Measurement Start Screen

5. When all required known points have been set,
press (MEAS);

Resection
Pt. 1

234.000
10.000
1.500

N

E
Z

m!mm
Sight 1 st Point, press (MEAS)
Observation Start Screen

(There is Distace)

o is t

6. Sight the 1 st known point and press (SDIST)
for distance measurements

and press

(ANGLE) for angle measurements only.
When (SDIST) has been selected, the "Obser-

Dist PC = -30

vation Begins Screen" is displayed.

P pm = 25

Fine"r"

I§
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.,,.
l.r- ~ ,... ....._ .r__, ,_I
loJ.i":"~~,""-:1l-"1
I lL.vi.v I iuni 1\lICJ\:Ut1t:IVIt:I~

Press (STOP)
Observation Results Screen

when (STOP) is pressed after the measurement values are displayed during repeat mea-

Resection

surement with (SDISTJ. the "Observation Re-

P 1. 1

S 10.160m
ZA 1 5 6 0 1 4 ' 5 0 ·

HAR 84022 i 13'
Tg t . h. :

7. When the measurements are completed, or

1 , 200m

Emma

Press (YES)

sults Screen" is displayed.
When (ANGLE) has been selected, the distce

cannot be displayed.

To use the results, enter the target height of
the 1 st known point and press (YES).

,i: qi~~tI13,~,u~,:,:(NO)
The "Observation Point Display Screen" for the

next known point is displayed.
Observation Results Screen

8. Repeat procedures 6 to 7 in the same way from

2nd point.

Resect ion
P 1. 3

S 10.160m
ZA 1 56 0 1 4 ' 50 ·

HAR 840 22 ' 13'

WI Emmæ
lgJ,t__ ._n h. :

1 , 200m

When the minimum quantity of observation data

required for the calculation is all present,
(CALC) is displayed on the "Observation Result Screen."

Press (YES) to automatically start calculations
after observations of all known points are com-

pleted.
-Repeat

observatons: (NO)

-Contnue, observations: (Y) (Gò to
. 'Perform calculation during

Calculation in Progress Screen

Resect ion

("Observtion Start Screen" is restored.) ,

"Observation Start Screen' forthe next point)
observatons: (CALC)

Calculation of the instrment station coordinates begins and the "Calculation in Progress
Screen" is displayed.

Busy.~.-

Resection Results Display Screen

Resection

NO
22.230
EO
14.
ZO 5 . 124
56

erN 0.3mm
erE 1 . 2mm

imE!EIIl
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When calculation is completed, the "Resection
Results Display Screen" is displayed.

The standard differential (oN, crE) which indicates the precision of the observations is dis-

played.

13. RESECTION

MEASUREMENT

Press (OK): Use calculation results 9. Press (OK) to use the calculation results.
The results are recorded as the instrment station coordinates and "Azimuth Angle Setting
Screen" is displayed.
~;¡j¡scrdrnS~ltandstoP~b~~~ations:rD, ."'.,.' '...., .,", .'

Ii, Discrd results. and re-obseive:(RE-OBSl (See "PROCEDURE Re-bseniation")

eOi,sCrdr,eSUltsând perormSIJPplementarY.' ob. serv.a.ti,',. ons"..o. ,fether po.' ints:.(ADDl(See

"PROCEDlJR~ SupplenientarObselvatc)n") .. ".' ",' ' ,", '
JOB:,(RECI (Refer "19. Recording DiSance Measure~

g. .

e Use the results and recorc in

nientData".) ',' '.",.' '.".d.,..
(When setting the direCon

angle later,pres (OK),a'Id':~er:~ot~bings6.p¡'ess

10. To set azimuth angle, press (YES) and set it.
When not settng it, press (NO).
Returns to the screen prior to entering Resec-

tion Mode.

~ PROCEDURE.
e It is possible to re-observe a known point from the 1 st point or to re-observe only the final
known point.

Press (RE-OBS)

Re-Observe Menu Screen

1. Press (RE-OBS) in the "Resection Results Display Screen."

Resect ion
l.Start oint
2.Last point

1 The "Re-observe Menu Screen" is displayed.
2

1. Re-observe from the 1 st known point.

2. Re-observe only the final known point

2. Align the cursor with "1. Start poinl or with "2.

Select item, press -

Last poinl and press ~.

Measúrememt Start Screen

Resection

The "Measurement Start Screen" is displayed.

Pt. 1
N

E
Z

1m~

234.000
10.000
1 .500

.

The above procedure is identical to procedure
6 to 7 in "PROCEDURE Resection measure-

menl.
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i 3. RESECTiON Mt:::UREMi:NT

~ PROCEDURE

Press (ADD) 1.

Measurement Start Screen

(Wen there are points not yet measure)

When there is a known point which has not

Resect ion

been measured, the "Measurement Start

Pt. 4
N

E
Z

Press (ADD) in the "Resection Results Display

Screen."

234.000
10.000
1 .500

Screen" is displayed, and when a new known
point is

added, the "Known Point Setting

Screen" is displayed.

mmMm
Known Point Settng Screen
(When adding a known point)

Resect ion
P t. 5

234,000
E
10.000
Z 1.500
N

~~1I1I
2. When there is a point not yet measured, perform measurement using the same procedure

beginning wi step 5 in "PROCEDURE Resection measuremenl.
When a known point is to be added, perform
supplementary measurement using the same
procedure beginning with step 3 in "PROCEDURE Resection measuremenl.
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13. RESECTION MEASUREMENT

~ EXPLANATION ¡t
· In some cases it is impossible to calculate the coordinates of an unknown point (instru~
ment station) if the unknown point and three or more known points are arranged on the
edge of a single circle.
· An arrangement such as that shown on the left

is desirable.

.c: Unknown point
0.:

Known point

· It is sometimes impossible to perform a correc calculation in a case such as that on the,
left.

.

G)

.0

When they are on the edge of a single circle,
take one of the following measures.

G) Move the instrument station as close as
possible to the center of the triangle.
(g Observe one more known point which is not
on the circle.

(g

Q) Perform a distance measurement on at
least one of the three points.

o

(I

.=-~

.

In some cases it is impossible to calculate the

coordinates of the instrument station if the included angle between the known points is too
smalL. It is difficult to imagine that the longer
the distance between the instrument station
and the known points, the narrower the included
angle between the known points. Be careful

because the points can easily be aligned on
the edge of a single circle.
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14.1 Distance Settng-out Measurement

~I SETTING-OUT MEASUREMENT I
· The setting-out measurement is used to set out the required point.
The difference between the previously input data to the instrument (the setting-out data)
and the measured value can be displayed by measuring the horizontal angle, distance or
coordinates of the sighted point.
Displayed value = Difference between measured value and settng-out data.

· For setting-out measurement, perform observations in face left.

I~ Distance Setting-out Measutement I
· The point can be found based on the horizontal angle from the reference direction and the
distance from the instrument station.

~oJ",0

~0

,0

Instment station

,,0

,l~
~~

· It is also possible to perform setting-out measurement when (MENU) on the third page of
MEAS Mode is pressed to enter Menu Mode and "2. S-O. is selected. .

~ PROCEDURE ·
1. Sight the reference directon.

~

Reference Direction

Instrment station
2. Press (OSET) twice in the second page of

, Press (OSET (OSET)

MEAS Mode.

Mea 5 . PC ,-30

ppm 0

ZA 8 9 ° 5 9 ' 5 4 ·

HAR 0°00'00.

*3
.t

mD~1m1:~
72

The honzontal angle of

0°.

the sighting direction is

14. SETING-OUT MEASUREMENT

Press (S-O)

3. Press (S-O) in the second page of "MEAS

Setting-out Measurement Menu

Mode Screen."

Screen
The "Setting-out Measurement Menu Screen"
is displayed.

5-0
1 ,Observat ion
2.5-0 d a t a
3.5tn data
4.5et h angle

Select "2. S-O data" ~

4. Select "2. S-O data"

and press -

I .

Settng-out Data Setting Screen

The "Settng-out Data Setting Screen" is dis-

5-0
Np:
Ep:
Zp:

played.

o 000

0.000

o. 000

5. Set the following items.

o . a 0 Om

Ii Ð- ..
Tg t . h. :

SOd i 5 t : 0 . 0 ° Om 1

1. Distance from the instrument station to the
position to be set out.
2. Included angle between the directon of the

50 Hang~ _0°06'00" 2

reference and the position to be set out of
the point to be set out.
After entering each item, press - . .

Press (OK)

6. Press (OK).

Settng-out Observation Screen

,The "Settng-out Observation Screen" is dis-

5-0

played.

5-0 5
5

S-o S : After observation, displays the dis-

HAR 1 5 a ° 1 6 ' 1 5 "

dHA : Displays the horizontal angle to the

ZA 89°52'54"

dHA -0°00'02"
Imnmi-mm

tance to the point to be set out.
position to be set out.

s.,~t~PP!;~~:'r~;t~,ë§"~r~~",lI"
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14.1 Distance Setting-out Measurement

Press (~~)

7. Press (~~).

Guidance Screen
The "Guidance Screen" is displayed.

8-0

+

The angle to the point to be set out is displayed

15°00'00"

l

on the second line, and an arrow pointing to
the left or right displays which direction the target should be moved.

ZA 90 ° 0 0 ' 00 "
HAR 30° 00' 00"

1f~1 t- -+ II3

8. Rotate the top of the instrument until the angle

in the second line is 0°.

When the angle is within a range of ::30°, both
arrows are displayed.

lg..~â

Directon of Point to be Set Out 9.

"- '

Set the target on the sight-line and sight it.

the Reference ~,
~"-

, "-"-"-,, Target
"-

"-

Instrment Station
Press ( ~ S-O)
Measurement Mode Selecton

10. Press ( ~ S-O) to select the measurement

mode.

.'~'J~chliin~,L~;~l is:ijrået'(sl:isTt.¿~tf_ijl~iT:;~W~,~i:¡¿ ic()a,~t;i¿,lH'.,'

'~~~~:i~~::~~~::~:::=::::~Adt;~~~~ ,,' ,-:XT:,~,~~ '~,::"
',.., "(vIST)i SetnQ:ut meaurement Qfdtheheighfdltference(neight: diference be~
'."tweeii:¡ri~~ntiieigtit 'må ai_d.ihe:~nt~r¥,ií~~é~¡; ,'. :.:',:.'. '., ""A';::/:,.",', :.'. .'..'"
..' '.~'(COOElD): Seng-out meâsürementofthe'cooíCI~aieS:(See "'(4.3Coordinats,Setc

."=:~~~~'tf:~"~;?~~~r~~.ii~~~"g,"
Press (SDIST) ((HOIST), (VDIST))
Setting-out Observation Start Screen

"Settng-out Observation Start Screen" is displayed and observation begins.

8-0
o i s t PC = - 3 0
ppm = 25

Fine"r"

mm
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11. Press (SDIST).

14. SE1NG-DUT MEASUREMENT

When the observation is completed, the "Guidance Screen" is displayed.

Guidance Screen

8-0

++ 0°00'01"

l 2.345

The distance to the point to be set out is displayed on line 3.

8 1 00 . 123m

ZA 89 ° 52 ' 54 "

And the movement direction of the target is in-

HAR 1 50 ° 1 6 ' 1 5 "

lmrI"t.. f- ~ II3
8-0

++

ll

dicated by the arrows pointing upwards and
downwards.

12. Move the reflective prism forward and back-

0°00'01"
-0.002m

ward until distance on line 3 is 0 m, then press

(SDIST), ((HDlST), (VDIST)) to perform the
observation again.

8 12.554

ZA 90 °00' 00"

HAR 45 ° 00 ' 00 "

lmrl."t.. f- ~ Imï

When it is within a range of::1 cm, both arrows
are displayed.

If repeat measurement or tracking measurement is performed at this time, it is possible to

display the measurement results witout any
key operations while sighting

the target which

was moved.

13. Find the place where the distance is 0 m.

Press 1m
Setting-out Measurement MenU Screen

14. Press _ .
The "Settng-out Measurement Menu Screen"

is restored.
.. '.- ...... ,- "
,io:~"ED~ si.ttnQ~t~RM.r,:":

7i:

14.2 REM Setting-out Measurement

I~ REM Setting-out Measurement I
find a point where a target can not be directly installed, perform REM setting-out measurement. For details about REM measurement, see "17. REM Measuremenl.

· To

~ PROCEDURE
1. Install a target directly below or directly above

the pOint to be found, then use a measuring
tape etc. to measure the target height (height
from the surveying point to the target).
Sight the target and press (OBS)
Observation Start Screen

o is t

2. Sight the target of the offset point then press

(SDIST) in MEAS Mode.
The "Observation Start Screen" is displayed.

o i 5 t PC = - 3 0
ppm = 25
Fine"r"

im
3. When the observation is completed, or during

Press (STOP)
MEAS Mode Screen

Meas.

PC

ppm

8 10.234m

ZA 8 9 0 5 8 ' 5 0 "
HAR 111 020 ' 31 "

-30
o

*3
l'

repeat measurement, press (STOP) after the
measured values are displayed to restore the
"MEAS Mode Screen."
The slope distances, vertical angles, and horizontal angles of the instrument station and the

offset point are displayed.

I§DmIIIãii
Press (5-0)

Setting-out Measurement Menu

Screen 8-0

1 ,Observat i on

2.8-0 da t a
3.8tn data

4 . 8 e t hang I e
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4. Press (5-) in the second page of "MEAS Mode

Screen."
The "Setting-out Measurement Menu Screen"
is displayed.

14. SETING-OUT MEASUREMENT

Select "2. S-O data", press ~ 5.

Setting-out Data Setting Screen

The "Setting-out Data Setting Screen" is dis-

8-0

0.000

Np:

Ep: 0.000
Zp: 0.000

played.
6. Set the following items.

T 9 t . h.: a . a a am

8 a d ¡ s t : a . a a am 2
80 Hang~0006'OO"

~~ m:

1. Target height.

2. Height from the surVeying point to the posi-

tion to be set out.
When each item is entered, press ~.
P',.:.-..:.~"
..-.'...........
";.: "
~-- :: .:'- . :"',;' ~ ~.".: .."

..~.:;:~~¥R'~Æ~~n'::~"

Press (OK)
Setting-out Observation Screen

8-0

,.,::;:;.'~~:"':::"i';t",.0'~'d':
7. Press (OK).

The "Setting-out Observation SCreen" is displayed.

8-0 8
8

ZA 89 °52 ' 54"

HAR 150°16'15"

lmiml-ma
dHA - a ° a a ' 02'

Press ( ~ 5-0)

8. Press ( ~ S-O) to display (HT).

8-0

8 80.123m

ZA 8 9 ° 5 2 i 5 4 "

HAR 150°16'15"
dHA 0 ° 00 ' 00"

lCiml-ma
Press (HT)

8-0
8 -0 H t . - 0 ; a a 2m

8 1 23 4 . 5 67m

ZA 89°52'54"
HAR 1 50 ° 1 6 ' 1 5 "
d HA - 0 ° 0 0 ' 0 2 ·

IIftl-ma

9. Press (HT).

Settng-out measurement begins, and after 0.7
seconds, the difference between the settingout data and the measured distance is displayed on the third line (S-O Ht.).
Afterwards, measurement results are displayed

every 0.5 seconds.
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14.2 REM Settng-out Measurement

Press (f- ~i, then press (HT)

Guidance Screen

8-0

..
1°00'00"
t -0.002

When pressing (f- ~) and then (HT), the "Guidance Screen" is displayed.
The discrepancy from the target to the point to

be set out is displayed by triangular arrows and
by numerals.

8

ZA 90 ° 00 ' 00 "

HAR 30°00'00"

-lrl'1I. f- ~ II3

10. Jiggle the telescope up and down until it i~ 0
m.
As it nears 0 m, both t and; are displayed.

The point to be set out is now the center of the
reticle of the telescope.

Press 1m : Measurement ends.

g.' '

11. When the measurement is completed, press

The "Setting-out Measurement Menu Screen"

is restored.
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14. SETING-OUT MEASUREMENT

Coordinates Setting-out Measurement
. This measurement is .used to set out the point of a certain coordinate away from the
reference point (station point).

. After setting the coordinates for the point to be set out, the SET calculates the setting-out
horizontal angle and horizontal distance and stores the values in the memory. By selecting the horizontal angle and then the horizontal distance setting-out functions, the required coordinate location can be set out.

x

O.
, .cDistance

Back sight
station
Point to be set out

y
., It is also possible to perform coordinates settng out measurement when (MENU) on the,
third page of MEAS Mode is pressed to enter Menu Mode and "2. Soon is selected.

. It is possible to outut the coordinate data previously registered and set it as the settingout coordinates.
with the same target height.

. To find the Z coordinate, attach the target to a pole etc.

~ PROCEDURE

Press (5-0) 1.
Setting-out Measurement Menu
Screen

Press (S-O) on the second page of the "MEAS

Mode Screen."
The "Setting-out Measurement Menu Screen"
is displayed.

8-0

1 , Ob s e r vat ion

2.8-0 da t a

3.8tn data
4.8et h angle

~

Selec "3. Stn Data", press

Instrment Station Setting Screen
NO:

o 000

EO:

0.0 00

Inst.h.:

Tg t . h. :

Iä DB

The "Instrument Station Setting Screen" is dis-

played.

8-0 I 8 t n

zO:

2. Select "3. Stn data" and press ~.

0.000

~

a . 0 0 Om

o . a 0 am
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14.3 Coordinate Settng-out Measurement

3. Enter instrument station data while referrng to
"12.1 Entering Instrument Station Data".

Enter the target height by measuring from the
center of the target to the tip of the pole supporting the target.

Press (OK) 4.

Setting-out Measurement Menu
Screen

Press (OK) after the instrument station has

been set.
The "Setting-out Measurement Menu Screen"

is restored.

~

5.

Setting Azimuth Angle

6.

-

Select "4. Set h angle", press

The "Required Angle Setting Screen" is displayed.

Required Angle Setting Screen

Set the azimuth angle while referring to "12.2
Azimuth Angle Setting".
After the azimuth angle has been set, the "Set-

Setting-out Measurement Menu
Screen

Select

Select "4. Set h angle" and press _ ..

ting-out Measurement Menu Screen" is restored.

"2. S-O data", press _ . 1. Select "2. S-O data" then press _ ..

Settng-out Data Setting Screen

Np: 1

The "Setting-out Data Settng

8-0

Ep: ' 0.000 2

Zp: ' 0 . 000 3

Screen" is dis-

, played.

8.

Set the following items.

Tgt.h.. 1.234m
8 0 d i s t : 0 . 00 Om

80 Ha~OOOO'OO"

IäIC mr

1 to 3. Coordinates of the point to be set out.
After entering each item, press .. . .

" ~..",Stopping' entrinpr~gresS;: 1m.
..' Reading
in data:. (READ) ,",
.. Recording' d~ta:(RECl

. .. .

After entry, the distance and horizontal angle
setting-out data is
caculated and ISO dist) and
(So hang) are displayed.
If the distance setting-out data which has been
calculated exceeds 9999.999 m, the (SO dist)
displayed is
0.000 m and (SO
HangJ is 0., 00'
00., so be carefuL.
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14. SETING-OUT MEASUREMENT

Press (OK)

9. Press (OK).

Setting-out Observation Screen

8-0

The "Settng-out Observation Screen" is displayed.

8-0 8
8

ZA 890 52 ' 54"
HAR 1 50 0 1 6 J 1 5 "

1f~_1E
d HA - 0 0 00 ' 02 "

10. Perfomi the procedure from step 7 to step 13

in "14.1 Distance Settng-out Measuremenl to
find the point to be set out.

11. To find the height direction, press (.. S-O) to
display (COORD).
Press (COORD)

12. Press (COORD).

Setting-out Observation Start
Screen

8-0

The "Setting-out Observation Start Screen" is
displayed and observation begins.

8 -0 NO. 0 0 1
E
-0.002
Z 5.321
ZA 89 0 52 ' 54 "
HAR 150°16'54"

r!~- -ii
dAR 0°00'02"

Setting-out Observation Screen
Press (f- -7), then pre (COORD)

When the measurement is completed, the "Set-

Guidance Screen

When pressing (f- -7) and then (COORD), the

8-0

+ 0°00'00"

l
0.000
to.
300

ZA 90 ° 00 ' 00 "

HAR 30°00'00"

r!rl'1'. f- ~ IIE

ting-out Observation Screen" is displayed.

"Guidance Screen" is displayed.
The difference in the height to the point to be

set out is displayed as a triangular arrow and
as numerals.
If you want the difference to the point displayed
as the coordinate values, press (f- -7) again

after measurement is completed.
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14.3 Coordinate Settng-out Measurement

Press (COORD)

13. Move the target up and down to display 0 m.

8-0

+.. 0°00'00'

When it is near 0 m, both the l and; triangu-

8 12.554

When all three value become 0, the bottom tip
of the pole is found. The bottom tip of the pole

ll
0.000
t' 3.
1 23

lar arrows are displayed.

ZA 90 ° 00 ' 00 ·

HAR 45°00'00.
rm~i
f- ~ III

is the point to be set out.

8-0

+.. 0°00'00.

ll
0.000
t , 0 . 00 0

8 12.554
ZA 90 ° 00 ' 00 ·

HAR 45°00'00.

(loilii:tti ~I f- ~ III

¡¡~;$":;":i
Press Iæ

14. Press g.

Setting-out Measurement Menu Selection

The "Settng-out Measurement Menu Screen"
is restored.
To find the next point to be set out, repeat the

procedure from step 7.
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15. OFFSET MEASUREMENT

OFFSET MEASUREMENT
· Offset measurements are performed in order to find a point where a target cannot be
installed directly or to find the distance and angle to a point which cannot be sighted.

· It is possible to find the distnce and angle to a point you wish to measure (target point) by
installng the target at a location (offset point) a little distance from the target point and
measuring the distance and angle from the surveying point to the offset point.
· The target point can be found in the three ways explained below.CD Finding it by entering the horizontal distance from the target point to the offset point.

l!

.

When the offset point is positioned to the left or
right of the target point, make sure the angle
formed by lines
connecting the offset point to
the target point and to the instrument station is

.

When the offset point is positioned in front of
or behind the target point, install the offset point
on a line linking the instrument station with the

f Target Point

approxiamately 90°.

target point.

Instrment Station
(g Sighting the direction of the target point to find it from the included angle.
Target Point

+

.

.

Install the offset point as close as possible to
the target point to its left or right.

Instrument Station

CI By measuring the distances between the target point and two offset points.
Target Point

Offset Point (Target). Install offset points A and B on a line extending

from the target point, measure A and B,then
enter the distace between B and the target
point to find the target point.

Instrument Station

· In advance, allocate the functon keys to display (OFFSET). For the allocation method see
"23. Key Functon Allocation".
· It is also possible to perform offset measurement when (MENU) on

Mode is pressed to enter Menu Mode and "3. Offsel is selected. the third page of MEAS

· Offset measurement is performed using the measurement method (distance measurement or coordinates measurement) used before you started up the offset measurement.
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15.1 Single-distance Offset Measurement

Single-distance Offset Measurement
· When the offset point is positioned to the left or right of the target point, make sure the
angle formed by lines connecting the offset point to the target point and to the instrument
station is almost 90°.
When the offset point is positioned in front of or behind the target point, install the offset
point on a line linking the instrument station with the target point.
And set the target so that the target height of the target point and the offset point are
identicaL.

L!

8

f Target Point

El
Offset Point
(Target)

Instrument Station

~ PROCEDU RE 'r¡Š~~~~ ".. tM,d,',',:.~,',:""','~,~,d.,s,',_,'~,:,d,',',,t,.,'_..d,.,_d"..',m".',~,.,',',:,~,:.c.:,a,~.,;.,~,:..,'~'~_.'.~,.,,'re,',,:,',..',d..
~--~,:,: ~~'.:¡-:~,,~..;;;~~t:;:¡i-;;::~/.il;i-:~~Y~?: ~ n :. :'-,";~ _ ~_-' '-; ".,,~ ,;.:~.' '''_.' _._ ~=

Sight the target and press (OBS)

Observation Start Screen

1. Sight the target of the offset point then press

(SDIST) in the MEAS Mode Screen.
The "Observation Start Screen" is displayed.

D is t

D í s t PC = - 3 0

P pm = 25

Fine"r"

I§ )
Pre'ss (STOP)
MEAS Mode-Screen
Mea s.

2. When the observation is completed, or during
repeat measurement, press (STOP) after the
PC

ppm
S
ZA
HAR

10.234m

89°58'50"
111°20'31"

-30
0

il3

t

measured values are displayed to restore the
"MEAS Mode Screen."
The slope distances, vertical angles, and horizontal angles of the instrument station and the
offset point are displayed.

I§mmcm..(¡
3. In MEAS Mode, display the screen in which
(OFFSET is registered.
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15. OFFSET MEASUREMENT

Press (OFFSET)
Offset Menu Screen

4. Press (OFFSET).

The "Offset Menu Screen" is displayed.

Offset

1.0ffsetiDlst
3.0ffset/2D

2.0 f f s et / An 9 I e

4.Stn data

5. Select "1. Offset/Disl then press ~.

Select "1 . OfsetlDisl

Press ~

The measured values of the offset point are
displayed in the "Ofset Observation Screen."

Offset Observation Screen

(Distance)

Of f set / D is t

6.

S 10.234m

ZA 8 9 a 5 8 J 5 0 "
HAR 111 020 J 31 "

D i s t : 0 . 00 Om

1

D ire c. :.

2

II

Select the following items.

1. Horizontal distance from the target point to
the offset point.
2. Direction of the offset point.

m3
o Horiontal distace entry rage~ -9999_999 to

o Directianofoffsetpoinf .',',," ',',. ""~ ,,',

9999.999, input unit 0.001 m

point

'-7:OfetpoIntonthê right of thè taret

, ' . ,+-: Offsetpaint on the: left of the target point
.t: Oft paint beyond
. J.:Ofet paint closer

the target point
the target paint

than

oRe-observation of the offset point (O~Sl
Press (OK)
Offset Observation, Screen

(During Distance Measurement)

7. Press (OK).

The "Offset Observation Results Screen" is displayed, and the slope distaces, vertical angles,

Off set / D i s t

S 1 5 '. 56 7m

ZA 8 9 0 5 2 r 5 4 "
HAR 90 0 1 6 r 1 5 "

El

and horizontal angles of the instrument station
and the target point are displayed,

The screen during distance measurement differs from the screen during coordinates mea-

surement.

Ofset Observation' Screen
(During Coordinates Measurement)

Offset/Dist
N

2.345

E
Z

0.567

El

1 .234
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15.1 Single-distance Offset Measurement
Press (REC)

8. Press (RECl to record the results.

(During Distance Measurement)

9.

REC/Dist 1200rec

Set the following items while refering to "19.1
Recording Distance Measurement data'.

S 10.160m
ZA 76 0 1 4 ' 50 .

1. Point number

HAR 640 22 ' 1 3 "
Pt. : PO I NT2 00000005

~.:

Cod e: ABCD
0.00 Om

2. Code
1

3. Target height

2
3
After entering each item, press ~ .

~;M~imìJriiÚJ;;Ih:ní:mtkrsizei "
14 (alphanumárib) ,
..,.MaxmumcOdesizedinput '
,': ,16 '(a1phaiùmeric)
:. .;;;: -:::::;.~~; -::::;.:_:~-:, :",.

Press (OK)

10. Press (OK).

The "Offset Menu Screen' is restored.

'~Go:tOtfê,"OefMêÔt S~reeri': 'ms':
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15. OFFSET MEASUREMENT

.. Angle Offset Measurement I
· Install offset points for the target point on the right and left sides of and as close as possible to the target point.
Set the target so that the target height of the target point and offset points are identicaL.

Target Point

+

.

Instrment Station

~ PROCEDURE
Sight target, press (SDIST)

1. Sight the target of the offset points and press

Observation Start Screen

(SDIST) in MEAS Mode.

D is t

The "Observation Start Screen" is displayed

and observation begins.

D i 5 t PC = - 3 0
ppm = 25

Fine"r"

i;

2. When observation is completed or after the

Press (STOP)
MEAS Mode Screen

Meas.

PC

ppm'
S
ZA
HAR

10.234m

89°58'50'
150°16'15"

-30
0

*3
.t

~ftcmmmli
Press (OFFSET)
OFFSET Menu Screen

Offset

1,Offset/Dist
3.0ffset/2D

measurement values are displayed during continuous measurement, press (STOP) to restore
the "MEAS Mode Screen."

The slope distance, vertical angle, and horizontal angle of the instrument station and the
offset points are displayed.

3. In MEAS Mode, display the screen in which
(OFFSET) is registered.
4. Press (OFFSET).

2.0 f is e t / An 9 I e

The "Offset Menu Screen" is displayed.

4.Stn data
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15.2 Angle Offset Measurement

5. Select "2. Offset/Angle" and press ~.
The measured values for the offset points are

displayed in the "Target Point Observation
Screen" .

eReKbserving the offset. pOints:.£OBSI'.,; .'

Target Point Observation Screen

Offset/Ang.

target point

and press (OK).

2 n d 0 b s. OK ?

S 23.200m

ZA 76 0 34 ' 2 0 "
HAR 156014'50"

am

6. Accurately sight the direction of the

mD

The "Offset Observation Results Screen" is dis-

played.
The slope distance, vertical angle, and horizontal angle of the instrument station and the
target point are displayed.

Press (OK)
Offset Observation Screen

The screen during distance measurement

(During Distance measurement))

differes from the screen during coordinate

Offset/Ang.

measurement.

S 10.160m

ZA 76 0 1 4 ' 5 0 "

HAR 64022'13"

El

,Offset Observation Screen
, (During Coordinate Measurement)

Offset/Ang.

N -1234567.789

E 1234567.789

Z 67.002

El

Press (RECl

7. Press (REC) to

record the results.

For the recording method, refer to "19.1 Recording Distance Measuremenl.
Press (OK)

8. Press (OK)~

The "Offset Menu Screen" is restored.
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15. OFFSET MEASUREMENT

__ Two-distance Offset Measurement I
. Install two offset

points (1st target and 2nd target) on a straight line from the target point,

observe the 1 st target and 2nd target, then enter the distance between the 2nd target and
the target point to find the target point.
Target Point
Offset Point

Offset Point

1st Target

Instrment Station

I It is possible to make this measurement easily using the optional equipment: the 2-point
this 2-point target, be sure to set prism constant to O.

target (2RT500). When using

Install the 2-point target with its tip at the target
Ofset Points'

point.
Face the targets toward the instrument.
Measure the distance from the target point to

the 2nd target.

~ PROCEDURE
1. In MEAS Mode, display the screen in which
(OFFSET is registered.

Press (OFFSET

2. Press (OFFSET).

Offset Menu Screen

The "Offset Menu Screen" is displayed.

Offset

10ffset/Dlst
3.0ffset/20

2.0ffset/Angle
4..5 t nd a t a

4t

Select "3. Offset/2D", press

1 st Target Observation Screen
(2 points)

3.
The "1 st Target Observation Screen" is displayed.

Offse t /20
Take 1st o/s read

ZA 89°52'54"
HAR 1 50 ° 1 6 ' 1 5 ·

m3
89

15.3 Two-distnce Ofset Measurement
Sight the 1 st target, press (OK) 4. Sight the 1 st target and press (OK).

1 st Target Observation Start Screen

The "1 st Target Observation Start Screen" is
displayed and observation begins.

Of f set 120

Co 0 r d PC =

o

ppm =

o

Fine"r"

mM
Press (STOP)

1 st Target Observation Results
Screen

Offset/20

5. When observation has been completed or af, ter the measurement values are displayed during repeat measurement, press (STOP) to dis-

play the "1 st Target Observation Results
Screen. "

10.567

N

The coordinates of the 1 st target are displayed.

1 .234
1 .890

E
Z

Con f i rÍ1 ?

ER~

Press (YES)
2nd Target Observation Screen

(2 points)

6. Press (YES).

The "2nd Target Observation Screen" is displayed.

Offset/20
Take 2nd ols read

ZA 89 0 52 ' 5 4 "
HAR 1 50 0 1 6 ' 1 5 "

R3
· aiscad tl~dat~,Md observe,tte 1st tået ag~~:INOL;

-'-.:-',.:. "

Sight the 2nCl target, press (OK) 7. Sight the 2nd target and press (OK).
2nd Target Observation Start Screen

Start Screen" is
displayed, and observation begins.

The "2nd Target Observation

Offset/20
Coord PC =

o

ppm =

,0

ti
90

Fine"r"

15. OFFSET MEASUREMENT

8. When observation has been completed or af-

Press (STOP)
2nd Target Observation Results

ter the measurement values are displayed dur-

Screen

ing repeat measurement, press (STOP) to dis-

play the "2nd Target Observation Results

Offset/2D

Screen. "

10.567
1.789

N

E
Z

The coordinates of

the 2nd

target are displayed.

1 .890

Conf i rm

?

ImED

Press (YES)
Offset distance Entry Screen

Offset/2D

B -C : _1.IIIII_m

9. Press (YES).

The "Offset Distance Entry Screen" is displayed.

, .' DiScttêd~Ïàåiëi:ObserV~,.tté2íriârgejf£ga¡ntiN'~;r;:""Fi.~:;;;
: .-,-

Entering distance from 2nd target
to target point

10. Enter the distance from the 2nd target to the

target point and press __ ..

Press __ .
Offset Observation Results Screen

Offset/2D
N

E

Z

IE

The "Ofset Observation Results Screen" is displayed.
The coordinates of the target point are displayed.

7.890
3.456

o . 1 23,

ImID
11. Press (YES).

The "Ofset Menu Screen" is restored.
.' Offset distnCe entrangš: A999.999 to 9999.999'm, Entr unit: 0;001 in "
· Discard
the dat,andotiivë 1st
target agaiil:'(N0l

· Record' displayed values, irJOB:rJlCl Referto"1!l 1 Recrding Distnce MeasurementDat"~,
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16. MISSING LINE MEASUREMENT

I MISSING LINE MEASUREMENT

~

. Missing line measurement is used to measure the slope distance, horizontal distance, and
horizontal angle to a target from the targetwhich is the reference (starting position) without
moving the instrument.

Instrument Station

. To find the height differenceN) between 2 points, use a pole etc. to make the target
height of all the targets identical.
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16. MISSING LINE MEASUREMENT

Measuring the Distance Between Multiple Targets
. It is also possible to perform missing line measurement when (MENU) on the third page of
MEAS Mode is pressed to enter MEAS Mode and "5. MLM" is selected.

. PROCEDURE
1.

,

Sight the target of the starting position (P1),

then press (SDIST) in MEAS Mode.

Starting Position (P1)

The "Observation Start Screen" is displayed

and observation begins.

Instrument Station

2. When the observation is completed, or during
repeat measurement, press (STOP) after the

MEAS Mode Screen

Meas.

PC

-30

ppm
S
ZA
HAR

10.567m
70°11'57"
135°31'27"

o

measured values are displayed to restore the
"MEAS Mode Screen".

i3
.t

lèmmci13

1m
3. Sight the 2nd target (P2) then press (MLM) in

the third page of the "MEAS Mode Screen."

o.""ot (P2)

The "Missing Line Measurement Start Screen"
is displayed and observation begins.

Press (MLMI

Missing Une Measurement Start
Screen
MLM

MLM PC = -30
P pm =' 25

Fine"r"

II ,

93

iô. i ivieasuring ihe Distance Between Multiple Targets

Press (STOP)
Missing Line Measurement Results

4. When the measurement is completed, the
"Missing Line

Screen

Measurement

Results Screen"

is displayed.

MLM

MLM S 20.757m

H 27.354m
V 1 . 0 1 2m
S ,15.483m

MLM S : Slope distance of the startng position and
2nd target
H : Horizontal distance of the starting position and 2nd target
V : Height difference of the starting position
and 2nd target

ZA 70 0 11 ' 5 7 ·

HAR 1 35 0 31 ' 2 7 ·

DDImEBmB

S : Slope distance of the instrument station
and 2nd target
ZA : Vertical angle of

the instrument station

and 2nd target

HAR : Horizontal angle of the instrument station
and 2nd target

~ T"Q (P3)

5. Sight on the 3rd target and press (MLM).

When the observation is completed, the "Missing Line Measurement Results Screen" is dis-

played.

The values displayed are the slope distance,
horizontal distance, and the height difference
between starting position and 3rd target.

It is possible to measure 4th or more targets
using the same procedure.
-Re-observethe stamngpoSition~ rÓBSl
Press 0: Observation completed 6. To end the observation, press g.

~ PROCEDURE '~l~l~j
· It is possible to display the gradient of the starting position and target as a %.
With the measured values

1. Press (S/O/) with the measured values dis-

displayed: (S/O/)

played.

MLM

MLM S 48.755%

The gradient of the two points

H 20. 757m

is displayed as

ll % on the second line.

V 1 . 0 1 2m
S 15.483m

ZA 7 9 0 2 0 ' 0 0 "
HAR 89 0 53 ' 2 0 "

Dmim__ma
2.

Press (Sl%i once more to retum to the original

screen.
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16. MISSING LINE MEASUREMENT

. Changing the Starting Position I
. It is possible to change the last measured point to the next starting position.

S1

Target (P2)

.j

New Starting Position
Instrument Station

~ PROCEDURE.
Missing Line Measurement Results

Screen

1 . Observe the starting position and target following the steps 1 to 4 in "PROCEDURE Measuring the distance between multiple targets".

MLM

MLM S 1 . 234m

H 2. 345m
V 0 .678m

Press (MOVE) wit the "Missing Line Measurement Results Screen' displayed.

S 15.483m
ZA 70 0 11 ' 5 7 ·
HAR 1 350 31' 27'

IlImEBDB

The "Starting Position Transfer Screen' is dis-

played.

(MOVE): Make the last surveying
point the new starting position
Starting Position Transfer Screen
MLM

, Mo v e ?

S 1 5 .48 3m
ZA 70 0 11 ' 5 7 ·

EmE:

HAR 1 3 5 0 3 1 ' 2 7"
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16. MISSING LINE MEASUREMENT

Press (yES): Confirmation

2. Press (YES).

Missing Line Measurement
The ~Missing Une Measurement Screen"is dis-

Screen

played.
MLM

MLM S
H

V

The last target measured becomes the new
starting position.

S 15.48 3m
ZA 70 0 11 ' 5 7 "
HAR 135031' 27"

EIim..K!
3. To perform missing line measurement of the
next target, pèrform the same operation

begin-

ning with the observation of the target in step 3
of "PROCEDURE Measuring the Distance Between Multiple Targets".
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17. REM MEASUREMENT

I REM MEASUREMENT

~

. An REM measurement is a function used to measure the height to a point where a target
cannot be directly installed power cables, bridges, bridge supports, etc.
Target Object

h

Vertical angle of object:
Vertical angle of prism:

Object height above ground

S

Height from the surveying point to
the center of the target = Target height

. The height of the target is calculated using the following formula.'
Ht = h1 + h2

h2 = Ssin8z1 x cot8z - SCOS8z1

. When an REM measurement is performed, the initial measurement is performed after 0.7
seconds and later measurements are performed at 0.5 second intervals no matter which

distance measurement method is selected.
. In advance allocate the function keys to display (REM). For the allocation method see "23.
Key Functions Allocation".
. It is also possible to perform REM measurement when (MENU) on the third page of MEAS
Mode is pressed to enter MEAS Mode and "6. REM" is selected.
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17. REM MEASUREMENT
.~-~-'~,,,. _......,. ,.,''''-"",-,
:~~~?r~':3;':'~?~'~ ';::/:::'::::~,:~ :.::.;.

~ PROCEDURE

, easùìem

l~

Ob'ec

1. Set the target directly under or directy over the

object and measure the target height with a
tape measure etc.

Target Height ~

Press (HT)

2. Press (HT) on the third page of "MEAS Mode

Height Setting Screen

Screen."

Height ,

Inst.h.:II"-- m
Tgt. h.: O.567m

The "Height Settng Screen" is displayed.

ÐEnter the target height,press (OK)
MEAS Mode Screen

3. Enter the target height and press (OK).

The "MEAS Mode Screen" is restored.

Sighting the target

Obj~

4. Sight the target.

it -- il
Target

5. Press (SDIST) on the first page of the "MEAS

o is t

D i s t PC = - 3 0
P pm = 25
Rapid" r"

I§
98

Mode Screen."
Distance measurement begins.
The distance measurement mode at this time
may be either S, H, or V mode.

6. When the observation is completed, the distance measurement result is displayed.

17. REM MEASUREMENT

7. Sight the object.

8. In MEAS Mode, display the screen in which
(REM) is registered
Press (REM)

9. Press (REM).

REM Measurement In Progress
Screen
REM

REM measurement begins.
The "REM Measurement Screen" is displayed,
and 0.7 seconds later, the height from the surveying point to the object is displayed in (Ht.j.

H t . 0 . 05 2m

S 1 3 . 123m
ZA 89 0 59 i 5 4 "
HAR 117 032' 21 "

I§

Afterwards, the measurement values are completed every 0.5 seconds.

Press (STOP)
REM Measurement Screen

10. Press (STOP) to terminate the measurement

operation.

REM

H t . 0 . 05 2m

S 1 3 . 123m
ZA 8 9 0 5 9 ' 5 4 "
HAR 117 032' 21 "

Ii

DB

.rRe-bservethe taget (distce measurement): (OBS) (AftrWards return to step 7.)
. 'Star REM'

'Press-g

measurement ':(REM) "

. . '. -

11. Press rm to restore the "MEAS Mode

MEAS Mode Screen
· 'Maxmum angle

Screen."

of measurement possible: Honzont :ta9~

(Max. measure~entdistace'(Ht)::t9999,999 m)
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DATA RECORDING
· This section explains JOB or memory settngs which can be performed in Memory Mode
and data recording methods which can be performed in Record Mode.
Press (MEM)
Memory Mode Screen

.

To enter Memory Mode, press (MEM) in the

"Status Screen."

M::ii?i

.:
2.Known data
3. Code

. To enter Record Mode, press (REC) in "MEAS

Mode Screen."
Press (REC)
Record Mode Screen

REC

1.015t data

2.Angle data
3.Coord data
4.Stn data
5. No t e

6. Vi ew

. ' To retum to the original screen, press g.

18. Settings in Memory Mode ............................................. 103
18.1 JOB Selection ............;........................................ 104
18.2 Deleting a JOB .................................................... 106
18.3 Registering Coordinate Data in Memory .............108
18.4 Clearing Coordinate Data from Memory ............. 111
18.5 Reviewing Coordinate Data ................................ 114
18.6 Inputtng Codes .................................................. 116
18.7 Deleting Codes .................................................. 117
18.8 Reviewing Codes ........................,....................... 118
18.9 Outputng JOB
Data to Host Computer .............. 119
18.10 Outputting JOB Data to a Printer ........................ 121
19. Recording in Record Mode ............................................. 123
19.1 Recording Distance Measurement Data ............ 123
19.2 Recording Angle Measurement Data .................. 126
19.3 Recording Coordinates Data .............................. 128
19.4 Recording Instrment Station Data ..................... 130
19.5 Recording Notes ............................................... 132
19.6 Reviewing JOB Data .......................................... 133

101

102
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18. SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

II SETTINGS IN MEMORY MODE I
Press

(MEM)

.

M::iir ~

I:

2. Known d a t a

3.Code

To enter Memory Mode, press (MEM) in the

"Status Screen."

Memory Mode Screen

.

In Memory Mode, it is possible to perform settings concemin9 JOB and memory.

-

· JOB' Selecton
· Deleting a JOB
Coordinate Data in Memory
· Registering
· Clearing Coordinate Data from Memory
· Reviewing,Coordinate Data
· Inputting Codes
· Deleting Codes
· Reviewing Codes
· Outputting JOB Data to Host Computer

· Oututting JOB Data to a Pnriter
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18.1 JOB Selecion

,i~ JOB Selection
. Before recording data, select the JOB in which it is to be recorded. The following data can
be recorded in JOB.

. Measurement results
. Instrument station data
· Notes

of 24 JOBs have been prepared, and JOB01 was selected when your SET was
shipped from the factory.
The names of the JOBs have been preset as JOB01 to JOB24; you can change them to

. A total

any names you wish.'

. A total of 3,000 data items, which includes data stored in all JOBs and the coordinate data
in the memory, can be stored inside the instrument.
However, storage space for 2 items is required to store 1 item of instrument station data.

~ PROCEDURE
1.

Select "1. JOB", press JOB Management Screen

Mem. I JOB
1,JOB selection

, The "JOB Management Screen" is displayed.

2 . JOB del e t ion
3.Comms output

2. Select "1. JOB Selection" and press_ ..

-

Mem . I J 08

JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB
JOB

0021
0 3
04
0 5

0
0
0
0
0

JOBOe Ol
ITlllBl3

in..

The "JOB Selection Screen" is displayed.
The JOB name is displayed. The 24 JOBs are
divided among four pages.
The numbers to the right represent the number of data items in each JOB.

18. SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

~.

3. Align the cursor

with the desired JOB and press

The JOB is determined and the "JOB Manage-

ment Screen" is restored.
. Move

itm :"orA"
the cursor motion unit: (t l ~p i

· Changing

. WhenIT is

displayed, the

cursor moves

line,

frm p~gè'to, page.

· When OI is displayed, the cursor moves
. Display

frm line to

top of. JOB list : (TOP)

. Display end of JOB list :£LST

~ PROCEDURE
JOB Selection Menu

,. Perform steps 1 and2 if' "JOB Selection" onP.

106 to display the "JOB Selecton Screen."

JOB01
JOB0246
0

Mem . I JOB

JOB03
JOB042540

JOB05
a
JOB06
at
CI~UlI3
Press (EDIT)

2. Align the cursor with the JOB to be changed

JOB Name Change Screen

then press (EDIT).

Mem. I JOB
JOB

The current name is displayed on the "JOB

J 0801

Name Change Screen."

§

Enter new JOB name, __

JOB Selecton Screen

3. Enter the new JOB name with the alphanumeric

keys, then press ~.
The "Job Selection Screen" is restored.

. Maximum size of JOB name: 12 (letters of the alphabet and numerals)
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18.2 Deleting a JUB

I~ Deleting a JOB
. It is possible to clear the data within a designated JOB.
. It is not possible to clear a JOB until extemal output (transmission to the host computer or
name indicates that the data in
output to pnnter) has been completed. An (*1 beside a JOB
that JOB has not been output.

. After the data has been cleared, the JOB name returns to the name allocated when the
SET was shipped.

~ PR OCEOURE ~ii¡íi;I~1~:i2::""'0:t'\Iè:;i-Th;~2JJ;~~)fu~;~~%;1.¡y
Select "1. JOB", press .,
JOB Management Screen

1. Select "1. JOB" in the "Memory Mode Screen,"

and press ., . .
The "Job Management Screen" is displayed.

Mem./JOB

l.JOB selection

2 . JOB del e t ion
3.Comms output

2. Select ~. Job deletion" and press ~ .
The

"JOB Clearing Screen" is displayed.

The JOB names are displayed in a table.

Mem . I JOB
JOB 0 1
JOB 02

0

JOB03
JOB04
JOB05
JOB06

0
0
0

0

~EmII

o l

ê!

Select JOB to be deleted, press

3. Select the JOB whose data is to be deleted

and press ~ .

Job Deletion Confirmation Screen

The "JOB Deletion Confirmation Screen" is displayed.

Mem . I JOB

JOB. JOB01

deletion
Con firm?

EK~
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Press (YES) : Confirmation

JOB Management Screen

4. Press (YES).

The data within the JOB which is displayed is
deleted and the "JOB Management Screen" is

restored.

Press 1m

To Memory
Mode Screen

5. Press ID to restore the "Memory Mode

Screen."
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18.3 Registering Coordinate Data in Memory

Registering Coordinate Data in Memory
. It is possible to register coordinate data in memory in advance. The coordinate data which
has been registered can be output during setting for use as instrument station, backsight
station, known point, and settng-out point coordinate data.

. Coordinate data is stored in apart of the memory separated from JOB data.
. It is possible to register 3000 items of coordinate data, including the data inside the JOBs.
. There are two registration methods: key entry and entry from an external instrument.

1.

Select "2. Known data" in "Memory Mode
Screen" and press _ . .

The "Known Point Menu Screen" is displayed.

Mem. /Known

2.Comms input

3.Deletion
4.V i ew
5.Clear

-.

Select "1. Key in coord", press

Coordinate Data Entry Screen

Mem. / Known
N

2.

The "Coordinate Data Entry Screen" is displayed.
Item Registration Capacit

E
3. Set the following items.

DB
Entry of coordinate values and

number, press ~

108

1 to 3 Coordinate values
4 Point number

18. SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

Press (REC): Recording Coordinate Data
Recording Complete Screen

Mem./Known 2999rec

N -1234567.890

Z 1. 123

E 1234567.890

4. Press (RECl.

The coordinate data is recorded in the memory
and the "Recording Complete Screen" is dis-

played.

Next it is possible to enter other coordinate
data.

Pt. : PO I NT 2 000 000 0 5

DB
After Registration Completed,

press 1m

5. After the registration of all the coordinate data

has been completed, press mm.

Known Point Menu Screen

The "Known Point Menu Screen" is restored.
. Maximum point number size: 14'charcter(alphanumeric)
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: 8.J h.;gista¡¡i1g Cûoídiíìa~a Data ¡iì i\li¿;lïìûíY

~ PROCEDU RE~~~~~~~'~eee:r~!~~l~i~~¡~\!,l~~iT\~~S~~~;tmt~,;l~~~~~t!:'d:""
. The format of the coordinate data is the SDR33 format.
. The communication conditions conform to the set communication conditions represented
by parameters.

-i

Select "2. Known data", press

1. Select "2. Known data" in the "Memory Mode

Screen" and press _ i .

Known Point Menu Screen

Mem./Known
1.Ke in coord
2 . C omms i n put

The "Known Point Menu Screen" is displayed.

3.Deletion
4. View

5. C lea r

-i

Select "2. Comms inpul, press

2. Select "2. Comms inpul and press _

I.

The "Data Format Display Screen" is displayed.

Coordinate Data Reception Screen

Mem. / Known
Format .SDR33

R e ce ¡vi n 9 1 2

The format SDR33 is displayed.
Press _ i .
The "Coordinate Data Reception Screen" is displayed. Enter coordinate data from an extemal

instrument in this condition. The figure represents the number of items received.

When data reception is completed, the "Data
Format Display Screen" is restored.

. Stopping data reception in progress : 1m
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18. SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

Clearing Coordinate Data from Memory
. It is possible to clear coordinate data from memory.
There are two methods: initialization which clears all coordinate data at once and clearing
of designated data items one at a time.

., PROCEDURE ~S¡~m¡!1~~2~f;;,''';;
'. ç

. This procedure clears all registered coordinate data from memory at once.
1.

Select "2. Known data" in the "Memory Mode
Screen" and press _ i .

The "Known Point Menu Screen" is displayed.

Mem. ¡Known

l.Ke in coord

2.Comms input

3.Deletion
4. View
5.Clear

Select "5. Clear", press _
Data Initialization Screen

I

2. Select "5. Clear" and press _

I.

The "Data Initialization Screen" is displayed.

Mem .¡Known

C I ear'
Con firm ?

~EB
Press (YES): Clearing all data
Known Point Menu Screen

3. Press (YES).

Coordinate data is completely cleared and the
"Known Point Menu Screen" is restored.
. Cancel of clearng: (NO)
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li).4 Clearing Coordinate Data from Memory

~ PROCEDURE'
· Select the point number of the coordinate data to delete data one item at a time.

~

Select "2. KnoWn data", press

1. Select "2. Known data" in the "Memory Mode

Screen" and press ~ .

Known Point Menu Screen

The "Known Point Menu Screen" is displayed.

Mem./Known
l.Ke in coord
2.Comms i npu t
3.,Delet ion

4. View

5.Clear

-i

, Selec "3. Deletion", press

2.

Select "3. Deletion" and press _ i .

Point Number Display Screen

The "Point Number Display Screen" is displayed.

Pt. 101 i
Pt. 105 l
~-i1I1f
Mem. / Known

Pt. 102
Pt. 103
Pt. 104

Selec the point number to be de-

- I.

3. Select

leted, press _ .
Data Clearing Screen

the point number

to be deleted and press

The "Data Clearing Screen" is displayed.

N
22.230
E 123.450

Mem./Known

Z 6.330

'Pt. : POI NT200000005
De let ion

Confirm?

,- EmID

· Move it : " or A
· Changing the cursor motion unit :, E t l.:P)

from line to line.

, .. WhenlJis displayed, the cursor moves

.. 'When'" is displayed, the cursor moves from page to page.
· Display top of point number list ; (TOP)
. Display end of point number list : (LST
.., Searching for coordinate dat : rSRCH) (See "REFERENCE Searching for
Coordinate Data")
. Display next data
. Display previous
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data

: (NEX
: (PREV

'18. SEIINGS IN MEMORY MODE

Press (YES) : Clearing data
Point Number Display Screen

4. Press (YES).
J

The displayed coordinate data is cleared and
the "Point Number Display Screen" is restored.

Press _ : Clearing com-

5. After clearing is completed, press _ to re-

store the "Known Point Menu Screen."

pleted
Known Point Menu Screen

~ REFERENCE
. When it is necessary to search for a point number to be cleared using the second procedure "PROCEDURE Deleting Designated Coordinate Data", search as explained below.

Point Number Display Screen

1. Align the cursor with the top point number and

press (SRCH) in the "Point Number Display
Screen."

Pt. 101 i
P L1 02
Pt. 105 l
rrlID.1m

Mem. ¡Known

Pt. POINT200000005

NOTE : The point number following the point
number indicated by the cursor becomes the object of the search.

Pt. 103
Pt. 104

The "Data Search Screen" is displayed.

Press (SRCH)
Data Search Screen

Mem. I Known

Pt. : 1:i.i.~llPililllilllilll..,

2.

N
22.230
E 123.450

Mem. I Known

Z
6.330
Pt. : PO I NT 200000005

When searching is completed, the "Data Clearing Screen" is displayed.

When no point number has been searched,
"Not found" is displayed on line 7.

Deletion

EDEæ

Con firm?

Press (YES) : Clearing data
Point Number Display Screen

3. Press (YES).

The displayed coordinate data is cleared and
the "Point Number Display Screen" is restored.
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: D.;: ¡:",vitmiiig CuûIJi'li:æ Data

II Reviewing Coordinate Data I
· It is possible to display the coordinate data within the memory.

~ PROCEDURE'

~

Select "2. Known data", press

1. Select "2. Known data" on the "Memory Mode

Screen" and press _ i .

Known Point Menu Screen

Mem./Known

The "Known Point Menu Screen" is displayed.

2.Comms input

3.Deletion
4. View
,5.Clear

-.

Select "4. View", press 2.
Point Number Display Screen

Mem./Known

Pt. i;i.i.i....iiiiiiiiiiii..' Î

The "Point Number Display Screen" is displayed.

P t. 1
P t. 2

Pt. 3 l
~E!IB~
Pt. 12345678
Pt. 12345679

Select point number to be displayed, 3.

Select the point number to be displayed and

press _ i

press _ i .

Coordinate Data Display Screen

Mem. / Know n

N
1234.567
E 8901.234

Z 0 . ,5 6 7

Pt. : PO I NT2 000 no 00 5

GlGi
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"Coordinate Data Display Screen" is displayed.

."..'
.-. ...
-_.
o' _', .
: " or A

· Move item
· Changing

18. SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

the êursor motion unit :( tl -p 1 '

, oWhenLI is displayed,thec~rsor moves

" .. When_isdiSPlayedtiéc~~~or moves from page to

from line to line.

page.

· Displayfirspointr'mber list' '; (TOp)
· Display lastpoint number list ; (LST
· Search,

for Coordinates data ': (SRCH)

· Displaynextdata ; fNEX
· Display, previous data :(P~,~, '

Press ID: To Point Number Dis- 4.

play Screen

Press ID: To Known Point Menu 5.

Screen

Press _ to restore the "Point Number Display Screen".

Press _ again to restore the " Known Point
Menu Screen".
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18.6 Inputtng

Codes

II Inputting Codes
· It is possible to save codes in memory.

· It is possible to read in codes registered in memory when recording instrument station
data or observation data.

~ PROCEDURE

Select "3. Code", press ~

1. Select "3. Code" in the "Memo!) Mode Screen"

Code Menu Screen

and press _ . .

Mem./Code

The "Code Menu Screen" is displayed.

1.Key in code

2.Deletion

3.Code view

4.Clear list

2. Select "1. Key in code" and press _ . .

The "Code Entry Screen" is displayed.

Mem. /Code

Code:

~

4

Entering codes, press _

3.

Code Menu Screen
The code is registered and the "Code Menu

Screen" is restored.
· Mamum code size : '16 (alphanumeric)

Wh~nthe èoecan- not be completely displayed, use 4 to display the remainder.
· Maxmum number of codes registered : 40
,
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.. Deleting Codes
· It is possible to clear codes from memory.

~ PROCEDURE

Select "3. Code", press ~

1.

Code Menu Screen

Mem./Code

The "Code Menu, Screen" is displayed.

l.Ke in code

2.Deletion

3.Code view

4.Clear list

-i

Select "2. Deletion", press

2.

Code Display Screen

Select "2. Deletion" and press _ i .

The "Code Display Screen" is displayed.

Mem ./Code

ABCDEFGH I J KLMNO Î

A001
TREEO 1 LEFT
PO I NTl

POI NT3 l
~1I1m1I
PO I NT 2

Press (DEL): Clears code data.

3. Align the cursor with the code' to be cleared

and press (DEL) .

The selected code data is cleared.
· Move

item
, -: VorA

· Changi~g the

cursor motion unit; 'r 1 l~piT'

. When lIis displayed; the cursor maves fr~ line to. line.
frm page to. page.

· When'" is,displayed, the curser moves
· Display

top:?f

code

list : (TOp)

· Display:endafcodelist ; (LAST ,

Press 1m : To Code Menu Screen 4. After the code data has been completely
cleared, press g .

The "Code Menu Screen" is restored.
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18.8 Reviewing Codes

__ Reviewing Codes
. It is possible to display a list of codes in memory.

.. PROCEDURE

Select "3. Code", press ~

1. Select "3. Code" in the "Memory Mode Screen"

Code Menu Screen

and press ~ .

Mem./Code

The "Code Menu Screen" i~ displayed.

2.Deletion

3.Code view

4.Clear list

-i

Select "3. Code view", press

2. Select "3. Code view" and prèss ~ .

Code Data Display Screen

The "Code Data Display Screen" is displayed.

Mem. /Code

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNO t
AOO 1

TREE01 LEFT
PO I NT1

POINT3 l
~~1m
POI NT2

· Move item : "or A
· Changing the cursr motion unit :( t l -p I

· When DE iSd,iSPlayed;thecursormov~S,~rnline to line.

-. When'" is displayed. the, cursor m~~~~fr0n:Pf1ge to'page.
· Display top of code list ': rrOp) ,..,
· Display end of code. list .'" ',: (LST'" ,
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Press g : To the Code Menu' 3.

Press Iã to return to the "Code Menu

Screen

Screen." ,

18. SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

Outputting JOB Data to Host Computer
. It is possible to output the data within the JOB to a host computer in JOB units.

Select "1. JOB", press ~

1. Select "1. JOB" on the "Memory Mode Menu

JOB Management Screen

Screen" and press __ . .

Mem . I JOB

The "JOB Managemel1t Screen" is displayed.

2.JOB deletion
3. Comms 0 u t put

-.

Select "3. Comms outpul, press

Output Format Selection Screen

2.

Select "3. Comms outpul and press _ i.

The "Output Format Selection Screen" is dis-

played.
Mem . I JOB

1-=1):1
2.Printed output

Select "1. SDR", press _ .

3. Select "1. SDR" and press __

1.

Output JOB Selection Screen
Mem . I J OB

JOB01
JOB02
JOB03
JOB04

46
o

254

JOB 0 5

o
o

JOB06

OJ,

~1m1l

The "Output JOB Selection Screen" is displayed.
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18.9 Oututng JOB Data to Host Computer

l.ii~1Il~'!ltí!il~~1~(i,;;êÂ~;:ê~;,1~iil

~lR~~lSII:~":~;'~~":Äi~:;;...
Select JOB, press ~

4. Select the JOB to be output to the printer, and

Output in Progress Screen

press ~ .
Pnnter outut start and the "Outut in Progress

Mem . I JOB

Screen" is displayed.

Format .SDR33
JOB .JOBO 1

Sending

After output

is complete, moves to

the Outut JOB Selecton Screen

~.,Stoppingautput.: ..;d'

120

When the output to the printer is completed,
the "Output JOB Seiècton Screen" is restored.
It is possible to continue printer output of the
next JOB.

18. SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

. Outputting JOB Data to a Printer i
. It is possible to outut data within a JOB to a parallel printer in JOB units.

. Swih off the power to the printer and the SET and connec them with printer cale D0C46
(sold separately).

. PROCEDURE
Selec "1. JOB", press .- 1

1. Select "1. JOB" on the "Memory Mode Menu
, Screen" and press .- .-.

JOB Management Screen

The "JOB Management Screen" is displayed.

Mem . I JOB

1 , JOB 5 e i e c t ion

2 . J OB del e t ion
3. Camms aut pu t
::=.¡:'-:i.

.." .-.

.- .

Select

"3. Comms outpul, press

2.
The "Output Format Selection Screen" is dis-

Outut Format Selecton Screen

played.

Mem . I JOB

i-=ii:i

2.Printed output

~

Selec "2. Printed outpul, press

Outut JOB Selection Screen

3.

Sel~ct "2. Printed outpul and press .- i.

The "Output JOB Selection Screen" is displayed.

JOB01
JOB02460

Mem . I JOB

JOB03 2540
I(IUIIE
JOB 0 5 0

JOB06 Ol
~1I1m
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18.10 Outputtng JOB Data to a Printer

· Move item

. . ..

· ,Changingthe cursor motion,unli : ( t .r-p i'

.' ", -.'-' ".. ... '.,'- . .." .

,,:Wheri!IisdisplaYed,thecursorm,oves fromU~e to~ne." ,

". W,hen. iSdisplayed,the cursor moves from
.' Display top

of

page topage.

JOB ,list : (TOP)

· Display end of

JOB

list : (LST)

Select JOB, press ~
Output in Progress Screen
Mem . I JOB

4. Select the JOB to be output to the printer, and

press ~ .
Printer outut strt and the "Outut in Progress
Screen" is displayed. -

Print
JOB. JOSO 1

Sending

After output is complete, moves to
the Output JOB Selection Screen

When the output to the printer is completed,
the "Output JOB Selection Screen" is restored.

It is possible to continue printer output of the
next JOB.

· Stopping output ; 1m '
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19. RECORDING IN RECORD MODE

RECORDING IN RECORD MODE
.

Press (REC)
Record Mode Screen

To enter Record Mode, press (REC) in the
"MEAS Mode Screen."

REC

.

1.Dist data

Operations concerning the recording of data

2.Angle data
3.Coord data

can be performed in Record Mode.

4.8tn data

· Recording Distance Measurement Data
· Recording Angle Measurement Data
· Recording Coordinates Data
· Recording Station Point Data
· Recording Notes
. Reviewing JOB Data

S.Note

6. View

Recording Distance Measurement Data
to record the most recently measured distance measurement data
in a JOB.
And it is possible to perform and record distance measurements, offset measurements,
etc. after entering Record Mode.

· It is possible

· Once the data has been recorded, (REC) canot be displayed in order to prevent double
recording.

· It is convenient to use (AUTO) to perform automati~ operation from distance measurement to recording.

· The items recorded are slope distance, vertical angle, horizontal angle, point number,
codes, and target height.

jjG~~7'~'~tt

~'PROCEDURE ití¡f'c:~'.~

'.' ,~~I~iz.~!~H~;~~!1t:;~If,:;1;t'fui;rJ::;;"!;:,l~.t:~¡~t;;:,

""t'E'¡'',..

MEAS Mode Screen

Meas.

1. Perform distce measurement in MEAS Mode.

PC

ppm
8
ZA
HAR

1234.567m
78°45'59"

-30
o

*3

t

120°31' 31"

ImDmDmEili
1?~

19.1 Recording Distance Measurement Data

Press (REC)

2. Press (REC) on the second page of MEAS

Record Mode Screen

Mode.

REG

The "Record Mode Screen" is displayed.

1.01St data

2.Angle data
3.Goord data
4.5tn data

5.Note

6. View

Selec"1. Dist data", press ~

3. Select "1. Dist. data" and press ~ .

Measurement Data Display Screen

The measurement results are displayed on

REG/Dist 1200rec

*5 10.160m

lines 2 to 4 (lines indicated by (*)) of the "Measurement Data Display Screen".

* ZA 76 0 1 4 ' 5 0 "

* HA R 6 4 0 22 ' 1 3 "
Pt. : POI NT200000005

ZA 8 4 0 2 2 ' 1 3 "

HAR 156014'50"
r:tmmmli
Press (REC)
Measurement Data Settng Screen

4. Press (REC) to record the measurement data

indicated by the (*).

REG / D i s t 1200 r e c

5 10.160m

The "Measurement Data Settng Screen" is dis-

ZA 7 6 0 1 4 ' 5 0 "

played.

HAR 64022'13"

Pt,. :POINT200000005

1

God e: ABGD

2
o . 0 0 Om

~~~. :'

3

5.

Set the following items.

1 Point number
2 Code
3 Target height

After entering each item, press ~ .

, SET automatically increments the last input
number by 1 and displays it. This point number can be used to record data in the memory
or ca be changed.

,.,'Maximum point number sizè: 14(aJpt:a,u~eriC) "'.,,..'

REG / D i s t

5
ZA
HAR

. --

Pt. : POI NT200000005

Gode:mR

~.: O.OOOm
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Codes registered in advance can be read in by

1200rec

10.160m
76014'50"
64022'13"

pressing ( Î ) or ( l ). Position the cosur at

the point you want to read in a code.
1

2
3

19. SEIINGS IN MEMORY MODE'

Press (OK)
Measurement Data Display Screen

REC/Dist 1199rec

*8 10.160m
* ZA 76 0 1 4 ' 50 "

*HAR 64022'13"

Pt .':POINT200000005

ZA 84022'13"

fim:mi

HAR 1 56 0 1 4 i 50 "

Press (SDIST) : Measure distance

again

Press g : To the Record Mode

Screen

6. Check the data and press (OK).

The data is recorded and the "Measurement
Data Display Screen" is restored.
The number of registrations possible declines
by 1.

Because the same data can not be recorded a
second time, (REe) 15 not displayed after recording.
7. Press (SDIST) to measure the distance again

in Record Mode.

8. Press 1m to restore the "Record Mode
Screen."
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19.2 Recording Angle Measurement Data

. Recording Angle Measurement Data
· It is possible to record angle measurement data only in a JOB after entenng Record Mode.

· Once the data has been recorded, (REe) can not be displayed in order to prevent double

recording.
· It is convenient to use (AUTO) to perform automatic operation from angle measurement to

recording.

horizontal angle, point number,

· The items which can be recorded are the vertical angle,

code, and target height.

~ PROCEDURE
Record Mode Screen

1. Press on the second page of the "MEAS Mode

Screen" .

REC

l.Dist data

2.Angle data
3.Coord data

The "Record Mode Screen" is displayed.

4.Stn data

5 . Note
6. View

.- i

Select

"2. Angle data", press

'Measurement Data Display Screen
REC / An 9 I e

1200rec

2,

Select "2, Angle data" and press _ i .

The "Angle Measurement Data Recording

Screen~ is displayed.

aA
*HAR

Pt. : POI NT200000005

ZA 84 °22 i 13" '
HAR 156°14'50"

, ir~

Sight the point to be recorded,

press (ANGLE)

3. Sight the point to be recorded and press

(ANGLE).

Measurement Data Display Screen

REC/Angle 1200rec

The measurement results are displayed on

* ZA 76 ° 1 4 i 50"

surement Data Display Screen". Values with
no (*1 are the angle measurement values displayed in real time.

* HA R 64° 22 i 1 3 "

ir~ Ii
Pt. : PO I NT 2 000 0000 5

ZA 84°22'13"

HAR 156°14'50"
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lines 3 and 4 (lines indicated by (* J) of the "Mea-

19.

Press (REC)

SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

4. Press (REC) to record the angle measurement

data indicated by the (*1.

Measurement Data Setting Screen

REC/Angle 1200rec

The "Measurement Data Setting Screen" is dis-

played.

ZA 7 6 0 1 4 ' 5 0 "

HAR 64022' 13"

Pt. :POINT200000005

,5. Set the following items while refering to "19.1

Code:ABCD

Recording Distance Measurement data".
o . DOOm

~.i:~~. :

1. Point number

2. Code
3. Target height

After entering each item press .- . .

.~,fVa)drnum,'Poinï number size
.

MaximUm,code::siz

Press (OK): Record angle mea-

:14 (alphanumenc)

: 1:6 (alphanumenc)

6~ Press (OK) to confirm the data.

surement data

The data is recorded and the "Measurement
Data Display Screen" is restored.

Because the same data can not be recorded a
second time, (REei is not displayed after recording.

Measure the angle again: (ANGLE

7. Press

Press 1m : To the "ReCord Mode

8. Press g to restore the "Record Mode

Screen"

(ANGLE) to measure the angle again.

Screen" .

a single key: (AUTO)
rerding auomticalY by preing
When this key is used, it is unnecery to perform distce measurement in MEAS

. ,Perfnn angle meauremen to

mode. ,Press (AUTO). on the' "Record Mode Screen" to perform, distance measure-

ment and automatically recrd the results. When this is done, the point number automatically increass from that displayed
code

that was

displayed

when the SET

entered Record Mode and the

is used unchanged. After measurement

the results are displayed for 2 seconds and the screen displayed

has

been, completed,

before (AUTO) was

,presse is restored;
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19.3 Recording Coordinates Data

I~ Recording Coordinates Data I
· it is possible to record the measured coordinates data in a JOB. And it is possible to
perform and record coordinates measurements, offset measurements, etc. after entering
Record Mode.

· Once the data has been recorded, (REC) is not displayed in order to prevent double recording.

· (tis convenient to use (AUTO) to perform automatic operation from coordinates measurement to recording.

· The items which can be recorded are the coordinate values, point number, codes, and
target heights.

~ PROCEDURE
MEAS Mode Screen

1.

Meas. PC

, -30

ppm

S 1234.567m

ZA 78 0 4 5 J 5 9 "

Perform coordinates measurement in the
"MEAS Mode Screen".

o

*3

t

HAR 1 200 31 ' 31 "

Ii ti1B1IIž
Press (REC)
Record. Mode Screen

REC

1.Dist data

2. Press (REC) in the second page of the "MEAS

Mode Screen".
The "Record Mode Screen" is displayed.

2.Angle data
3.Coord data
4.Stn data

5.Note
6.View_

'~

Select "3. Coord data", press
Measurement Data Display Screen

REC/Coord 1200rec
*N
10.000
*E 234.000

*Z 1.500

Pt. PO I NT 2 000 0000 5

ZA 1 5 6 0 1 4 ' 5 0 ·

ir1lmiDa
HAR 84022'13"
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3. Select "3. Coord data" and press ~.
The measurement results are displayed on
lines 2 to 4 (lines indicated by (*j) of the "Measurement Data Screen".

19. SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

Measurement Data Setting Screen

4. Press (REC) to record the measurement data

indicated by (*J-

REG/Goard 1200rec

N
10.000
E 234 . 00 0

The "Measurement Data Setting Screen" is displayed.

Z
1.500
Pt.: POI NT200000005
God e: ABGD
o . OOOm

~~~.

5. Set the following items while refering to "19.1

Recording Distance Measurement data".
1. Point number

2. Code
3. Target height

After entering each item, press _ . .

.,Mäxriwn point number size

: 14 (alphamiméric)

. Maximum code size input

,:16 (alphanumeric)

Press (OK)
Measurement Data Display Screen

6. Press (OK) to confirm the data.

The data is recorded and the "Measurement
Data Display Screen" is restored.

REG / Go a r d ' 11 99 r e c

*N
10.000
*E 234.000
a 1 .500

Pt. POI NT200000005

The number of registrations possible declines
increases by 1.
by 1 and the point number

EmK!l'

Because the same data can not be recorded a
second time, (REC) is not displayed after re-

ZA 156014'50.

HAR 84022 i 13 ·

cording.
7. Press (OBS) to measure the coordinates again

Measure the angle again: (OBS)

in Record Mode.

Press 1m : To the "Record Mode 8.

Press 1m to restore the "Record Mode

Screen"

Screen" .

(AUTO) , ' ,

. Perform coordinate measurement to record automaticaly by pressing a single, key:
When this key

is used, it is unnecessary

to perform distance measurementinMEAS

, mode. Pres (AUTOI on the "Record Mode Screen" to perform distance

measure. '

the results. When this ¡sdone, the point number auto-

mentandautomatically recrd

displayed

maticalY increases from that

when theSET'entered Record

Mode and the

code thwasdispJayëdïs used unchanged. Aftermeasurement hasbeEncompletedi
,thereit are

displayed

for

2 seconds and the screen ,displayedbefore (AUTO) was

, pressed rsrestore~ , ' , '
.

Qfsetmaautement IlrRecord Mode:

(OFFSET , .. ' "".y.:: " ,,'

It is posSblëw' adance through "Offsetlist' aid "OfsetlAngle"' by ¡:ressínglO,F~
SET. Se "15. Ofset

Measurement" for

the procedure'
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19.4 Recording Instrument Station Point Data

Recording Instrument Station Data
· It is possible to record instrument station data in a JOB.

· The items which can be recorded are the instrument station coordinates, point number,
codes, instrument height,

operator, date, time, weather, wind, temperature, air pressure,

atmospheric correction factor, target type, prism constant correction value, and distance
measurement method.
· There are items which can be set even using (EDM) in MEAS mode.

~ PROCEDURE
Record Mode Screen

1.

Press (REe) in the secnd page ofMEAS Mode.

The "Record Mode Screen" is displayed.

REC

1......._nEl

2.Angle data
3.Coord data

4.Stn data
5. No t e

6. View

Select

2.

"4. Stn. data", press_

Select "4. Stn data" and press _ . .

Instmen Station Data Seg Scrn

The "Instrment Station Data Settng Screen"

R EC / S t n 1 20 0 r e c

(first page) is displayed, and the present instrument station data is displayed.
There are a total of 4 pages.

NO :

10,000
EO: 234.000

20 : 1 .500

Pt. : PO I NT2 000 00005
Cod e: TREE

Ins t . h . : 1 . 50 Om l

Operator:
Date :Oct-14-96
Time :10:14:52
Weath.:Fine

t

Wind:Ca 1m

l

Temp.

Î

Press.

: 15°C

Set the following data items.
· Instrument station coordinates
· Point number
· Code
".Instrument height

:1013hPa

· Operator
· Date
· Time
· Weather
·

p pm : 0 . 0 0 Om

Reflector:Prism

PC : -30

3.

l

Wind

· Temperature
· Air pressure
· Humidity
, · Atmospheric correction

L=- :Rapid" r"
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tj

factor

· Target type

.'Pnsm constat correction value

'. Distance measurement method

19. SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

· Movement of the cursor between items: " A

. Entry rules , ,
Pt. 14 numeras and lettrs of

the

alphabet

Coordinate data read~n:(READJ
Code.: 16

numeras and leters

of the

alphabet

Selection ,from the codelist'l A

July 20,1997, enter 072097.
enter 153337.

Date: To enter

Time: To enter 3:33:37 p;m.,

· Settng methods and

content '

Weather Select with c: li (Selection: clear, cloudy, light rain, ran,.siiow)

Wind Select wit i; ta
(Selection: calm, gentle, light, strg,very,Strig)
Target Select with c: li (Selection:

prism, sheet) -

Choose the prism constt value

set to memory for the reflecting prism

or reflectng sheet

Mode Selec wit el b , ,"',',' ',' ,."
(Selecon: Fine"r",FineAVG"n=", Fine"s", Rapid"r", Ra.id"s"; Tracking)

When selecing "precision average measurement," designate the number of measurements.

· To set the atmospheric correcton factor.to 0 ppm : (OppmJ

Press (OK): Recording instrument station data
Record Mode Screen

4. When the setting is completed, press (OK).

Instrument station data is recorded and the
"Record Mode Screen".is restored.
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19.5 Recording Notes

. Recording Notes
· This procedure prepares note data and records it in the JOB which is selected.

.. PROCEDURE
Record Mode Screen

1. Press (REei on the second page of MEAS

Mode.

REG

1.Dist data

The "Record Mode Screen" is displayed.

2. Ang led a t a

3.Goord data

4.Stn data,
5. No t e

6. View

.

Select "S. Note", press __

2.

Note Entry Screen

The "Note Entry Screen" is displayed and the

REG/Note 1200rec

final note data prepared is displayed.

ABGDEFGH I JKLMNOPQR
STY

II
Entry of Notes
Press (OK)
Record Mode Screen

,.,

· Maximum note lengt: 60
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3. Enter the note and press (OK).

The "Record Mode Screen" is restored.

characters

( alphanumeric)' ,

19. SETINGS IN MEMORY MODE

.. Reviewing JOB Data
. It is possible to display the data within the JOB which is selected.

. In advance allocate the function key to display (VIEW).
For the allocation method, see "23. Key Function Allocation".

. It is possible to search for data within the JOB to be displayed by point number. But the

note data cannot be searched.

~ PROCEDURE
1. Press (RECl on the second page of MEAS

Press (REC)

Mode.

Record Mode Screen
REC

The "Record Mode Screen" is displayed.

1.Dlst data

2.Angle data
3.Coord data
4.Stn data

S.Note

6. View

Select "6. View", press _ i

Point Number Display Screen

REC I View
1001
5 t n
Dist 101
Dist 102
Ang. 103
Crd. 104

2.

Select "6. View" and press _ i .

The "Point Number Display Screen" is displayed.

~1I1m1f
No t e ABCDEFGH I l

'. Item motion',
· Changing the

: "orA
cursor motion unit: rtl -p i

· whenlI:EJ is displayed, the cursor moves fromlÌneto' line.

· When ,ii is displayed the cursor moves trom page to page.

.. Displaylirstdata : (TOP) , '
. ,Display las data : (LAST
. Search for point number ' ; : ISRCH)
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19.6 Reviewing JOB Data

3. Select the point number to be displayed in de-

tail and press ~ .
Details Display Screen

REC I View

S 1 0 . 160m

ZA 56014'50"

"Details Display Screen' is displayed.
All data for the designated point number is dis-

played.

HAR 124022'13"
Pt. :POINT200000005
Cod e: TREE

ti6i

L9.. :

1 . 200m
. .. ....

. .Display
. Display

next data,
previous
data item

:£NEX
: (PREV

Press g: Conclude details dis- 4.

Press 1m to conclude detailed display.

play
Point Number Display Screen

The "Point Number Display Screen" is restored.

Pressg: To Record Mode 5.

Press 1m to restore the "Record Mode

Screen

Screen' .

TROUBLESHOOTING
. This section explains the meaning of error messages and checking and adjustment methods.
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20. ERROR MESSAGES

ERROR MESSAGES
· The following is a list of the error messages displayed by ~e SET and the meaning of
each message. If the same error message is repeated or if any message not shown below
appears, the instrument has malfunctioned. Contact your Sokkia agent.

Bad condition
Distance measurement conditions are poor.
Either sight the target again, or when using a reflecve prism, increase the number of

reflective prisms.
Calculaton err
Coordinates identca to the known point coordinates observed during resecon exist.
Set another known point so that the known point coordinates do not coincide.

Code area full
There is no space in the area where the code is to be read in.
Clear unnecessary codes and record the code again.

Code file checksum err. All cleared
An error may have occurred in the code memory.
Forcefully clear codes from the memory. If it appears to occur frequently, contact
your Sokkia agent.

Data checksum err. Delete all data OK?
It is possible that an error has occurred in the data.

After selecting (NO) to back up all data, selec (YES) the next time the power is
tumed on. Be careful when pressing (YES), because this clears all data within the
JOB and coordinate data from memory.

If it appears to occur frequently, contact your

Sokka agent.

Data write err
It is impossible to read in data.
Contact your Sokkia agent.

Exchange sub bat.
The lithium battery used for backup is either weak or dead;
When data remains, perform an emergency backup of the data and replace the backup
battery at your Sokkia service center.
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20. ERROR MESSAGES

Invalid data
You have pressed (REe), but no data is recorded. The data is already recorded or
else there is an error in the data. (In a case where parameter "Recording Mode" is
"auto," even if (REe) is not pressed, the message is displayed under the above conditions.)
Perform the observations again.

Memory is full
There is no more room to enter data.
Record the data again after deleting unnecessary data from the JOB or coordinate
data from the memory.

No code data
When clearing or displaying code data in memory, there is no code data registered in

memory.

No coord. data
values during instrument station registration etc., there is
no coordinates data registered in the memory and in the selected JOB.

When reading in coordinate

No known data
When clearing or displaying coordinates data in memory, there is no coordinates
data registered in memory.

No obs. data
When deleting data from witin a JOB, there is no data registered in the JOB now
selected.

No solution
The calculation of the instrument station coordinates during resection does not con-

verge.
Assess the results and if necessary, perform the observations again.

Not found
During a data search, the search stopped either becuse the item in question does
not exist or the data volume is large.

Out of range
The tilt of the instrument exceeds the tilt angle compensation range during measure-

ment.
Sight again within :t3'.

Out of value
· During gradient

% display, the display range (less than. :t1,000%) has been ex-

ceeded.
· During REM measurement, either the vertical angle has exceeded horizontal :t89°
or the measured distance is greater than 9999.999 m.
Instal a instrument sttion far from the target.

· The instrument station coordinates calculated during resection are too high.
Perform the observation again.
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20. ERROR MESSAGES

Print or send first
JOB data output (transmission to the host computer or output to the printer) is not
completed before JOB is cleared.
Either transmit the JOB to be cleared to the host computer or output it to the printer.

RAM cleared
It is possible there is a nonconformity in a setting area.
Forcefully initialize all set values. If it appears to occur frequently, contact your Sokkia

agent.

Re 0 Set
The telescope or top of the instrument was rotated too rapidly.
Index the horizontal circle and vertcal circle once again. (The readout speed of the
horizontal angle and vertical angle of
the SET is about 4 rotations/second.)

Receive data err.
A reception error has occurred in coordinate data from an extemal instrument.
Check the settings of parameters 16 to 21 concerning communication conditions.

Signal off
The reflected light is not observed when distance measurement begins. Or during
measurement, the reflected light has weakened or is blocked.
Either sight the target again, or when using a reflective prism, increase the number of

reflective prisms.

Need 1 st ols obs
When finding a target point from two offset points during offset measurement, the 1 st
target observation is not completed normally.
Sight the 1 st target accurately and press (OBS) to perform the observation again.

Need 2nd ols obs
When finding a target point from two offset points during offset measurement, the
2nd target observation is not completed normally,
Sight the 2nd target accurately and press (OBS) to perform the observation again.

Need offset pt. obs
Observation of the offset point during offset measurement was not completed normally.
Sight the offset point accurately and press (OBS) to perform the measurement again.

Need base pt. obs
During REM measurement, the observation of the target was not completed normally.
measurement again.
Sight the target accurately and press (OBS) to perform the
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20. ERROR MESSAGES

Need 1 st obs
During missing line measurement, the observation of the starting position was not
completed normally.
Sight the starting position accurately and press (OBS) to perform the measurement

again.

Need 2nd obs
During missing line measurement, the observation of the target was not completed
normally.
Sight the target accurately and press (MLM) to perform the measurement again.

Too few points
The known point observations necessary for caculation during resection are not completed or the calculation conditions are not all satisfied.
Check the caculation conditions

point observations.
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in "13. Resection," and perform supplementary known

21. CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENTS

I CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENTS ~
. A SET is a precision instrument which requires fine fldjustments. It must be inspected and
adjusted before use so that it always performs accurate measurements.
. Always perform checking and adjustment in the proper sequence beginning with "21.1
Plate level".

. In addition, the instrument should be inspected with special care after it has been stored a
when it may have been damaged by a strong shock.

long time, transported, or

II Plate Level
. The bubble tube is made of glass, so it is sensitive to temperature changes or to shock.
Check and adjust it as outlned below.

~ PROCEDURE
1.

Turn the upper part of the instrument until the
plate level is parallel to a line between levelling foot screws A and B.
Center the plate level bubble using levelling foot
screws A and B.

The bubble moves towards a clockwise rotated

,AB

levellng foot screw.

\.001l~llø0 )

,.

2. Loosen the horizontal clamp and turn the up-

C

per part 90°.

The plate level is perpendicular toa line between levelling foot screws A and B.
3. Center the plate level bubble using levelling foot

A

B

screw C.
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21. Plate level

4. Turn the upper part through 1800 and check

C

the bubble position.
If the bubble is stil centered, no adjustment is

necessary.
A

Using

If the bubble is off-center, adjust as follows.

foot screws

levelling

O~(l
1 'i
A B

5. Correct half of the bubble displacement using

levellng foot screw C.

The bubble moves in the clockwise direction:
the adjustment screw rotation direction.

\.00ii~"00)
Bubble motion

Using adjusting pin

6. Correct the remaining half of the displacement

by using the adjustment pin to rotate the plate
level adjustment screw.

Center

1,~(l
.J

When the plate level adjustment screw is tight-

ened in the clockwise direction, the bubble
moves in the same direction.
7. Rotate the top of the instrument and repeat

checking and adjustment steps 1 to 6 to adjust
it so the bubble remains centered for any position of the upper part.
. When the bubble does not move to the center

even when the adjustment has been repeated,
ask your Sokkia service center to adjust it.
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21. CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENTS

.. Circular Level
~ PROCEDURE
1. Perform the plate level inspection and adjust-

~

ment or carefully use the plate level to level
the instrument.

2. Chec the position of the bubble of the circular
leveL.
If the bubble

is not off-center, no adjustment is

necessary .

If the bubble is off-center, perform the follow-

ing adjustment.

3. First confirm the off-center direction.

Circular Level Adjusting Screws

4. Use the adjusting pin to loosen the circular level
adjustment screw on the side opposite to the
direction the bubbl is displaced to move the

bubble to the center.
5. Adjust the adjusting screws until the tightening

tension of the three screws are the same to
align the bubble in the middle of the circle.

NOTE Be careful that the tightening tension is identica for all the adjusting screws.
Also, do not over-tighten the adjusting screws as this may damage the,circular
leveL.
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21.3 Tilt Ofset Setting

II Tilt Offset Setting
. With the "Tlt offsel option you can measure tit zero point error. To measure the error,
make tilt angular observations using both faces.

~ PROCEDURE
Setting Mode Screen

1. Select "2. Instr. const." in the "Setting Mode

Screen" and press ~ .

Con f i~ . '
I..l. =-.111...0...11.

2.lnstr.const.
3.0 ate & Time
4. Comms set up
5. Un i t

6 .K e y fun c t i on

~

Select "2. Instr. const."

,

press

The .Instrument Constant Selection Screen" is

displayed.

Instment Const 'Selecon Screen

Instr.const.

1 , T i It: X 396 Y 41 1

2 . Co I lima t ion

Selec "1. Till. press _ 2.
Tilt Offset Screen

T il t offset

X 396Y 411

X -0°01'50'

Y - 0° 0 0 ' 30'

HAR 184 ° 14' 50'
Take F 1

EmIf'

Sight. press (YES)

3. Sight one point which is the reference.

Press (YES) to record the value.

Tilt offset

X 396Y 411
~ake F2" is displayed.

X -0°01'50'
Y -0°00'30'

HAR1 84 ° 1 4 ' 50 ·
Take F2

EmIf

, "
. To diScrd
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the data andretum to

the "Instrment

Constat Selecton Screen?: (NOl

21. CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENTS

Sight in face right, press (YES)

Ti I t offset
Current X 396 Y 411

NEW X 402Y 398

4. Set the telescope in face right and sight the

same point.
Press (YES) to record the value.

The constant now set and the newly set constant are displayed.

EmEB
~~ìij~12;~~d~~~rl1~~~E¥::~tez~~cé~~~?~~'z~~~.r~~'t;tl~F

"i

5. Prèss (YES).

After the new constant is set, the "Instrument
Constant Selection Screen" is restored.

";,;r¿~~;ii;'dátäåícÍ~fu;tò:tn~".i=ceiåftObsårJâ1î()riSâ~~n.r:tNë)l.".,
d~To;retm to thà~töstmerïtC.oritaiit SelectionScieen~: lE .,
~L:.i¡:::?;;~~~.:~,_:.;:;~;-.;.,~'~~f~'X;;.::.t~rr~.:L~;:~(~~;-"~~":~' :~~!.';:'::".~: ,." .":", ':. "..: - ". " ."-'_::~":':','~ ::., "'.' ,,t;:):./:,,,:":..:,, ;;"; '.:..,~',:'" "':'::-:-:::;:~"""';''':':':'..i'',
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21.4 Setting the Collmation Une Error Correction Constant

Setting the Collmation Line Error Correction Constant
. With the "Collmation" option you can measure collmation error in your instrument so that
the SET can correct subsequent single face observations. To measure the error, make

angular observations using both faces.

~ PROCEDURE
Setting Mode Screen

1. Select "2. Instr. consl in the "Setting Mode

Screen" and press ~ .

Config.

1.'IIL..IiIII.ln..I.11

2.lnstr.const.
3.Da te&T i me

4 . C omms 5 e t up
5. Un it

6 . Key f u nc t i on

~

Select "2. Instr. consl, press

The "Instrument Constant Selection

Screen" is

displayed.

Instrment Constant Selection Screen

Instr.const.
l.Tilt:X396Y 411

2, Co I I i ma t ion

~

Select "2. Collmation". press

2. Select "2. Collimation" and press ~ .

Collmation Screen

Coil ¡mat i on

ZA 0 5 e t

HAR 184014'50'
Take F1 -

EmII

Co II ima t i on

ZA 6 0 0 0 0 i 3 0 "
HAR 1 84 0 1 4 i 50 ·

Take F1'
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EmII

3. Rotate the telescope to index the vertcal circle.

21. CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENTS

. Return to "Instrment Constant Selection Screen":rNO)

Sight one point, press (YES)

4. Sight one point and press (YES) to record the

value.
Co I lima t ion

"Take F2" is displayed.

ZA 25 9 ° 5 9 ' 30 "

HAR 0 ° 14 ' 30 "
Take F2

EmI6

Sight the same point in face right,
press (YES)

5. In face right sight the_same point.

Collimation

El -0°00'08"

Press (YES) to record the value.

The correction constant is displayed.

Voff. 0°00'10"

, . ,
EmID

. To disca the

data and retum to lÌe "Face Left Observation Screeii: (NOl
6. Press (YES).

After the constant is set, the "Instrument Constant Selection Screen" is restored.
. To disd the data and return to the

"Fac Lef Observation Screen": (NOl

'. To return to the "Instrment Constant Selecton Scren": 1m
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21.5 Reticle'
'¡¡

.. Reticle
~ PROCEDURE
1. Carefully level the instrument.

2. Align a clearly visible target (the edge of a roof

for example) on point A of the reticle line.

3. Use the telescope fine motion screw to align
the target to point B on a vertical

line.

If the target moves parallel to the vertcal

line,

adjustment is unnecessary.
If its movement deviates from the vertical

line,

have your Sokkia service representative adjust

it.

~ PROCEDURE ~¡C
W~i

~:~2ìR~l~!l!1l(
1. Install a target at a point about 100 m in the

horizontal direction from the SET.

___~-------------l
A
_._--', ,.
2. Level the instrument carefully, turn on the

instrmentspower, and index the vertical and
horiontal circles.
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21. CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENTS

Measurement Item Display Screen

Meas.

PC

ppm

-30
o

.3

ZA 9 0 ° 3 0 ' 20 "

3. While the "Measurement Item Display Screen"

is displayed and the telescope is in face left,
sight the center of the target and read out the
horizontal angle Ai and the vertical angle B1.

r

HAR 18°34'00"

Ifmacml3ii

Example: Horizontal angle A1 = 180 34' DO'"

Vertcal angle B1 = 90030' 20"

Read the horizontal and vertical

angles with the telescope in face
left.

Read the horizontal and vertical

4. While the telescope is in face right, sight the

angles with the, telescope in face
right

center of the target and read out the horizontal
angle Ä2 and the vertical angle B2.

Exmple: Horiòntal angle" Ä2 = 1980 34' 20"
Vertcal angle B2 = 2690 30' 00"

Calculation Ä2-A1 and B2+Bi

5. Do the caculations:A2Ai and B2+Bi
If Ä2-Ai is within

Exmple:A2A1 (Horizontal angle)

1800 :t20" and B2 + 81 is

within 3600 :t20", adjustment is unnecessary.

= 1980 34' 20"-180 34' 00"

= 1800 00' 20.
B2+B1 (Vertca angle)
= 2690 30' 00.+900 30' 20'

= 3600 00' 20.
. If the difference is large even after repeating

the check 2 or 3 times, have your Sokkia service representtive perform the adjustment.
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21.6 Optici plummet

, .. Optical plummet
~ PROCEDURE,
level the SET and center a surveying

1. Carefully

point precisely in the reticle of the optical plummet.

2. Tum the upper part through 1800 and check
the position of the surveying point in the reticle.

If the surveying point is stil centered, no adjustment is necessary.
If the surveying point is no longer centered in
the optical plummet, perform the following ad-

justment.

3. Correct half the deviation with the levellng foot

screw.

4. Remove the optical plummet reticle cover.
5. Use the 4 adjusting screws of the optical plum-

CD ((g)

met to adjust the remaining half of the deviation as shown below.
When the surveying point is on the part shown

asQ (A):
CD Loosen the upper (lower) adjusting screw
slightly and,

(g Tighten the upper (lower) adjusting screw
(g (CD)

the same amount, to move the surveying
point to a point directly under the center of
the optical plummet.
(It wil move to the line in the figure on the left.)
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21. CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENTS

6. If the surveying point is on the solid line (dot-

ted line):

CI Loosen the right (left) adjusting screw
slightly and,
(1 O.

(CI)

: Q)

((1)

(1 Tighten the left (right) adjusting screw by
the same amount to move the surveying
point to a point in the center of the optical
plummet.
NOTE: Be extremely careful to adjust all the adjust-

ment screws by the same amount so that
none wil be over-tightened.

7. Check to make sure that the surveying point
remains centered on the reticle even if the upper part of the instrument is rotated. If necessary, perform the adjustment again.

8. Replace the optical plummet reticle cover.
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21.7 Distace Measurement Check Flow Chart

Distance Measurement Check Flow Chart
· Make sure that the distace measurement function is operating normally by performing
the procedure in the following flowchart.
When performing this check, set the distance measurement method to the "fine, repeat
measurement mode" (factory setting). ("11.1 Settings for Distance Measurements")

~ PROCEDURE

(

Start
l

)

Level and power on

Audio tone heard?

No

"HAR Oset" and "ZAOset" displayed?

No

Yes
Indexing H and V circles
l
Battery symbol appears every 3 seconds?

Yes
Power switch off

Sight target and press mi and ..
Signal strength adequate?

Cover the objective lens

No

l
Recharge battery
or replace it with

a charged one

"*" Disappeared?

Yes'
Uncover objective lens
l
Press (Sdist)

Audio tone heard?
"HAR Oset" and
"ZAOset" displayed?

Distance displa ed in about 5 seconds?
Yes

Indexing H and V circles

Press (STOP)

Power switch off

( Check is finished )
Power switch off
l
Contact your
Sokkia agent
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21. CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENTS

~: Additive Distance Constant \
. The additive distance constant K of the SET is adjusted to 0 before delivery. Although it
almost never deviates, use a baseline with a known distance precision to check that the
additive distance constant K is close to a several times a year and whenever the values
measured by the instrument begin to deviate by a consistent amount. Perform these checks
as follows.

NOTE: Errors in setting up the instrument and reflective prism or in sighting the target wil
influence the additve distance constant. Be extremely careful to prevent such errors
when performing these procedures.
Set up so that the instrument height and the target height are identicaL. If a flat place
is not available, use an automatic level to make sure the heights are identicaL.

~ PROCEDURE ~
1. Find an area of flat ground where two points

'13'._m~"
-----m~=:-l
A

C

100 m apart can be selected, set up the instrument at point A and the reflectve prism at point
B. Establish a point C half way between points
A and B.

B

Fine measurement of the horizon-

2. Precisely measure the horizontal distance be-

tal distance AB 1 a times and cal-

tween point A and point B 10 times and calculate the average value.

culation of the average value

3. Place the SET at point C directly between

points A and B and set up the reflective prism
at point A.

A

C

B

Fine measurement of the horizontal distances CA and CB 10 times
each and calculation of the aver-

4. Precisely measure the horizontal distances CA

and CB 10 times each and calculate the average value for each distance.

age values
5. Calculate the additive distance constant K as

follows.

K = AB-CA+CB)
6. Repeat steps 1 to 5 two or three times.

If the additve distance constant K is within :t
2 mm even once, adjustment is unnecessary.

If it always exceeds this range, have your
Sokkia service representative perform an ad-

justment
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MEASUREMENT
OPTIONS SELECTION
. This section explains the settng of the parameters of the instruments functons, allocating
the function keys, the power system, and the reflective prism system.

22. Changing Instrument Parameters ................................. 157
23. Key Functon Allocation .................................................. 164
23.1 Allocation and Registration ................................... 165
23.2 Recalling an Allocation .......................................... 169
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25. Reflecting Prisms ......................................................... 172
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22. CHANGING INSTRUMENT PARAMETERS

CHANGING INSTRUMENT PARAMETERS
. This section explains the parameters which are set in Setting Mode.
. The set parameters are recorded unti they are revised.
. The following are the items set and their parameters.

Parameter

Screen Setting
OBSERVATION

Options (* : Factory Setting)
Temperature, air pressure *

Atmospheric correcton

Temperature, air pressure, humidity

CONDITION

Eart curvature and refraction

None *

correction

K = 0.142
K = 0.20

Vertcal angle format

Zenith 0° *
Horizontal

0°

Horizonta 0° :t90°

Yes (horizontal and vertical angles) *

Tilt correcton

Yes (vertcal angle only)
No

Collmation correcion

Yes

*

No
Bright *

Reticle ilumination

Dim

Auto: Transit telescope *

Vertical circle indexing

Manual: By sighting both faces

Horizontal circle indexing

Auto: Rotate upper part *

Automatic power cut off

Auto power cut off after 30 minutes *

Manual: 0° at power on

Switch on/off by key
Angle resolution

SET21

00

-

1" *

OS
SET3100

1" *

5"

SET410o/s

1"*
5"

Coordinates format

N-E-Z *
E-N-Z

Distance mode initial display

Slope distance (Sdist) *
Horizontal distance (Hdist)
Height difference (Vdist)

Minimum distance display

1 mm*

(only the SET21 00)

0.1 mm

Read-in JOB

Enter the read-in JOB
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22. CHANGING INSTRUMENT PARAMETERS

, Screen Setting
COMMS SETUP

Parameter
Communication speed (baud rate)

Options (* : Factory Setting)
1 ,200 bps *

2,400 bps
4,800 bps
9,600 bps
19,200 bps
38,400 bps
Data length

8 bits *
7 bits

Parity

Not set *

Even
Odd
Stop bit

1 bit *
2 bits

Check sum

No *

Xon/off

Yes
Yes *
No

UNIT

Temperature

°C *
OF

Air pressure

hPa *

mmHg
inchHg

Angle

degree *

gon
mil

Distance

metres *

feet
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22. CHANGING INSTRUMENT PARAMETERS

~ PROCEDURE i~!ii~iïá¡~t~~X',';M0N:t("St:"f'¡;\

.

Status Screen

First display the "Status Screen."

Oct-08-96 13:41:58

SET4100

No.050621
Ver .139-00-01

139-88-50

mB ømmI
Job.JOB01

Press (CNFG)
Setting Mode Screen

1. Press (CNFG).

The "Setting Mode Screen" is displayed.

Can f i&¡ ,
1.'1. ...ii..n...iii
2.lnstr.eonst.
3 . 0 ate & time

4 . C omms set up
5. Un it

6.Key function

-.'

Select "1. Obs. condition", press
Observation Conditon Setting Screen

Condition
ppm mo de

: liI.a.....lllpJ
: No

Tilt ern.

: Yes (H, V)

eter settings.

: Yes

When Î or l is displayed, there are items above

:Bright l

V index
H index

: Au t 0 Î

Ang.reso.
Coo rd.

It is possible to check and change the param-

:Zenith

Re tic I e

Power 0 f f

The "Observation Condition Setting Screen" is

displayed.

C&C ern.
V. obs

Coll.ern

2.

: Au to
: On ( 3 Om in)
: 1 ·

or below. Use" Ato scroll the screen.
The following are the selected conditions.
(Those marked by an (*1 are values set at the
factory.)

: E-N-Z

Dist mode : Sd i s t l

Dist. reso:1mm Î
Co 0 rd. sea r e h J 08 :
JOB 0 1
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PARAMETERS

22. CHANGING INSTRUMENT

ppm mode

Presrrmp *
&Humid

C&C cm.

No *

K=0.142

0.20

V.obs

Zenith

*

Vertical

Vert+/-90
Tilt cm.

Yes (H, V) *
Yes (V)
No

Coll.cm

Yes *
No

Reticle

Bright *

Dim
V index

Auto *

Manual
H index

Auto *

Manual
Power off

On (30min) *
Off

Ang. reso.

SET21

00

1" *

0.5"
SET3100lS

1" *

5"

SET4100S

1" *

5"

Coord.

E-N-Z *,

N-E-Z
Dist mode

Sdist *

Hdist
Dist. reso

(only the SET2100)
Coord. search JOB

After setting is completed:
Align the cursorwith the final item,

press ~

Setting Mode Screen
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,

Vdist
1 mm *
0.1 mm

Coord. search JOB:

3. Align the cursor with the final item after setting

is complete and press ~ .

"Setting Mode Screen" is restored.

22. CHANGING INSTRUMENT PARAMETRS

~

Select "4. Comms setup", press

4.

Communication Condition Settng

The "Communication Conditions Setting

Screen

Screen" is displayed.

Comms setu.

Sa u d rat e : ...IIl1.I!I

It is possible to check and change the param-

Data bits:8bits

eter settings.

Parity :Not set

The following are the selected conditions.

Checksum:No

(Those marked by an (*) are values set at the
factory.)

Stop bit :1bit
Xon/Xo f f : Yes

Baud rate

1200bps *, 2400bps, 4800bps,
9600bps, 19200bps, 38400bps

Data bits

8bits *

7bits
Parity

Not set *

Even
Odd
Stop bit

1bit *

2bits

Check sum

No *

Yes
XonlXoff

Yes

*

No

After settng is complete,
Align cursor with final item,

press _ 1

Setting Mode Screen

5. Align the cursor with the final item after setting

is completed and press _ i.

"Setting Mode Screen" is restored.
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22. CHANGING INSTRUMENT PARAMETRS

Select "5. Unil, press _

.

6. Select "5. Unil and press ~ .

Un it

It is possible to check and revise the param-

Temp. :.

eter settings.

Press. :hPa

Angle:mil
Oi s t :m

The following are the selected conditions.

(Those marked by an (*) are values set at the
factory.)
,

Temp.

°C *

of
Press.

-

hPa*
mmHg
inchHg

Angle

deg*
gon

,

mil

Dist

m*
feet

7.

. after settng is completed.
The "Setting Mode Screen" is restored.
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22. CHANGING INSTRUMENT PARAMETRS

~ EXPLANATION
. Nadir 0°

. Horizontal 0°

O'

270'

, 90'

90'

180'

180'

D.

270~

. Horizontal 0° *90°
90'

O'

O'

-90'
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23. KEY FUNCTION ALLOCATION

--

KEY FUNCTION ALLOCATION
· With the SET, it is possible to allocate the softkeys in MEAS Mode to suit measurement
conditions. The
current softkey allocations are retained until they are revised again, even
when the power is cut off. It is also possible to register two set-s of key function allocations:
user settng 1 and user setting 2.

It is possible to operate the SET effciently because unique softkey allocations can be
preset to suit various applications and the ways that different operators handle the instru-

ment.
Press (CNFG)

.

Press (CNFG) in the .Status Screen."

Setting Mode Screen
The "Setting Mode Screen" is displayed.

Select "6. Key Furiction" and press either

Select "6. Key Function", press

~or_.

-- . or ..

Key Settng Screen

Key tunc.

1.IB..II:l
2.Registration
3. Reca II

The "Key Setting Screen" is displayed.

.

The following operations can be performed in
the "Key Allocation Mode".
· Key allocation

· Registrtion of the allocation
· Recallng the allocation

Cl
c:

ECD
U)

i-

CD
U)

::

3. Read In
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C\
Cl

c:

ECD
U)

i-

CD
U)

::

Cl

:S
Qi

U)

~
o

Õ
co

u.

23. KEY FUNCTION ALLOCATION

and Registration I
II Allocation

· It is possible to set new key allocations in the "Key Allocation Screen."
When new key allocations are set, the content of the function keys in MEAS Mode are
displayed. This allocation is recorded in the instrument until they are set again.
It is possible to register two kinds of allocations: User Settng 1 and User Setting 2.

NOTE: When softkey allocations are recorded and registered, the previously recorded key
settings are cleared.

· It is possible to allocate the functons displayed in the "Settng Mode Screen" to the softkeys.
The following functions can be allocated to the softkeys.

1) LDIST)

Distance measurement

2) (.. SHV)

Select distance mode (S=Slope distance/H=Horizontal distance/
V=Height difference)

3) (OSET
4)
5)
6)
7)

(H.ANG)
(RI)
(REP)
(HOLD)

8) (ZA/Of)

9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

(HT)
(REC)

(REM)
(MLM)
(RCL)
(VIEW)
(EDM)

Set horizontal angle to 0
Set required horizonta angle
Select horizontal angle right/left

Repetiion measurement
Hold horizontal angle/release horizontal angle
Switch between zenith angle/slope in %
Set the instrument station height and target height
Data recording
REM measurement
Missing line measurement
Display final measurement data
Display observation data for the selected JOB
Settng EDM (atmospheric correcton and target, distance measurement
method settng)

16) (COORD): Coordinates measurement
17) (5-)
Setting-out measurement
18) (OFFSET): Ofset measurement
19) (MENU)
To Menu Mode
20) (RESEC)
Resection measurement
21) (FIM)

22) (D-OUT)
23) (---)

Switch between metersfeet
Output measurement results to extemal instrument
No functons set

· The following are the softey allocations when the SET was shipped.
Page 1 LDIST) ( .. SHV) (H.ANG) (EDM)
Page 2 (OSET (COORD) (5-0) (REC)
Page 3 (MLM) (RESEC) (MENU) (HT)
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23.1 Allocation and Registration

I~ Allocating Functions
· It is possible to freely allocate up to 12 kinds of functions to the softkeys. The allocated key
array is saved until it is revised again, even when the power is
It is possible to allocate the same keys
be allocated to more than

cut off.

on each page (example 1). The same finction can

one key on the same page (example 2). And it is also possible

to allocate a function to only one key (example 3).
Allocation example 1:
P1 L DIST) (~SHV) (H.ANG) (EDM)
P2 L DIST) (~SHV) (H.ANG) (EDM)
Allocation example 2:
P1 L DIST) L DIST) u SHV) U SHV)
;. .. .. -. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Allocation example 3:

P1 L DIST) L.i SHV) (- _.:) (- --)

~ PROCEDURE

~.

1.

Settng Mode Screen

Select "6. Key Function", press
Key Settng Screen

The "KeySettng Menu Screen" is displayed.

Ke y tunc.

1.lm..II:l
2 . Reg i str a t ion
3.Recall

2. Select "1. Define" and press ~.

Select "1. Define", press _
Allocation Screen

ci~
,.. EI

Key tunc.

IP 111 mm

IP 211 im

IPmml
31i
~
HTi
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i

The "Allocation Screen" is displayed.

23. KEY FUNCTION ALLOCATION

3. Align the cursor with the keys on the left half of

Key fun c .

IP 1-i ml

IæI3

i: 11111

~EI

ZA%

ßlI H T

MLM

IP2mHcm

IP 3fi Il
I

i

REC
REM

l

mr
4.

Key func.

i

D! H
IPIæ
21i cm

~'EI

~ -=.

HT

IP 111 mn'

IP 3111l

the screen whose allocation is changed using

Align the cursor with the functions on the right
half of the screen which are to be allocated us-

ing" A.

REC
REM

II

mmi H T I MLM l

5.

Key func.

i

IP 111 mm

IPmm
21i D!
cm

IP~mi'
311 ~

mm i ZA% I

Press - i to allocate the functions des-

ignated in step 4 to the positions designated in
step 3.

HT
REC

II

REM

MLM l

6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 only as many times as nec-

essary .

Press (OK): Allocation Recording
Key Setting Screen

7. Press (OK) to record the allocations and to re-

store the "Key Setting Screen".

This displays the functions with their new allocations in the "Setting Mode Screen".
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23.1 Allocation and Registration

.. Registering an Allocation
to register two softkey arrays allocated in the "Allocation Screen" as User
Registration 1 and User Registration 2.

· It is possible

· The registered softkey arrays can be called and used as needed (See "23.2 Recallng
Allocation".) Softkey registration is performed as follows.

~ PROCEDURE

~

Settng Mode Screen
Select "6. Key function", press

1. Select "6. Key function" in Setting Mode and

press ~ .

Key Setting Screen

The "Key Settng Screen" is displayed.

Key tunc.
1.Detine

~i...l.iq
mal
I

-,

Select

"2. Registration", press

2.

Select "2. Registration" and press _ i .

The "Allocation Registration Screen" is displayed.

Allocation Registration Screen

Key tunc.

1......:1-.-1
2.User's 2

Select "1. Uset1" or "2. User'2",

press _ i

3.

Select either "Uset1" or "User'2" as the softey

array to be registered and press ~.

Confirmation Screen

Key tunc.

The "Confirmation Screen" is displayed.

Registered to
Press any key

Press any key
Allocation Registration Screen,

press 1m
Key Settng Screen
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4. Press any key to restore the "Allocation Regis-

tration Screen". Press 1m to restore the "Key

Setting Screen".

23. KEY FUNCTION ALLOCATION

II Recallng an Allocation \,
. It is possible to recall the softey arrays registered for User 1 and User 2 as necessary.
NOTE: When an array is recalled, the key array is changed to the key array which has been
recalled, clearing the previous key array. Be sure to remember this.

~ PROCEDURE ';c~.",
"":;:::;~:'l~i;"':l""
Setting Mode Screen

1. Select "6. Key function" in the "Setting Mode

Select "6. Key function", press

Screen" and press __ i .

Key Setting Screen

The "Key Setting Screen" is displayed.

__ i

Key tunc.

l.Define

2.Re~stration
ic.:l- ..1.

Select "3. Recall", press __

2. Select "2. Recal" and press --

I.

Allocation Recal Screen
The "Allocation Recall Screen" is displayed.

Key func.

1......=-_...
2.User's 2
3 . D et au I t

3.

Select the key array for either User 1, User 2,
or default (settng when the SET was shipped),

and press ~ .
Key Setting Screen

The "Key Settng Screen" is restored.
This displays the functions in the recalled array in the "MEAS Mode Screen".
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24. POWER SUPPLIES

POWER SUPPLIES
· Operate your SET with the following combinations of power equipment.
,. Be sure to carefully read the operating manuals for the battery and charger before operat-

ing them.

NOTE: Never useaiiy combination other than those indicated below. If you do, the SET
could be damaged.

· Those indicated by a single".' are standard accessories. Others are optional accessories
(sold separately).

~ ~
C ,

$I

COC41 (70 min.)

(11 to 16VOC)

For cigarette lighter

EOC2/2A ..
(100 to 240 V AC)

~

COC14 (100V AC)
COC14A (120V AC)

,: ,J
,, ,,'

~_.~ I

tj....,

170

.

COC 140 (220V AC to 240V AC

(15 hours)

24. POWER SUPPLIES

. Extemal power supply equipment

. When using an external battery marked with, (**), with the BDC35 battery mounted in
place to maintain the balance of the instrument.
its negative terminal is
. Make sure that the car cigarette lighter is 12V DC and that
grounded. Use it with the cats engine running.
. The EDC2 is equipped with an input voltage selector. Make sure that this voltage selec100 V.
tor is set to
. The EDG14 has a breaker switch. Normally the red mark appears on the breaker. If it
cannot be seen, set the breaker so it is visible.
When using the car battery, the breaker wil cut off if the poles are not

correctly con-

nected.
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25. REFLECTING PRISMS

REFLECTING PRISMS
and accessories have standardized screws, it is

· Because all Sokkia reflecting prisms

objectives.

possible to combine these prisms, accessories, etc. according to your

· The following are all special accessories (sold separately).

~~

'Z

~

~
A P3DP

APllT

,

AP31T

AP62I-P51
I

AP1Z

êr
AP41

I

CV
)
S~18
(

(!

MAQ

~
MADI

ij

AP1ZP

WA

~

(~)

AP71 (=SPS3)

APSIZ APSll APS3 APS34

, APS31 APS33

APS12P APS11P

Each reflectve prism has its own prism constant value. When changing prisms, be sure
to

change the prism constant correction value.

**
Because these tagets are coated with fluorescent paint,

light.
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they reflect when there is little

25. REFLECTING PRISMS

-~~,t~~;~i~~i;,,~I~~,:,~~t~~_!r!tt~glji~':;%Z¡' '
. When using a reflecting prism equipped with a target for distance and angle
measurements, be sure to direct the reflective prism correctly and sight the
center of the prism target accurately.

. To use the triple prism assembly AP31 or AP32 as a single prism for short
distance measurements, mount the single reflective prism AP01 in the center
mounting hole of the prism holder.

. Adjust the level of the AP41 instrument height adaptor following the checking
and adjustment methods outlined in "21.1 Plate Level".

. Adjust the optical plummet of the AP41 instrument height adaptor following
the checking and adjustment methods outlned in "21.5 Reticle".
. The height of the AP41 instrument height adaptor can be adjusted using two
sure that the instrument height
fixing screws. When used with the SET, make
"236" (mm) is displayed in the instrument height adjustment window.

~ PROCEDURE!Ri'l;~l~lli~:~;~;,~~~f;i~isì~~~ti~;

CD

1.

Loosen the screws.

2.

Rotate it counterclockwise.

3.

Move it up or down until the desired instrument
height is displayed in the adjustment window.

4.

Rotate it clockwise.

5.

Tighten the screws.

CI

CD

,;'pr~~~ùti~äi'~ihi~d~~ihg"."';'th~.;ì~~~1Iirig'6St:j¡fe;.:1if;::;!/;:t;r~;¡.\i!EX~,:;;~':"gt'¥¡¡Q

. ".:::. ,~~ .~:~.~:,.;;:.~;: ¿;: \:. : .~,~:.~:-;:,~:;;;:~,t:~~~: .:" . ':;~~_'~¡,,;, -.~:,_, :,.:'::-;.' "..". ~~:::;"'::V' . :": ::::,:~':" :~:)k.;~': .:: .::\ '" ~:,';":'x:::~:~ ~~~:-'";:: :;~~;'é;i':, ~ ,/~: ';.:: ;-:'~'.~:.~

. Adjust the circular level on the levelling plate for the reflective prism following
the checking and adjustment methods outlined in "21.2 Circular Level".
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ADDITIONAL DETAILS
. These sections provide further details conceming the material presented in earlier sections.

26. Manually Indexing the Vertical Circle ............................. 177
27. Atmospheric Correction for High Precision Distance
measurements .................. ..... ........... ....... ................ ....... 179

175
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26. MANUALLY INDEXING THE VERTICAL CIRCLE

MANUALLY INDEXING THE VERTICAL CIRCLE
. The 0 index of the vertical circle of your SET is almost 100% accurate, but when it is
necessary to perform particularly high precision angle measurements, you can eliminate
any inaccuracy of the 0 index as follows.
. Set parameter "Vertical Circle Indexing Method" to "ManuaL."

~ PROCEDURE
. This section explains the procedure for vertical circle

indexing using face leftright sight-

ing, which is done after parameter "Vertical Circle Indexing Method" is set to "Manual" and

the "MEAS Mode Screen" is restored.

.

MEAS Mode Screen

After parameter "Vertical Circle Indexing
Method" has been changed to "Manual", if you
press (MEAS) in the "Status Screen" to enter

OSET

the "MEAS Mode Screen," the vertical angle
V1 is displayed in "Take F1" on line 7.
ZA
HAR

V1

0°00'00"

Take

F 1

ID

Sighting the target with face left

1.

Carefully level the instrument.

2.

Accurately sight a clear target

telescope

with a distance
of about 30 m in the horizontal direction with
the telescope in face left.

~

Reflective prism

3.

Press (OK)
MEAS Mode Screen

Press (OK).

The vertical angle "V2" is displayed as "Take

OSET

F2" on line 7.

ZA V2

HAR 0 ° 00 ' 00 "
Take F2

~
1n

2G. ÎviANüALL Y INDEXING THE VERTICAL CIRCLE

Sighting the target with the tele4. Loosen the horizontal clamp, tum the upper part

scope in face right

through 1800 and clamp it. Then set the telescope inthe face right position and accurately
sight the same target.

Press (OK)
MEAS Mode Screen

Meas.

5. Press (OK).

PC
ppm

-30

The "MEAS Mode Screen" is displayed.

a

.3

ZA a ° a a ' a a "
HAR 180°00'00"

1

mmmacm,l3ii
This concludes the vertical circle indexing pro-

cedure.
NOTE: If the power is cut off, the vertical

the power is tumed on.
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circle indexing is ineffective. Do it again every time

27. ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION FOR HIGH PRECISION DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION FOR HIGH
PRECISION DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
. Need for atmospheric correction
The SET measures the distance with a beam of light, but the velocity of this light varies
according to the index of refraction of light in the atmosphere. This index of refraction
varies according to the temperature and pressure. Near normal temperature and pressure

conditions:
With constant pressure, a temperature change of 1°: an index change of 1 ppm
With constant temperature, a pressure change of 3.6 hPa: an index change of 1 ppm.
the atmospheric correcTo perform high accuracy measurements, it is necessary to find
tion factor from even more accurate temperature and pressure measurements and perform an atmospheric correcton.
Sokkia recommends that extremely precise instruments be used to monitor the air tem-

perature and pressure.
. Finding the average temperature and pressure between two points in different atmospheric

conditions
To precisely determine the atmospheric correction factor, the average temperature and
air pressure along the measurement beam route must be taken.
Determine the temperature and pressure as follows.
Flat terrain Use the temperature and pressure at the midpoint of the
line.

Mountainous terrain Use the temperature and pressure at the intermediate point
(C).

If it is not possible to measure the temperature and pressure at the midpoint, take the
temperature and pressure at the instrument station (A) and the target station (B), then
calculate the average value.
Average air temperature: (t1 + t2) /2
Average air pressure: (p1 + p2)/2

.........,
Instrument Station A
Temperature t1

-- --

-- --

-- --

--

__~~--- Midpoint (C)

Pressure p1
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2ì. ATivIÜ::PHEAIC CORRECTION FOR HIGH PRECISION DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

· Atmospheric correction for relative humidity
The humidity has litle influence, partcularfyon short distance measurements. The effect
of humidity is considered in cases where it is very hot and humid and high precision measurements are to be performed over a partcularfy long distance.
With the SET, if the humidity is entered along with the temperature and pressure, the
atmospheric correction factor set in the instrument is calculated using the following formula.
Atmospheric Correction Factor = 278.96 - (0.2904 x P- 0.044735 x e )/(1 + 0.003661 x T)
e = H x ew/100
ew = ao T 4 + aT T3 + "i T2 + ~ T + a4

T : Temperature (0C)
P : Pressure (hPa)
e : Water vapor pressure (hPa)

H : Relative humidity (%)
ew : Saturated water vapor pressure
~= 0.00000491539

aT= 0.00026202374

a2= 0.Q251534557
~= 0.45183196592

a4= 6.32672468457
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APPENDIX
. This section explains standard accessories, optional accessories, maintenance, specifications, the atmospheric correction chart, and the entry range for various kinds of data.
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28. STANDARD EQUIPMENT

. ., _ _ -: J' _,
~ ","~. . . _, ~ - _, ,
I STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

I

. Please verify that all equipment is included

~
o

(§

OJ
CI

G)
CD

§v~
o

:d
CD SET main unit. ............................... 1
(g Internal battery (BDC35) ................. 2
CI Battery charger (CDC39) ................ 1

QW Screwdriver ..................................... 1

o Tubular compass (CP7) .................. 1

~ Cleaning cloth .............................. 1
~ Basic operating manual.................. 1

CI Lens cap ......................................... 1
CI Lens hood ...................................... 1
CD Vinyl cover ...................................... 1
CI Plumb bob .................................... 1
~ Tool pouch ..................................... 1

(j Lens brush,.................................... 1
Qg Adjusting pin ..................................2

Two-way communication

command manual........................... 1
Atmospheric correction chart ......... 1

tß Carring case .................................. 1
q§ Carring straps ................................ 1
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28. STANDARD EQUIPMENT

· Plumb bob
The plumb bob can be used to set up

and center the instrment on days when there is little
wind. To use the plumb bob, unwind

its cord,

it through the cord grip piece as shown in
the figure to adjust its length, then suspend it
from the hook attched to the centering screw.
pass

· Tubular compass (CP7)
Slide the tubular compass into the tubular com-

pass slot UÐ), loosen the clamp screw, then
rotate the top par of the instrument until the
compass needle bisects the index lines. The
telescope's face left sighting direction in this
position wil indicate magnetic north. After use,

tighten the clamp and remove the compass
from the slot, then place it in the specified location in the carring case.
NOTE: The tubular compass is susceptible to the
influence of nearby magnets or metal. Such
influence could cause it to fail to accurately
indicate magnetic north. Do not use magnetic north as indicated by this compass for
base line surveying. '

o

.

Handle
The carring handle (0) can be removed from

the instrument. To remove it loosen the handle
securing screws (8).
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29. OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

I OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES ~
. The following are optional accessories which are sold separately from the SET.

. Ni-Cd battery (BDC40)

The Ni-Cd battery (BDC40) can be used in
place of the intemal battery (BDC35) provided
as a standard accessory.
BCD40 Specifications

Output voltage : 6 V DC

Size : 75 x 74 x 40 mm

Weight : 220 g

~
ø7
~

. Printer cable (DOC46)

The SET can be connected to a Centronics
specifcation printer which supports ESC/PTM
by the printer cale DOC46. This allows direct
output of data from the SET to a printer.

. Two-point target (2RT500)

It is used to find a target point from observations of two offset points during offset measure-

ment.
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29. OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

.

Diagonal eyepiece (DE17A)

The diagonal eyepiece is convenient for ob-

to
'i

I¡

i'

1/,
'; !

¡, :

servations near
the nadir and in narrw spaces.
After removing the handle from the SET, loosen
the attachment screw to remove the telescope

eyepiece. Then screw the diagonal lens into
place. .

See "28. Standard Equipmenl for the handle
removal method.

I;
J
"

· Solar fiter (OF3A)

When sighting targets where glare is present,
solar observations for example, attach it to the
objecve lens of the SET to protect its interior
and the eyes of its operator. The filter part can
be flpped up without being removed.
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30. MAINTENAN

MAINTENANCE
· Perform the following maintenance whenever you use the instrument.

1. If rain falls during surveying work, thoroughly wipe all moisture off the instrument.

2. Always clean the instrument before returning it to the case. The lens requires specie
care. Dust it off with the lens brush first, to remove tiny particles.ihen, after providing
little cordensatior by breathing on the lens, wipe it with a soft clean cloth (cotton cut fror
worn-out clothing is Okay) or lens tissue.

3. Do not use organic solvents to clean the display, key board, or carrying case.

4. Store the SET in a dry place where the temperature is constant.
5. When the tripod is used for a long time, loose feet or damaged thumbscrews can make i
unstable. Check and retighten these parts regularly.

6. If there appears to be any foreign matter in the rotating part or screws, or if any trace 01
moisture or mold is discovered on the telescope's internal

contact your Sokkia agent.

lenses, reflective prisms, etc.,

7. Even when the instrument has not been used for a long time, inspect it every 3 months in
accordance with "21. Checking and Adjustments".

8. When removing the SET from its carrying case, never pull it out by force. After removing
it, close the case to prevent moisture from getting inside it.
9. Have the SET checked once or twice a year

high precision.

at your Sokkia service center to maintain its
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SPECIFICATIONS

I SPECIFICATIONS

I

Telescope
Length:
Aperture:
Magnification:
Image:
Resolving power:

Field of view:
, Minimum focus:
Focussing screw:
Reticle ilumination:

165 mm
45 mm (EDM: 50 mm)

30x
Erect
3"

1030'

1.0m
Fine/coarse 2-speed
Bright or dim selectable

Angle measurement
Horizontal and Vertical circles type: Increment with 0 index
Angle units:
Display range:

(Both circles adopt diametrical detection)
Degree/Gon/Mil (Selectable with parameter)
SET21

00 : 0.00'00.0" to 359.59' 59.5"

SET310o/3100S : 0.00'00" to 359°59'59"
SET4100/410os : 0.00'00" to 3S9"S9'S9"

Minimum display:

SET2100 : 1" (0.2 mgon/0.005 mil)/
0.5" (0.1 mgon/O.002 mil)
SET31003100S : 1" (0.2 mgon/O.OOS mil)/
S" (1 mgon/0.02 mil)
SET410o/4100S : 1" (0.2 mgon/O.OOS mil)/
5" (1 mgon/O.02 mil)

Accuracy:

(Selectable with parameter)
Standard deviation (DIN18723)
SET21

00 : 2" (0.6 mgon)

SET310o/3100S : 3" (1 mgon)
SET41004100S : 5" (1.5 mgon)

Measuring time:
Automatic compensator:

Less than 0.5 sec

Type:

Selectable ON (V & HN)/OFF
Liquid 2-axis tilt sensor

Range of compensation:

:t3'

MeElsuring mode:

188

Horizontal angle:

Right/Left selectable

Vertical angle:

Zenith 00, horizontal 00, horizontal :t90°

SPECIFICATIONS

Distance Measurement
Measuring range:

(Slight haze, visibilty about 20 km, sunny periods, weak

scintilation)
00

SET21

Compact prism CP01

: 1.0 to 800 m/2600 ft

Reflective target

: 1.0 to 120 m/390 ft
: 1.0 to 2,400 m/ 7,800 ft

Standard prism AP X 1

(2,700m/8,BOO ft)
Standard prism AP X 3 : 1.0 to 3,100 m/10,100 ft

(3,500 m/11 ,400 ft)
Standard prism AP X 9 :1.0 to 3,700 m/12, 100 ft

(4,200 m/13,700 ft)
SET3100/3100S
Reflective target

: 1.0 to 700 m/2,200 ft
: 1.0 to 100 m/320 ft

Standard prism AP X 1

: 1.0 to 2,200 m/200 ft

Compact prism CP01

(2,500 m/B,200 ft)
Standard prism AP X 3 : 1.0 to 2,900 m/9,500 ft
(3,300 m/1 0,800 ft)
Standard prism AP X 9 : 1.0 to 3,500 m/11 ,400 ft

(4,000 m/13,000 ft)
SET41

oo41

OOS

Reflective target

: 1.0 to 600 m/1 ,900 ft
: 1.0 to 80 m/260 ft

Standard prism AP X 1

: 1.0 to 1,600 m/5,200 ft

Compact prism CP01

(1 ,BOO m/5,900 ft)
Standard prism AP X 3 : 1.0 to 2,100 m/6,BOO ft
(2,400 m/,BOO ft)
Standard prism AP X 9 : 1.0 to 2,500 m/8,200 ft
(2,900 m/9,500 ft)

Minimum display:

SET21

00:

Rne measurement : 1 mm,0.1 mm (0.01/0.001ft)
Rapid measurement : 1 mm (0.01 ft)
Tracking measurement : 10 mm (0.1 ft)
SET3100/3100S & SET410014100S

Rne measurement : 1 mm (0.01 ft)
Rapid measurement : 1 mm (0.01 ft)
Maximum slope distance:

Tracking measurement : 10 mm (0.1 ft)
SET2100 : 9999.9999 m (32808.333 ft)
SET1oo100 & SET41oa4100S : 9999.999 m (32808.33 It)

Distce unit
Accuracy:

Measurement mode:

Measuring time:

meters/feet selectable
Fine measurement with prism: :t (2 + 2 ppm X D) mm
Rapid measurement with prism: :t (5 + 5 ppm X D) mm
Rne measurement with reflective target:
:t (4 + 3 ppm X D) mm
Rapid measurement with reflective target:
:t (5 + 5 ppm X D) mm
Rne measurement (single/repeatJaverage)
Rapidmeasurement (single and repeat)

Tracking
Fine measurement : 4,,2 sec. + every 2.0 sec. ,
Rapid measurement : 2.9 sec. + every 0.7 sec.
Tracking measurement : 2.9 sec. + every 0,5 sec.
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SPECIFICAT!m,!S

Signal source:
Infrared LED

Light intensity control:
Atmosphenc correction:

Automatic

Temperature input range:
-30 to 60°C (in 1°C step)/-22 to 140 of

Pressure input range:

500 to 1,40 hPa (in 1 hPa step)
375 to 1,050 mmHg (in 1 mmHg step)

14.8 to 41.3 inchHg (in 0.1 inchHg step)
-499 to 499 ppm (in 1. ppm step)
o to 100% (in 1 % step)

ppm input range:
Humidity input range:
Prism constant correction:
Constant input range:
Eart curvature and refracton correction:

-99 to 99 mm (in 1 mm step)
Atmospheric refraction constant
K=0.14 or K=0.2 selectable

Power SUPply
Power source:
WOrkng

Ni-MH reeable battery BDC35 (6 V)

duration at 250C:

Charging time:

General

Distance & angle measurement
(Fine & single measurement, interval = every 30 sec)
BDC35: Approx. 5.5 hours (approx. 660 points)
Option BDC40: Approx. 4 hours (approx. 480 pOints)
Option BDC12: Approx 17.5 hours (approx. 1,980 point)
Angle measurement only
BDC35: Approx. 7 hours
Option BDC40: Approx. 6 hours
Option BDC12: Approx. 22.5 hours
BDC 35: Approx. 70 min.

Display:
2LCD graphic displays on

Keyboard:

each face

120 dots X 64 dots (20 characters X a

28 keys
Sensitivit of levels:

lines)

(numeric, edit, soft function, POwer on, light)
Plata level:

SET2100 : 20"/2 mm
SET310o/4100 : 30"/2 mm
Optical plummet:

Circular level: 10'/2 mm

Image: Erect
Magnifcation: 3X
Minimum
focus: 0.5 m
Horizontal & Vertcal motion screw:
Fine/Coarse
2 speed
Automatic power cut off:
Calender. Clock:

Data storage: '

Yes
Yes

Data output

On board about 3,000 pOints
AsynChronous senal RS232C compatible baud rate up

Operating temperature:

Centronics cOmpatible (with DOC46)

Water protection:
Instrument height:

-20° to 50°C

to 38,400 bps

Size: ,

Weight:

IPX2 (Based on IEC529/1989)

236 mm (9.3 inch) from tribrach bottom
193 mm (7.6 inch) from tribrach dish
1 n (W) X 165 (D) X 345 (H) mm (with handle and battery)
SET2100SET3100SET4100 : 5.4 kg (wit handle

SET3100S/SET/4100S : 5.6 kg (wit handle andand
battery)
battery)
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ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION CHART

¡ATMOSPHERIC CORREC1ON CHA ~
. This chart shows the atmospheric correction every 2 ppm, but the atmospheric correction

can be input to the SET for every ppm.

. The following is the hPa - mmHg conversion formula
hPa = mmHg/O.75

(ppm)
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DATA ENTRY RANGES

1 DATA ENTRY RANGES

,

· The following table shows the entry range for all data.

Data NalTe

Entry Range

Temperature
Air pressure I hPa
,lmmHçi
Humidity ,
Atmospheric correcton factor

1°C

500 to 1400
357 to 1050
o to 100

1hPa
1 mmHa
1%

-499 to 499

100m

1 to 9

Once

Prism constant correction value

-99 to 99

1mm

Date
Time

000101 to 991231
000000 to 235959

Required horizontal angle

SET2100: 0° to 359° 59' 59.5"

OS

SET3100 : 0° to 359° 59' 59"
SET4100 : 0° to 359° 59' 55"

1"

-9999.999 to 9999.999

0.001 m
0,001 m
0.001 m

Distance measurement frequency
(Fine single measurement)

Height
Distance value

Coordinates
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Entrv Unit

-30 to 60

-9999.999 to 9999.999
,

-9999999.999 to 9999999.999

1"

REGULATIONS

\ REGULATIONS

l

WARNING: Changes or modific'ations to this unit not expressly approved by the part responsible for compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment.
NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A
digital device pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide
reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a
commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency
energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause
harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential
area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case the user wil be required to correct
the interference at his own expense.'

Notice for Canada
This Class A digital apparatus meets all requirements of Canadian Interference-Causing
Equipment Regulations.
utes les eXÎgences du Réglement sur Ie
Get apparareil numérique de la Class A respecte to
matériel brouileur du Canada.
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REGULATIONS

CE Declaration of COIlormty
in accrdace with EMC Dirve 89/336/EC of the Eurpean Community

We herewith declare, that the underientionedintrent, in view of its design and tye
of constrction, fully complies with the relevant basic radio interference requirements

of the EMC Directive.
Should the intrent be modifed without agrement, ths declartion becomes invalid.

Intrent Descrption: Tota Station (SureYig Intrent)

Model Name :

Relevant EC Dirctive:

Smioo, SET100, SET4100

EMC Direcve (89/336/EC)
Version: 911263/EC, 92/1/C, 93/68/EC

Applied

Haronied Standad:

EM! EN50081-1 \99
EN55022 19948 QasB
EMS : EN5002-2 1995

EN50140 1993
EN50141 1993

EN61002 1995
EN61000 1995
Date: ,................~..:;/.tl.?.J...:.....

SOKKIA B. V.

Fir: ............SQlq..:ßN,............

Damluisegi

Indeterin De Vaar

NL-1332 EA A1mere

Addres:......_.~~.':.~~!~!"~.ip..P~...Y~..p.~~l~~~.~.,~~..NLl.~~~..~..~~r,~.................

Repreentative's Signature:

Name of Repreentative
Repreentative's position
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~~~

Stephen Blaie

European vice President

MEMO

